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The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the
inability of the human mind to correlate all its contents. We
live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas
of in nity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far.
The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have
hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together
of dissociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas
of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall
either go mad from the revelation or ee from the deadly
light into the peace and safety of a new dark age …
— H.P. Lovecraft —
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The barely successful masked vigilante sat breathlessly
in her secret Rookery atop a falsely disused tower on her
family estate. Well, most just call it the Nest. She partly
chose the title “Rook,” because her father was an ornithologist, who liked to call her “Little Bird.” Indeed, Little Bird
was how she wanted to be known early on. Her seemingly
mandatory trauma: parents died in a re at the Corwin City
Zoo when she was fteen, an act of arson.
“Good God!” she muttered to herself. “Have I really
been doing this for 25 years?”
In some ways, she was not really sure exactly when she
began to known as Rook, a bird within the crow family. She
gured is was her black, birdlike attire, and the fact that title
such as The Crow, The Raven, and even Batwoman were taken
up by pop culture at some point. Lately, she had been called
“The Lone Rook” in the media due to her surviving partners
either being retired, dead, or out in their own solo adventures.
Diane Reagan Summers was growing old for a vigilante, and she felt it. She had been ghting her foes more
cerebrally of late, even if the last required an old fashioned
brawl. Luckily, Exterminator hit fty not too long ago!
Still, she was utterly worn out from her battle with the
Exterminator. Slowly removing her black cowl with white
beak before the tall mirror, she could see the genuine tiredness in her eyes, and subtle crow’s feet. She slowly removed
the feather-like textured kevlar suit, heavy sweat still leaking out of her. She was still gorgeous, for all intents and
purposes.
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She was very tall, almost six feet. Her moist hair still
jet black. The eyes a striking blue. Her naturally sandy skin
shimmering with sweat and smooth. The orbs on her chest
a handful of a C-cup, still perky from her musculature. That
musculature was blatant head to toe, adding to her distinct
curves. She still worked out in all her free time.
That was not to say that she had scars from her long
career. She had a very discrete plastic surgeon that kept her
face el n — her personal doctor was also discrete no matter
how often he complained about her “lifestyle,” but the rest
of her had some stories to tell. The scar on her waist, an
eighth of an inch from her kidney, from some purse snatcher
that was the nal inspiration her to put on that bird mask.
A subtle inch-long scar on her right side from her rst true
adversary, who called himself The Claw for good reason. A
puncture wound scar on her inner thigh from The Huntsman,
who became so obsessed with her that he wanted her as a
sex toy. And the fucked up thing, not only were they publicly dating as Dianne and Jason, but also fought together in
battle against an alien super-intelligence ten years ago in an
annoyingly on the nose superhero team-up. Yeah, she loved
the rough sex with him, especially with their masks on, but
she learned too late that he was some crazed mastermind
behind most of the villains they fought together after that
Synth Crisis. That fucked up relationship ended 12 years ago
now, after he fell several stories. He was the rst she ended
without killing, albeit unintentionally.
Rook lightly touched Huntsman’s literal scar with an
almost nostalgic smile. “You really had to go destroy yourself to get back at me? You sick fuck …”
It was fucked up, but she did miss the old foes she outlasted. Many of them knew her better than most. Sure, prior
to the Huntsman, she was just that much less aggressive,
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cerebral. She had those recurring nemeses. But after him,
because of him, she became far better at outsmarting her
foes. Maybe it was luck, but she can’t say she ever directly
killed any of them. What changed was that she beat them so
completely that they never wanted to cross paths with her
again.
Looking into her tired eyes, she thought about the Exterminator, what she just did to him. She manipulated him
into a situation that exposed him, but slipped away. In their
sticu s, he really did nearly beat her. A lucky shot sent him
o the sca olding, apparently breaking his spine. He’ll
spend the rest of his life in a wheelchair alone and humiliated in a maximum security prison of some kind. Sometimes
she wondered if what she did over the last decade to her
foes was better than killing them outright …
****
The Rook spent the next ve months on “vacation,” as
she put it whenever she was not out ghting the foes the
police could not handle (the Commissioner and her retired
predecessor had an openly secret alliance). She was spending her days as the shrewd CEO of company she built from
nothing, Summers Global. A lot of what they funded now
were humanitarian e orts, but their hefty income came
from patents and scienti c research contracts.
She liked it, for at least quick sprints. It was less
morally debatable than literally crippling people. Her COO
and administrative assistant gured out her secret years ago
by accident, but became some of her closest allies since.
Well, they were masters at covering for her!
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Dianne was quietly looking over some of the higher
pro le contracts, when her young administrative assistant
buzzed.
“Ms Summers, a Lorraine Jacobson is here to see you.
Very insistent.”
Her heart skipped a beat. It was the Shadowhawk!
Well, the second one. The rst retired ve years ago. Similar
to her predecessor, Shadowhawk II liked to specialize in taking down cults and the otherwise highly charismatic villains. She moved to Providence, Rhode Island, three years
ago with her surprisingly supportive wife. Dianne thought
she would retire a year or two back, but was more active
than ever.
The fairly young blonde walked into the room. No
matter how athletic she was, no one would suspect the little, bespectacled, light brown eyed woman would be a crime
ghter. Why are people so fooled by glasses? Dianne often asked
herself with a laugh, she herself not wearing glasses as “Dianne.”
Always the hugger, she hugged the young vigilante,
and o ered her a seat. The casually sat on the gushy black
leather couch.
“So, what’s up Lorri? You’ve always waited until I was
in my other suit!”
She looked disquieted. “I think I might need your help,
Rook.”
“What’s wrong?”
“Cult activity in New England, especially Providence,
has skyrocketed. You’ve heard of the Cthulhu Mythos, H.P.
Lovecraft.”
“Yeah. That’s not supposed to be real.”
She sighed. “It’s real enough thanks to them. My contacts told me that Cthulhu has awoken and is now leading
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the Great Old Ones back to our world. Something about
Cthulhu ‘breaking their eternal chains of deathlike sleep,’ or
some such. The strange thing is how they have all become
sex cults.”
“Lovecraft never did more than inspire tentacle porn
…”
“I know, right? It doesn’t make any sense. Worse, people are going missing, including my contacts.” She took a
USB thumb drive out of her red purse.
“OK, let’s get to the nest, and go through this …”
In the tower, they were already wearing their “work
suits.” The Rook always found Shadowhawk’s suit quite
sexually alluring in the light. Yeah, she’s admitted to making
love to her wife while wearing it. It was of the same
skintight, kevlar material as Rook’s suit (from Dianne’s
company). It was a deep, brown, with a kind of owing
camou age. Shadowhawk had a cape, unlike her. That camou age patterned, brown-black cape looked exactly like
wings. Shadowhawk’s cowl was not unlike hers, except it
was that deep brown-black with a much smaller beak.
The usual records sprawled across the screen: missing
persons reports, arrests, criminal pro les.
“A lot of these missing people seem … random …”
Rook observed.
“So random, you know it’s intentional.”
“I agree. How manny missing?”
“About 100 connected to this throughout New England, and up to 85 of those in Providence alone.”
“What are they doing to these people?”
“Some appear to simply be joining full-time, particularly if they have something like a medical, physics, or mythol-
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ogy background. The rest, well, looks like Human experimentation.”
“To what end?”
Rook’s past nemesis, The Professor, was known to
mastermind Human experimentation for the sake of “evolution,” leading to some formidable underlings, but he was
murdered in prison seven years ago by essentially a disgruntled former employee of his.
“Bringing back the High Priest Cthulhu back to our
work, it would seem, Rook, and perhaps other Great Old
Ones …”
“What have you seen of this?”
“Too much …” she sighed uncomfortably. “Falcon,
kinda my rst side-kick, she volunteered to in ltrate one of
the cults. That’s how I was able to con rm and organize so
much of this. It was deep cover …”
Video le R_Cranston_RI_Investigation.mp4 began to
play on the center screen …
“Hey, testing. Earbud and contacts workin’, Shadowhawk?”
Yes, and try not to talk to me while under cover, or lat least not
mention my name, Shadowhawk said via audio.
“Oh, sorry, Shadowhawk … err … Sorry.”
She left the car, and walked up to a brown door in a
thickly settled area.
[“This is the house of a retired Professor Erikson in
Cranston, just outside Providence,” Shadowhawk clari ed to
the Rook.]
The graying professor welcomed and led “Sabrina Geo reys” into his subtly musty library.
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“So you were the student interested in learning about
the Cthulhu Mythos. What university are you going to
again?”
“Oh, Emerson, up in Boston.”
“How’s the tra c up there, these days?”
“Don’t ask! Usually take the T, and is sucks!”
“Very traditional of Boston!”
They quietly laughed.
“Now …” the professor began. “Cults of course long
predate anything Lovecraft wrote. While the term cult, has
shifted in meaning somewhat. Christianity was essentially a
cult within the Roman Empire when it budded o of Judaism, long before it came to de ne that empire. The overall
concept of a cult has shifted to the negative over the millennia, thanks to Christianity’s doctrines status and psychopathic masterminds like Charlie Manson.
He took a sip of hot tea from his mug. “Oh, terribly
sorry. Would like like anything? Water?”
“No thanks, Prof,” she said sweetly.
“Well, then … The cults described by Lovecraft are as
much like the historical de nition as much as they aren’t.
They are worshipping ancient entities, and often working to
prepare or hasten the return of those entities. They often
lack a Mansion. They were largely disconnected and numerous. There was the Brotherhood of the Beast, the Church of
Starry Wisdom, the Esoteric Order of Dagon, amount others.”
“All worshipped Cthulhu? “Cthulhu Mythos” right?”
“It was more like how the ancient Greeks and Romans
worshipped their many gods. One city could be worshipping
Minerva, but that does not mean they had no respect for the
other deities. The cults in Lovecraft were worshiping the
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Great Old Ones, and Cthulhu was one of those, a high
priest it would seem.”
“Does that make Cthulhu like Zeus to Jupiter?”
“Maybe!” he answered with an almost unnerving
smile. “What do we really know about the Great Old Ones
beyond the dreams Lovecraft wrote down? Not much. Then,
we must understand the messenger is not the message.”
“Is it true that there are real cults today that claim to
worship the Great Old Ones?”
The look on his face was di cult to decipher, but he
seemed to like the question. “From my research, there are
indeed cults in our world that claim to be worshipping the
Great Old Ones. Are you interested in Lovecraft’s a ect on
the real world?”
“Basically. My research is partly about comparing real
and ctional cults.”
He looked her over in a highly inquisitive way. “These
cults are not like they were depicted, not anymore. My understanding is they started but some college students like
they were in the books, but became more akin to sex cults,
perhaps ironically. More recently, they began to network
more, while concentrating on Cthulhu itself more. It would
be a fascinating coincidence that multiple cults sprung up
around the same time, if it were not for social media” He
wrote something down. “If you are really interested in a real
Cthulhu Cult, here’s a contact.”
She took it with a thankful smile. I read: “Tammy Jackson, Dreams and Tangerines Lounge, 257 Allentown St.”
“They function like a normal bar and grill during the
day, and switch to adult entertainment at night. Tammy is
the general manager, and it isn’t a coincidence that she has a
knowledge of the Cults here. Not so much anymore, but
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many of their past patrons are in the Cults now, whether
they still go to that bar or not …”
The video cut away and resumed in the parking lot of
the apparent strip club. There were a few cars in the lot, but
was long before their happy hours.
She was ultimately greeted by a healthy woman with
wavy blonde hair and fairly large breasts. The woman,
Tammy, had that kind of look like she could have been a
stripper, but presented herself in a very professional posture. Her blue dress was tight, but not slutty. What was
most striking were her very dark, almost black eyes. Falcon
took a seat across from the desk in the small o ce.
“So, Ms Geo reys, you are interested in that Cthulhu
Cult that sprang up not too long ago?” She asked, while casually sucking on a large pen.
“Uh, yeah, doing a research project on cult ctional
and non for my class at Emerson College. The Cthulhu Cult
might end up being the whole paper!”
“Maybe!” she said with an odd, inquisitive smirk. It
was reminiscent of the professor’s earlier.
“If you want to see a meeting of theirs, you’re in luck!
One group rented out the place for the night. In about … oh,
three hours from now.”
“Oh …? Though they did not come here much anymore …”
She shook her head with a knowing smile. “The cult
does what it does.”
“OK … Will it be an issue that I’m here?”
She shook her head with a shrug, putting the wet pen
down. “The Freemasons still like an air of mystery even
though they are just an old boys club. The Cthulhu Cult is
far more welcoming to all …”
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In her hotel room, Falcon talked with Shadowhawk in
the mirror.
“So, what do you think, Hawk?” She blinked her blue
eyes. “I feel like I’m seeing a red ag here.”
That may be, Shadowhawk answered. We still need to
know what is going on; you are undercover.
“You always said that getting captured can be a great
way to nd out what was going on.”
The best part is, I got a plan to get you out if everything goes
wrong. Just keep me posted about your location by whatever means
available.
“OK,” she hu ed. “Here I go …”
The video resumed back at the strip club, which was
full of presumably Cultists. They all looked, well, normal.
They all looked like regular guys clearly more interested in
live entertainment than the rabbit hole of the internet.
However, whenever Falcon engaged with any of them,
they seemed o . It was as if they were all hypnotized. Falcon
picked the pocket of one: Larry Chambers, Boston, Massachusetts. She picked another: Brad Jameson, Bangor,
Maine. Beyond the far and wide grouping, what made it all
stranger was how none of them seemed interested in her.
She was almost weirded out that no one was hitting on her.
The dark haired, sandy skinned bartender made a lot of
conversation. It was as if that bartender was teasing: not revealing anything, but very talkative.
Tammy walked out, now looking like some stripper
queen. Her hair looked thicker, her blue attire was just a bra
and panties, and her heels were quite high.
“Hey guys!”
They cheered almost as naturally as programed.
“Ready for the show?”
Cheers.
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sex!”

“Ready for some action with my girls?”
Cheers.
“There’s gonna be some interacting, and a whole lotta

Loud cheers.
None of this made any sense somehow. At the same
time, Falcon’s breathing seemed to be hastening, unblinking
sights apparently glued to the stage.
Tammy brought out three of her strippers, literally
blonde, brunette bartender, redhead, slim, latina. All had the
same super-dark eyes as Tammy.
“And introducing … our new girl, Sabrina!”
Without a word, Falcon walked up the stage, amongst
cheers.
“Break her in real good, guys!”
They teased each other and the crowd. That included
Falcon, who was either just going with it or somehow entranced like the crowd. Within moments, Falcon was
stripped to her underwear.
“Let’s have some fun! WOOO!”
Just in Falcon’s view, the bartender and the slim
blonde were crawling on the bar in front of a couple
Cultists, who might not have been Cultists. The teased
them by making out, before presenting their rears to the
men that automatically started consuming. The two did not
stop making out, at least not right away.
Falcon was soon on her side, teasing a patron of her
own. Just in her eld of view, one of the strippers was squatting down, and hungrily sucking o one of the men. The
strippers at the bar were sucking and jerking o their men,
perhaps more hungrily.
Not to outdone apparently, Falcon when to the oor on
her knees, and was blatantly sucking o her man. The sys-
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tem had already switched to apparently the camera from the
purse, Falcon’s eyes not fully open in her hungry sucking.
It seemed as if all the strippers in the room were now
either sucking dicks or being fucked by them. Indeed, they
were mostly being fucking in the ass, screaming for harder
thrusts.
Falcon herself now looked like some BJ savant. With
the man’s hands partially guiding, holding up her hair, the
passionately moved her mouth up and down the solid shaft,
sometime playing with and slurping the tip. She looked just
as into it as the rest, if not more. There seemed to be no
doubt that Falcon was enjoying the stagers dick.
Up on the stage, two of the strippers were in a passionate 69, making the other men mindlessly jerk o to the
site.
Falcon herself was now sitting on the man’s dick, taking it up her ass in an act of pure lust. She moved herself up
and down the shaft like she had done it a thousand times,
moaning cooing.
She soon moved herself onto a table, and lay on her
back. The man held her legs up wide, before trusting back
into her stretched anal cavity. She occasionally rubbed her
we pussy, but generally just lay back and absurd the passion.
At the same time, another man was watching groping on the
other end, while she groped her own aroused breasts. There
was a smile on her face, that kind of smile that only revealed
pure ecstasy. In fact, that was the overall look of all the
women in the room, regardless of position, dick location.
The whole room was in a state of pure lustful bliss.
Across the room, the bartender was on her knees sucking the juices out of the man’s dick. She consumed it like a
hungry animal, forcing out every drop for her to consume.
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The orgy was far from done, the grunts, the moans, the desire merely increasing.
The man soon removed himself from Falcon’s ass, and
gave his cock back to her mouth. Cum squirted out of it,
while Falcon costumed like the hunger bartender. Orgasming dick in mouth, she actually looked over to the camera
with a look of pure hunger. She played with the slime and a
member with her mouth, clearly enjoying herself.
With a look of true joy, the blonde at the bar received
her cum with a look of pure joy lapping up every drop of
cum.
The other man with Falcon walked up onto the table,
solid dick at the ready. Falcon almost instantly began consume the member, perhaps more passionately than before.
Tammy was there watching, looking pleased.
“Fuck yeah, take it all, baby. You’re doing great!”
Tammy purred.
Falcon moved up and down the shaft, hand sometimes
joining, while clearly savoring the long member. She soon
moved to her back, and the man began to passionately
thrust into her wet pussy. Her moans were loud and true.
“So, how’s everything, Sabrina?” Tammy asked teasingly. “Anything you want, just ask!”
“Oh, so good!” Falcon cooed.
After a while, Falcon had the man sit on the chair before them, and aggressively jerked him o by hand, bare foot
resting in his thigh. Sex was growing more wild and lustful
all around, almost mu ing the music. Falcon then began to
stroke the long dick between her soft soles, moving up and
down the shaft like second nature. Pre-cum slicking up her
motions, making her soles subtly shimmer. She held it tightly between her feet. Not too long after, she went back to all
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fours, and went back to the dick with her hand, spit and
pre-cum clearly e ective lube.
The man soon stood before Falcon, whose mouth was
not far above the twitching member. The man then grasped
her, and began to fuck her face. Her mu ed moans, coos,
gurgles were surprisingly audible. It soon became clear that
she was in the most pleasure when the dick was moving in
and out of her mouth and throat, eyes barely open. Nimbly,
she was soon on three limbs working personally working
the shaft with her mouth and hand like it was her favorite
thing in the world.
Up and down the undercover vigilante went. It soon
became apparent that she was now working to create yet
more cum for herself. In fact, every woman in that room was
sucking a dick with our abandon. One dick exploded, and
then another, and another. Tammy in particular had all the
unpaired men spew cum all over her face, body. The hunger
for cum seemed to now be orgasmic in and of it self, the
very taste of cum making the women orgasm. Falcon herself
was now laying on her back, mouth open wide and young
out, letting the man provide what she clearly wanted desperately right then. The thick slime quickly squirted out in a
large grunt. Much of it fount its way inter mouth for apparent savoring, while the rest plopped all over her face. Her
orgasm was loud and true. Almost hauntingly, she looked
over to the camera, while she swirled her tongue around her
cum-laden face. She almost did not look Human, lust permeating her eyes, demeanor. She looked to the camera the
whole time she slurped the cum o her face with her tongue
and ngers …
Not long after, Falcon was standing on the stage with
Tammy and the other strippers. The men in the room were
lying there, semi-conscious.
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“Guess you guys are spent!” Tammy exclaimed. She
looked over to Falcon, who was breathing heavily. “Wasn’t
that a nice party, Sabrina!”
“Wha … what happened …?”
Tammy chuckled. “You wanted to see a meeting of the
cult. Well, what better way to do so than have you unexpectedly pulled in! Not all men, but a lot are just taken for
their dicks and cum. Most of these guys were taken and processed some time ago for these feedings. I’m in charge of
the local Cthulhu chapter, you might say.” She pronounced
the name closer to Lovecraft’s suggested pronunciation as
“Khatulhoo.” The “K” was very guttural, the “T” was almost
nonexistent, the “U” was like “full,” and the end was like
“who.”
“I’ve … I’ve never done anything like that before …”
“Nothing like hot slime from a long member, am I
right, girls!”
The cheered and laughed.
“It was more than that …” Falcon said quietly.
“Yup!” Tammy con rmed. “As Priestess, I juiced up the
room, for lack of better words. These underlings have can
consume orgasmically without my help, but you were here.
“Holy shit, consume!?”
“Now you’re gettin’ it, girl. Through their cum, you
consumed a part of them. The High Priest of the Great Old
Ones grants us that power. If you stick around, you’ll develop a hell of an oral xation!”
“I, err …”
Tammy pleasantly placed her hand on Falcon’s cheek.
“Take the night. Let the experience settle. Come back any
time …”
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“What the fuck did I just do!?” Falcon said as much to
herself as Shadowhawk in the hotel mirror.
Are you OK?
“I’m not sure … I feel … amazing! I never felt sex that
good before. It almost can’t even be described as sex, Hawk.
I’m not hungry, barely drinking anything.” The ice blue eyes
the stared back in the mirror were as they always were.
Do you want to continue, Falcon? I can pull you out right now.
“I have to continue this, Shadowhawk. Even if this is a
trap, we’ve learned so much already …”
The video continued the next day in Tammy’s o ce.
She placed the bluish-gray, rubber tentacle she was casually
sucking on onto the desk.
“Well, surprised it took you this long to come back.
Looked like you really took the festivities last night.”
“It, it just felt so fucking good! Don’t understand it.
Not sure I want to. I just … want to see where this goes.”
“Excellent! You have the right idea, Sabrina. The Human mind cannot fathom the endless eternities of understanding the Great Old One possess. It is, however, humanly
possible to go down this rabbit hole further …” She o ered
the rubber tentacle. “Here, suck it. I know you want to after
what you were exposed to last night.
She did so, almost excitedly.
Tammy stood. “Come on. Normally, I don’t toss initiates into the deep end so soon, but we are at the edge of
something glorious. Any day now, Earth time.”
They moved through a gray doorway on the left side of
the o ce apparently not visible before, and down stone
steps. The hallway below was carved into the dense bedrock
itself. The non-euclidean twists and turns was disorienting
in the golden light, in spite of it not being maze.
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“There is ritual even here. To move between dreams
and worlds, straight lines are but dreams themselves, as
motions of all must be precise yet dynamic. Our Great Lord
gave us the knowledge to create these halls in just the right
way. It called to us in our dreams. For whatever reason, it
was our erotic ones that create the most vivid connection.
Great Cthulhu adapted accordingly, and our preparations
have been erotic ever since. It has changed us, as it is already changing you. We do not know the full extent of the
plans, but it does not matter, will not matter.”
They eventually reached an only curved room with no
real corners. The slowly rose up like a ramp until, more or
less, attening two-thirds of the way in. The wall on that
end was the attest surface in the room.
“There are twenty-one of these subterranean rooms
across the world at locations given to us by our Master. Each
room will focus sexual energies into the far end to open the
path. Here will be the likeliest place for the nal crossing,
but all the rooms are capable. Everything is in motion. The
calculations that have been done were by the greatest minds
we could erotically enhance, and their supercomputers.”
“Cthulhu’s coming here?” she asked in utter dread.
“Of course. You may ask why we hasten the end of
humanity as we know it, but you already sense the answer.
Cthulhu ends worlds, but does not annihilate them. The
Old One is far more … dynamic. Eons of sleep will do that to
you. Oh, and perhaps the most interesting tidbit that might
not really matter is … That is not dead which can eternal
lie, and with strange aeons even death may die. What once
chained the Great Old Ones in seemingly endless slumber
has been broken by the Great Cthulhu, who was thus granted dominion over his kin as reward …”
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A line of naked men suddenly walked into the room,
and stood in a row at attention from end to end.
“Last night was merely an handshake, an appetizer.
You merely tasted the power from the vast aeons. Now you
will bathe in it, should you still desire to join us. You made
need some further nudging after this, but we just have barely enough time before we open the Gateway. You see, you
are among the last to be indoctrinated. Once the Great Old
One arrives, we shall be repurposed in ways we have yet to
fathom.”
Falcon, I can pull you out right now! We have more than
enough to start dismantling this cult.
“Oh, you might wanna take that tentacle out of you
mouth for this. You can put it wherever!”
Falcon slowly removed the rubber monstrosity. It was
dripping with her spit. Eyes xed on the dicks before her,
she stated with amazement, “I have to do this …”
“That’s the spirit!” Tammy exclaimed, outside Falcon’s
view.
Falcon sudden and distinct increase in respiration suggested Tammy started “juicing up” the room. She then
moved the rubber tentacle to her rear, and grunted.
“Who doesn’t love anal?” Tammy teased.
Falcon went down to her knees before a long, solid
member, and clearly began to suck it. At rst it was almost
tentative, like she was resisting, but eventually the motions
became hungrier, more excited. From what little was visible,
she clearly used her hands and mouth to consume, while
moaning hungrily. The rst dick soon came in a couple of
thick slimy streams down her throat. She savored the dick
and slime in a deep, guttural orgasm.
She quickly moved on to the next dick Her motions
were faster, with almost a desperate hunger. The man soon
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came hard, almost sloppily. The gray slime visibly on the orgasmic Falcon’s hands, before she slurped up all the goo
anywhere it landed.
The next dick was soon in her mouth. Her motions
were so hungry and excited that it was clear she wanted the
member inside her as much as the cum, which was suggested to hold the energy of the originator. She was soon just
sicking the tip of this one, while wildly stroking the shaft.
When the slime exploded out, the orgasming Falcon moved
in the most euphoric of ways. Cum was likely all over her
face before she took a moment to slide most of it into her
mouth.
In a quick shu e, she was already working the next.
Her hands were almost methodically working the shaft and
balls, while the mouth audibly slurped the tip. It did not
take long for the initial slime blast to travel into her desperate mouth. In an almost reverent orgasm, Falcon somehow
forced more cum out of the dick, that slime all over her
hands an mouth.
This time, she did not even take a moment to slurp it
all up, and just moved onward for more. She was somehow
a master now of making cum. So much spewed after such a
short amount of attention. Her own orgasm was even harder, louder this time. That said, she still found the time to
enjoy the member itself with her hands, mouth, and tongue,
somehow creating just that much more cum.
Clearly no longer taking the time to eat up the cum
blatantly on her, she moved on to the next. She savored, she
stroked the dick hungrily without abandon. This one
seemed to spew the vast majority down her throat. Her orgasm was loud and joyous. This time, from what could be
inferred from her moans and motions through her near
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closed eyes, she took a quick moment to reverently lick
slime o her hands.
For whatever reason, the next took some more work.
That seemed to excite Falcon, whose motions only became
more joyous. The man’s orgasm sounded massive, making
Falcon swallow audibly. In her orgasmic state, it looked as if
she rubbed the exacted cum all over her face.
She moved on quickly for more, but not before the
man she just consumed nearly fell over. Falcon wasted no
time to make the next man release a massive load cum, but
was a little di erent this time. Instead of actively trying to
swallowing most of it, she let most of it spew everywhere,
including her mouth. In her orgasm, she seemed to take in
the dick, its feel, its taste, its look, and well as savoring the
avors of the cum, especially on the member itself.
On the next it all seemed like second nature, manipulating the cum creation however she wanted. Maybe only
half made it down her swallowing throat, with the rest all
over her orgasmic self. She especially seemed to enjoy slurping this particular tip like some slick lollypop.
She rubbed some slime into her face, and moved on.
She simply made this one explode a slight distance from her
face, most of it landing in her wide open mouth. While orgasming, she stroked the shaft, and sucked o the tip. More
cum audibly squirt out. Instead of swallowing, she played
with it all over her face, in all her ecstasy.
One after the other, Falcon orgasmically consumed. At
rst, it was almost as if sucking them o was her one purpose, but the reality was the opposite. It was the men’s purpose to feed her, make her orgasm.
The couple she enjoyed literally collapsed onto the
oor after they let loosed their load …
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Falcon walked over to the very pleased Tammy. They
slowly made out. Though there was little in the way of visuals, there was a sense of an inquisitive nature about it.
They pulled back.
Tammy asked, “How do you feel?”
“There are no words …” she breathed reverently. “It’s
like I’m more alive than I’ve ever been, but I don’t feel like I
have ever felt. I feel … powerful. It’s as if every time I consumed, I could see the vastness of eternity. I want more, but
it’s not addiction.”
“Good,” Tammy said proudly. “That sense of eternity is
the touch of our Lord Cthulhu. The Great High Priest granted you the knowledge of how to consume them. I think all
we need is one more to seal this deal. The knowledge of
Cthulhu is not yet in your conscious mind. The rst one you
consumed is not shaky at all. Have him. Have all of him.”
Falcon turned to the mindless man without hesitation
or word. The other’s led out. Well, the last couple were
carried out. He was a bit limp, but Falcon began to work
him e ectively. While he came back to life from her hands
and mouth, she almost casually sat down to more comfortably work him. She was slow and hungrily passionate. Eventually, she shoved the almost fully erect thing halfway into
her mouth, and joyously moved back and forth ever so teasingly. Working the shaft with her hand, her mentions slowly
increased, as did her yummy sounds. It was almost subtle
how di erent she was with him this time. Well, her rarely
even half-opened eyes left a bit to the imagination. The man
soon came, over and over, Falcon consuming some and letting some just splatter on her, while she orgasmed harder
than before. When it stopped spewing, there was inexplicable pause. She the sucked and stroked it more without
abandon, making it blast out more. They were in this almost
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painfully orgasmic cycle for nearly ve minutes, before the
man collapsed onto the oor.
“I thin he’s spent! Come on over here.” Tammy ordered.
Falcon did so, not look back to the man.
“That was all you, that time. I stopped juicing up the
room after your rst round of true feeding. How do you feel
now?”
“Now … There is no description in our language to
adequately describe this,” Falcon said slowly yet reverently.
“I could not directly sense our lot at rst, but I just … knew
what to do. Everything clicked on that rst load. I felt eternity become a part of me in a kind of orgasm so deep it might
as well not have been anything a Human could experience. I
came to know our Lord. I could see and feel the Great Old
One, wanting every tentacle, every appendage inside me. I
bowed to our Lord, accepted our Lord’s essence inside me
… Then I was back, and took the meal before me.”
“Congratulations, you are one of us now …”
The video switched to the hotel room mirror.
Falcon’s eyes were now that near black of all the
Cultists.
I think, I think we’ve gone to far! Shadowhawk said with
clear discomfort. Did you kill that guy!?
“No, but he won’t be food stock anymore, Hawk … I
know I’ve gone too far.” She hu ed. “I’m still with you,
Shadowhawk. What better way to in ltrate than to literally
become one of them? They can only trust me now.”
Did you really accept the essence of a Great Old One into you?
“Yes, I did … My vision and power is beyond that of
any Human now. I’m aroused by the very thought of the
Great Old One. I can almost tase the Great Dreamer’s thick
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black cum. I genuinely want to feel every one of my holes
penetrated by the High Priest’s tentacles. There is no resistance to the aeons of pleasure I can already sense …” Barely
gaining composure, she reassured, “But you know me,
Hawk: anything to my advantage. I may genuinely want
Great Cthulhu to take me as its sex toy, but the Great Old
One is not physically here. All superheroes need a good origin story, right?”
Transforming into a Demon does not necessarily turn one villainous, yes, nor does having Demon parentage. We don’t know
about your transformation. We have to pull you out. See if this can
be reversed.
Falcon shook her head. “I’m in the perfect position to
control the situation, Shadowhawk. I am not addicted to
dick and cum. Well, it’s pretty much my sustenance and
sexuality now, but my mind is not clouded by it. Great Cthulhu is not physically here.” She pronounced the name exactly
like Tammy. “I am in the perfect position to sabotage the
cult’s entire operation. If I pull out now … yes, I know you
and I will loose. The cult can open the gateway without me.
It’s like how I know there is only thirty-three hours until the
ritual, which I also know. We will all assemble in the chamber to fuck ourselves with our tentacles, and that orgasmic
energy will fuel the creation of the gateway. I can become an
opposing force; literally fowl up the equation.”
Are you absolutely sure about this, Falcon?
“Yes …”
The video eventually switched back the strip club.
They had a another feeding where Falcon actively fed on several men. She explained that this was necessary, because that
was what sustained her now. They’ll gure out hot to deal
with it in the long run. Shadowhawk repeatedly made it
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clear how worried she was about how e ortlessly and happily she sucked just about everything out a of man.
Eventually, the video was back in the underground
chamber.
All sixteen Cultists, including Tammy, were there
naked with their tentacles shoved up their pussies or asses.
Falcon had her up her ass.
Tammy began, “This is the day. The awoken Great
Cthulhu is ready to cross the endless aeons between the
worlds!”
To the surprise of everyone but Tammy, men piled into
the chamber. A bunch of them held hearty ropes. What
looked like a very solid wall formed behind, apparently sealing them in.
[“The video actually cut out at this point, with only
fuzzy audio originally,” Shadowhawk explained, “but I was
able to recover the video and clear audio after.”]
“First and foremost,” Tammy continued. “I am more
than pleased we have every walk of life present within our
chapter. Not necessary, by heartening in its way. We have
college students. We have immigrants from Japan. We have
scientists. We even have a vigilante spy transmitting the
whole thing!”
“What!?” Falcon muttered under her breath. Two of
the men tightly grasped her, while at least one man casually
held an arm of one of the other women.
“You are as welcome as ever, Falcon!” Tammy exclaimed. “Do not be alarmed, no little bird joins until they
receive the deepest of background checks. You see, freewill
is a factor until our Lord arrives. Falcon is not the rst to
in ltrate our ranks, but probably the last. If she arrived even
days before, she would not be standing here as one of us.
She would have found a way to sabotage this moment. It
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was my risk, but I was certain she would not have enough
time to e ectively to do so when she arrived. You haven’t
sabotaged us, have you, Falcon?”
“Umm …” Falcon muttered, eyes on her.
I’m coming for you, Falcon!
“Well, I know you haven’t done anything to this room,
so whatever you had planned appears of no consequence at
this point!” Tammy said happily. “Now, to be sure, the original plan of fucking ourselves into oblivion would have
worked ne, but I decided, thanks to Falcon, to do it a bit
di erently. I have heard the site in Kyoto is applying a similar alternate method …”
The men pushed down the somewhat surprised
women onto their knees, including reverent Tammy and terri ed Raven.
“We will all be bound and on our knees while they
spew their essence onto us. In turn, we will absorb and reect as we do. All the gateway needs are our inhuman orgasms. Once the gateway is open and our Master emerges,
the only thing that will matter is the Will of Cthulhu …”
Sitting on her folded legs, Raven’s wrists and ankles
were tied tightly together. She was breathing heavily, especially when the several men surrounding were starting to
jerk o . The same thing was happening to the other women
in the room, barely seen.
They soon started squatting thick blobs of cum on her
face. It clearly felt good, Raven starting to moan in pleasure.
It seemed a man grasped her head, while the others surrounding jerked o into her apparently wide open mouth.
Her vision was quickly obscured somewhat by a thickening
mask of cum. She began to orgasm herself, while swallowing whatever slime made it inter her mouth.
Some static became visible.
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cum.

“MORE!” she orgasmically blurted through a mask of

Falcon had almost naturally slipped out of her bonds
without much struggle, but was clearly too enthralled to
stop herself from feeding. She was soon stoking two dicks at
the same time, playing with one with her mouth and
tongue. Cum spewed down her throat making her orgasm
and swallow loudly. She quickly moved on to the other in
hand, forcing out the man’s cum and life into her. With
great hunger and desire she orgasmically fed on the men
that had bound her. She was consuming more cum and life
that she had before. She did not stop until all her me was
collapsed onto the oor, barely breathing.
Static levels subtly increased, like a burgeoning snowstorm.
Like all the rest, Falcon began to explode in a massive
super-orgasm. All the life they just consumed was almost
literally making them explode.
The golden lighting in the started to change. Before
them, the wall began to glow brighter and brighter, until it
was a shimmering, owing mass of whitest blue.
Falcon slowly stood, and walked over to Tammy. The
wildly owing air in the room made all the women’s hair
move like wild tentacles. She unbound her.
“I guess there never was any turning back,” Falcon
stated reverently. She helped the almost jubilant Tammy to
her feet.
“I’m glad you understand. Rejoice, soon we shall all be
reforged, body and soul.”
They hungrily made out, orgasmically lapping the cum
still dripping down their faces. After a few moments, they
removed their fake tentacles, and turned to the bright owing chaos.
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Dark, octopus-like appendages slowly came into view.
The large, scaly, black members of all sizes almost tentatively peaked through the threshold, before they extended out
in quick, deliberate motions.
Almost at the same time, all of Tammy and Falcon’s
holes were stu ed in an instant. The entire room was stone
lled with a haunting level of mu ed moans and coos and
grunts. Even through the growing static, it was clear other
tentacles caressed their receptive bodies in ways as tender as
inhumanly aggressive.
Falcon did not even seem be on the oor anymore, as
many others in the room visibly weren’t. She stroked and
sucked the maddeningly scaly appendages one after the other with far more want and hunger than the ones on the men
she consumed. Like with the women, the other appendages
wrapped around her helped to thrust the penetrating tentacles further inside. The darkly orgasmic noise of the room
increased, more dramatically when thick black goo began to
violently escape from all their holes.
At the same time, Falcon’s hands seemed to change.
Her nails grew into long black claws, as her hands seemed
to grow longer and subtly sinewy. The ngers connected
with textured webbing up to the rst knuckles. Her now
shimmering skin of her hands slowly formed tightly interconnected scales of black latex.
Others visible in the room transformed, suggesting the
other changes to Falcon’s body. All the ropes were torn
away. Ears became larger and more pointed. Their elongating feet also developed longer toes and distinct black claws.
Their skin, shifted, to the latex-like, black scales that resembled the tentacles within them. That reforged skin
looked wet in the shifting light of the chaos bridge. The
whites of their eyes turned an in nite black, with that near
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black color of their irises prior ironically the only lighter
part. Bodies becoming more muscular, as their breasts grew
to varying extents, with black goo leaking from their super
dark, enlarged nipples. The hair on their heads all darkened,
and twisted into shimmering black yet soft tentacles. And
nally, long tail-like appendages just like the ones penetrating them grew out of the base of their spines.
The video was now obscured through a blizzard of static.
They were all placed back onto the oor, de nitely
standing on the balls of their long feet. All turning to the
chaotic light, a silhouette of a massive winged anthropoid
with a head of owing tentacles became visible.
The video cut out …
“What the fuck!?” Rook said after standing a shock for
a time.
“Mindless and not so mindless men fought me back
for nearly a half an hour. By the time I got to the chamber,
they were all gone. I did a search of the now completely
empty complex. All I could nd in the chamber was the
sickly sweet, black goo, which was strangely arousing. It
took a lot of e ort not to taste it; took samples of it, though.
I’m having samples tested as we speak. Found the special
contacts and earbud just sitting on Tammy’s desk. I think
Falcon wanted me to see all that.”
“Can there be anything left of her, any of them?”
“I can say they all still exist, but saying there is any
humanity left after all that seems like false optimism.”
“And Cthulhu …?”
“The feed seemed to cut out because of a visually indecipherable power discharge, based on the underlying A/V
data. The backup data compression software within the ear-
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bud could not handle it. There’s about twenty minutes of
static after that. Even before then my own computer had to
ungarble a lot of that the immediately preceding part. So,
that suggests the Great Old One made it though. The dread
is that it is unclear why there seems no trace of that entity
yet …”
“We need to reassemble the Righteous Protectors,”
Rook stated breathlessly.
“I guess that’s why I came to you rst. They predated
me; you got that phone book …”
While Shadowhawk was talking with her biochemist
contact about the sample, Rook was making calls. The results were not great to her lack of surprise. Much time had
passed since they practically defeated a god, and many were
already veteran superheroes then. The rst Shadowhawk
was in a nursing home ghting bronchitis. Rook’s former
lover-nemesis being a vegetable in the city’s mental health
institute her company partially funded!
At least two long retired masks, Golden Ram and The
Mysterious Sphinx, said they would help in a strategic capacity, physically unable to do much else. The Bostonian almost
surprisingly was still going strong at nearly 70, and wholeheartedly said he would be there. The man always seemed
to have a chip on his shoulder and something to prove; not
that he ever bothered to fully explain.
There were three from the original team she was relieved to have returning. The three were not really Human,
and probably closer to the true meaning of “superhero” or
“antihero.” Enyo was literally a Goddess of War a couple
thousand years ago. She was historically notorious for her
rather extreme tactical methods, and at times just watching
the bloodiest of battles. The next was the ancient Aztec God
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Tezcatlipoca, who also went by The Smoking Mirror or Tezca.
Enyo liked to tease him to see his reaction when she called
him “The Aztec Army Knife” and “Swiss-Aztec Knife,”
thanks to his vast variety of tactics and understanding. She
always seemed both annoyed and impressed by how he
would just shrug o the technically accurate description.
And nally, there was Arisia, who was also known as Love
Burn. She was a Demon Progeny of Asmodeus, and often
ironically represented the “Demon League” uno cially now.
Initially, she helped to form the Protectors to ght the Demon League, before it was learned an extraterrestrial intelligence was pulling the strings. Tezca and Arisia had become
close allies over the past decade, and the strangest of on and
o lovers.
It would be up to three days before they could resemble in some way or form. Rook and Shadowhawk II both
silently admitted the dread between them. If Cthulhu was
indeed on Earth, it was only a matter of time before the Old
One Tentacles crushed the world …
There were vast darknesses surrounding her. She knew it was a
dream, but that knowledge was meaningless in and of itself. Something massive resided in the shadows of the in nite nothingness. Its
winged, anthropoid form seemed to parody life itself, but all she felt
was incomprehensible arousal.
The tentacle-headed beast moved toward her, all her ori ces
opening on apparent instinct to a degree that should not have been
possible. She could not sense where the Great Old One was on Earth,
but did not really care. The scent of the approaching Ancient God
permeated her senses. Could she describe such a thing? Did it make
any sense? It was like a fetid, sickly sweet ichor that made her yet
more aroused.
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Tentacles grasped her wrists and ankles, while yet another
wrapped around her waist and teased between her aroused breasts.
She moaned and gasped loudly, feeling a massive tentacle slide from
her pussy to stomach.
“TAKE ME, GREAT ONE!” she screamed desperately.
The massive tentacle plowed into her with enough force to tear
her apart if it wasn’t a dream. It was like a ash of orgasmic, burning pleasure
Another massive tentacle teased the lips of her desperate, wide
open mouth. She extended her tongue toward it. The musky taste of
eternity sending shockwave of world destroying pleasure down her
body, as the tentacle in her pussy created an orgasm on every thrust.
The upper tentacle then forced it way down her throat, stretching her
mouth and throat open beyond what would have been a breaking
point in the waking world. Instead, her already insane level of pleasure more than doubled, so much of the epic entity inside her. And
then, yet another tentacle shoved itself all the way into her asshole.
The was beyond any Human concept of pleasure now. Her continuous
orgasms burned more than the stars themselves.
Tentacles now grasped her nipples, as her Master began to
thrust into her holes wildly, benign apparent pre-cum into her that
tasted like the power of eternity. That did not last long, for the Black
Cum of the Ancient One began to ow into her …
Shadowhawk was running late for a planned meeting
that morning. Indeed, she never showed for breakfast. The
concerned Rook walked to her guest’s room in the mansion.
Before she knocked on the closed door, she could hear
mu ed moans of pleasure and sucking noises. Almost
without warning, what must have been the sound of Shadowhawk in orgasm.
Rook knocked on the door.
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A few moments later, Shadowhawk responded almost
casually, “Out in a minute!”
Shadowhawk walked out a few minutes later. A man
lay in the bed looking exhausted. He was de nitely not her
wife.
“Err … should I have someone get him some breakfast
or something, Hawk?”
She glanced back to him with a smile, and said almost
awkwardly, “Oh, yeah, de nitely, Rook! Didn’t expect my
assistant to show up late last night, and didn’t wanna wake
you.”
At rst, she wanted to asked about her wife, but decided against it. “Well, don’t break anything, superhero!” Rook
teased instead.
“I’ll do my best!”
“Well, I’ve never seen anything like it!” The bespectacled
man stated the to consumed women in the Nest in the video
call. “It seems to have properties that are not unlike squid ink and
male ejaculate, sans-semen, while being unlike either. It contains
compounds that I’ve never seen before. Some of them resemble
dopamine and endorphins. Others resemble nothing comparable I
know.”
“It’s created speci cally for us, I’d guess, Dr. Lucci.”
Shadowhawk stated.
He nodded. “That is a legitimate theory, Hawk. It has zero
e ect on men, but my lab assistant, Shirley, stated how she could not
explain how drawn to it she was. Not uncontrollable, but notable.
On a hunch, Shirley requested that she be hooked up to a couple machines to measure her responses to being in the substance’s presence.
Things like behavior control diminished, exacerbated by the euphoric
sense of increased dopamine and endorphins. That all suggested increased or direct exposure could create a kind of trance-like state.”
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“So, it’s like some kind of mind control drug?” Rook
asked.
He shrugged. “A good a guess as any. Another thing we observed is that Shirley’s reaction to the substance faded quickly once it
was sealed away.”
“That’s good news,” Shadowhawk stated. “Do you
think that could be the case for direct physical exposure?”
“Perhaps,” he answered.
“If its like any drug on Earth,” The dark haired and green
eyed Shirley nally chimed in, “That is not an unreasonable theory. The Human body is highly adaptable and xes itself well enough
under best circumstances. Though, I would be weary about exposure
to more than this small sample we have. I genuinely want to taste it.”
“We’ll keep throwing tests at the stu ,” the scientist stated.
“We will touch base again in tomorrow at nine in the
morning,” Rook stated.
They ended the call.
“So what do yah think, Shadowhawk? Are we fucked?”
She deeply sighed, rubbing her eyes under the mask. “I
don’t know. Most cults I’ve dealt with almost did not even
have a real God to contend with. We might nd hope in the
fact that Great Cthulhu is still ying under the radar.”
A chill went down Rook’s spine. “What if the god’s
shoring up is forces? Converting the remainder of the followers, and perhaps adding more?”
Shadowhawk shook her head. “I’m gonna just keep
thinking there is still time …”
The rest of the day was uneventful, save for the dread
silently both felt. They at least learned that most if not all of
the Protectors that could come would be arriving by tomorrow afternoon …
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In the vast darknesses, Great Cthulhu was reforging her soul,
as she was ready for the High Priest to reforge her body like the rest
of the Old One’s Zealots. Not yet, apparently. That was ne, whatever the Great One wished was her will. Tentacles incessantly continued
to fuck her very being, her dream-body capable and willing.
Then, something began to change. The Great One moved her
through the shadowland of dream. Familiar elements slowly came
into focus before her: walls, bed, replace, a man. The familiar man
was now food, nothing more. She landed softy upon him, placid dick
before my face. The penetrating tentacles were there and not at the
same time, keeping her in a state of bliss rather than orgasm.
She quickly awoke the sleeping member. The man made no
protest, not that it mattered. It was aggressive, hungry. She was actively focusing as much life as she could from him for a feed she
yearned by resisted. He soon exploded, cum and all, into her face. She
swallowed much of it in her ultimate orgasm. In a moment of clarity,
she realized something horrifying about this lucid dream …
Rook met Shadowhawk in the Nest.
“Hey, want some breakfast before the call. I can have
something sent up.”
She shrugged. “I’m ne for now. Dread is not good on
the appetite.”
“I know what you mean, Shadowhawk!”
They initiated the call.
“Hey, this stu doesn’t respond to much, so haven’t learned
much more since yesterday,” the scientist stated.
“Yeah," Shirley began, “about all we really know is that it is
the Human female that reacts to it.”
“Hrm …” Shadowhawk sounded. “You theorized that a
small amount of physical contact might not lead to anything
permanent yesterday.”
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“Yeah, we did,” Shirley con rmed. “I still think that is the
case. That video showed exposure to gallons of the stu , and I know
when its sealed away, my euphoric state fades quickly.”
“What are you suggesting, Hawk?” Rook asked.
She took a few moments. “We need to learn everything
and everything we can with what we have no matter the
risk. We are dealing with something aeons old, planning for
almost as long in its slumber. Everything we don’t know is
the Great One’s advantage … Shirley, would you be willing
to physically expose yourself to the sample? Hook yourself
up to the machines?”
There was a long pause. “I think so. If we really are dealing
with something as insane as you say, then let’s do it.”
“Is this really a good idea, doc?” Rook asked, not wholly rejecting the idea.
He sighed. “No, but I trust Shadowhawk. We need to know
everything, and Shirley is willing …”
“Yeah, let’s do this," she said. “We will call back when ready.
Maybe half and hour.”
“All right.” Rook nodded …
“OK, we’re ready,” Shirley stated somewhat nervously
on the exam table, hooked to the machines, wires coming
o her head like arti cial tentacles. Her subtly arti cial
voice through the speaker added to the weirdness of what
they were doing. “Prior blood samples before and after intangible
exposure yielded no change. I already had one sample taken twenty
minutes ago, and will be taking a sample after exposure. Bob is
bringing the substance now. We wanted every instance of my reaction
recorded.”
Her view instantly turned when the doctor walked into
the room. He held the canister lled with the black goo with
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gloved hands. Shirley’s respiration when up notably, conrming the arousal the substance gave her, even contained.
She took the canister, unscrewed it, and inhaled
deeply. Her sigh was deep and nearly orgasmic. The readouts merely con rmed the visible, growing excitement she
exhibited. She then tilted the canister downward, and stuck
two ngers in.
The moment it touched her skin was obvious. Her eyes
went wide, and rolled into the back of her head. She
moaned and cooed like she was being fucked. The machines
all recorded her highly elevated reactions obediently.
Through her orgasmic state, her hand moved out of
the canister like another was moving it, and she put the
black goo covered ngers into her mouth, sucking them o
excitedly. She lay back on the table, writhing in ecstasy beyond ecstasy.
To the other’s shock, Shirley then poured the contents
all over her face. She rubbed it into her face, swallowed
some more. Above all, her orgasms were maddeningly deafening.
There was then an odd moment where she seemed to
freeze, eyes rolled into the back of her head. And to everyone’s further shock, she rolled down her eyes to reveal their
color was now the super dark brown of the Cultists.
It soon became apparent that her body was absorbing
the substance as quickly as she was shoving it down her
throat. As the more and more goo was absorbed, the more
her cosmically orgasmic state subsided.
Not long after there was nothing left to consume, she
sat up, and removed the sensors from her body.
“Holy shit …” she hu ed.
“Are … you OK, Shirley?”
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“Well,” she started wide eyed. She put on an odd
smirk, looking at her funhouse re ection on the canister. “I
feel … absolutely amazing. Its like all the pleasure of the cosmos just
poured through me, into me …”
“Cthulhu?” Rook forwarded.
“Fuck yeah! I mean … There was not really any other option
than to bow to the Great Old One, body and soul, like the video. It’s
quite the feeling to want to be a god’s sex toy, but still be you. I’m
like the Cultists, but not the Reforged Zealots … I was wrong. That
women juicing things up — eating cum and life from a Human can
have reversible e ects if not repeated, but … Great Cthulhu’s cum
automatically alters you to be like one of the Cultists on rst consumption. I don’t think this can be reversed.” She pronounced the
entity’s name in that very traditional, di cult l way.
“Can you sense the Great One on this Earth?” Shadowhawk asked.
“… Yes, I can. Its hard to say where the Great One is. It’s like
Great Cthulhu is recovering from the journey and still waking up.”
“You still have your free will?” Shadowhawk asked.
“Yeah, I guess. Just don’t put me in the same room with the
Great One! I don’t really wanna consume my boss, even though I will
need sustenance sooner than later.”
The doctor stated uncomfortably, “We’ll work through
this, analytically and scienti cally …”
The call ended soon after.
“Did we just fuck up gloriously, Shadowhawk?”
“Not gloriously. We did get some important intel …
Look, I know I’m coming o as overly dispassionate about
what just happened, but letting ourselves freak out is something we can consider later. Great Cthulhu is not yet full
strength. There is still free will even after becoming like the
Cultists, even after the Great One traversed the void.”
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“Free will until their Lord walks in,” she said somewhat
sarcastically.
“That seems to be the point. The Great Old One is
buttering up women to be his followers, but carefully even
now. Ones like Shirley can still help us. They retain their
minds, souls.”
“I hope so …”
About an hour later, Rook and Shadowhawk were
looking over the raw data sent to them from the experiment
earlier. Shirley’s very genetic code was slightly altered to
now contain sequences that were both related to sexual activity and fully unknown. Her bio-psychological state became heightened in euphoric ways. Women tend to not
speci cally experience emotion at the peak of orgasmic ecstasy, essentially entering a bliss-like trance. Shirley’s orgasmic state here was di erent. Not only did she experience
that trance, but also extreme emotions related to sexual
arousal. This seemed directly related to a dramatic increase
of dopamine and endorphin levels that were close to the
levels associated with re ned opiate use. In other words, the
black slime was like a kind of orgasm inducing drug that
also acts as a kind of retrovirus. Because Shirley did not
transform further into one of the Reforged Zealots, it was
theorized that only Cthulhu could initiate that further level
of transformation via that goo …
Looking at the now spent and impotent man before her, she
now understood. She was in a dream-state, but dreams can state
truth. One truth was that Great Cthulhu accessed her subconscious,
metaphorically shoving in the dream-tentacles still within her, giving
her unquestioned bliss. It took great e ort for the Great One to slip
itself into her the way it did, especially after traversing the epic vast-
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ness of the cosmos, but there was advantage. At rst, she did indeed
have a will of her own, but that was ever so slowly subverted in the
most ironic of ways. Little by little her thoughts were taken over, as
her dreams of the Dreaded One were more of seduction to move things
along, she now understood. There was even a moment when half her
will was subverted when she did things she did not fully remember,
and in the times she did remember then, she unknowingly applied the
Great Will in ways that seemed logical. Though she knew the Great
One was still far from full strength, she knew he had already recovered signi cantly. She was now remembering those little moments
that were not her, thanks to now only being a part of the Great
Cthulhu’s will …
“Yeah, open it up, Liza!” Shadowhawk said jovially
over the cellphone to her wife. “You’re gonna love it!” There
was a long pause. With a big, happy smile, Shadowhawk
stated, “Told you, babe! … See you as soon as I can.” She
hung up.
“What happened to your friend?” Rook asked, nishing her breakfast.
She shrugged. “My assistant? He had to get goin’, had
work to do for me back home.”
“Whatever …”
“Let’s call up Bob and Shirley again before the other’s
arrive. I have an idea …”
“Hey, guys,” he said on the monitor. “Still researching the
data. Anything new on your end?”
“If Shirley is up for a little further research, I have an
idea,” Shadowhawk forward.
“Last time you use suggested something I became a slut for dick
and cum and Cthulhu!” She stated dryly, before unconsciously
sucking o her pen.
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“Well …” Shadowhawk began. “Have you fed since the
change, Shirley?”
“No, not yet. I mean, a little nervous about doing it. Don’t
wanna hurt anyone. But …”
“You have to eat …”
“Yeah …” She said airily, glancing at her boss.
“If willing, perhaps Shirley should be hooked back up,
and feed.”
“On who?” she asked awkwardly.
“Let’s stop going around it,” the scientist stated. “I’m the
best choice. The one here, and we don’t want to expose what we’re
doing to anyone else yet.”
Shirley looked over to her boss. “I’m fuckin’ due for a
raise! … You know, the amusing thing about this all it how I can actually just know what to do. I just know that there are di erent levels
of intensity for the feed. Regular would be to just suck him o and
naturally suck out a little of his essence with his cum, allowing him to
fully recover quickly. I could force out a bit more, and basically make
him into my personal food bag. I could go all the way and suck so
much out that he becomes impotent at best.”
“Not sure I wanna be a food bag!” he laughed awkwardly.
“I don’t plan on that!”
They soon hooked themselves into the machine.
“OK,” Shirley said to her boss. “It’s hard to fully explain,
but I will concentrate on you, basically enter your mind and sexually
stimulate you. You’ll basically be frozen until I let you go.”
She turned on, after visibly ghting through nerves. It
was remarkable, the look in his eyes, becoming fully passive.
This was the same look on the men in the video to varying
extents. She removed the man’s clothes, and quickly began
to work his already erect member. One hand on the balls,
another the shaft, while she sucked him o like a hungry
animal. He moaned wildly, but she was louder, more force-
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ful. No matter how joyous her motions were, her hunger
was more apparent. This was, after all how she lived, fed
now. And sure enough, he exploded down her throat and all
over her face in what was likely the most massive orgasm of
his life. Shirley of course exploded loudly in orgasmic reverence.
She looked over to the breathless Bob, and turned to
the screen. “You’re not gonna like it — or maybe you will, but I’m
gonna turn him into my food bag. This is Great Cthulhu’s Will. The
Great One is not at full strength, but being on this world, can take
hold of the will of those not yet reforged if wished. The initial passive
connection is stronger than even a day before, and the feed now practically brings us to the Great One’s feet, temporarily making the connection active. Before the Great One’s arrival, well, I probably could
have lived my life in theory, with the variance of sucking dick all the
time. But now, on the rst feed, the Great One decided to subvert
more than half my will. I still have a will of my own, but the Great
One wanted me to show you truths. Thank you, Shadowhawk! I love
being a Cultist of Cthulhu!”
Shirley turned to the now truly frozen Bob. She quickly
awoke his limp member with her strong hands, and commenced deep throating it wildly until he blew his whole
load in her mouth. The Cultist leaned her head back in a
hard orgasm, and clearly not swallowing, she began to make
out with the semi-conscious man. Cum dripped out from
the almost sloppy kiss. She thrust the apparently hardened
dick in her pussy, and thrust widely until she came. He
leaned back, looking utterly mindless.
She turned to the screen, licking her lips, and sucking
her ngers. He’s mine now. I took his energy, gave a little back, and
gave him a little of mine. Quite easy. You both are gonna love it!
The call ended
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“All right, Rook,” Shadowhawk stated
her eyes. “Gloriously fucked up …”

atly, rubbing

****
The Righteous Protectors, what was left of them, discreetly led into Rook’s secret meeting place roughly in between the heart of Corwin City and her mansion. Not
everyone knew each other’s secret identities, as being a
group of superheroes and vigilantes did not require revealing themselves.
They reviewed the videos and other data. The fully
compromised Shirley sent all the further data.
The bulky Bostonian was quieter than usual, sitting in
his red out t and blue mask. The wheelchair-bound Golden
Ram and The Mysterious Sphinx sat ponderously. The tall and
glorious Enyo sat in a kind of ponderous fascination. The
short yet imposing Tezca and the perfect bodied Arisa, sitting hip to hip, sat pensively.
“These tactics,” the husky voiced Enyo began in her
subtle, Greek-like accent. “This Cthulhu is not really cocky,
but is very sure of itself.”
“Yes, it knows what it wants,” the purple-clad Mysterious Sphynx stated in his still airy tones, “but for others to
know those wants, they must become like an extortion of
him, it.”
“Cthulhu is somewhat known to the Demon League,
and particularly my father, Asmodeus.” Arisia began. “The
Great Old Ones did indeed predate the ones that call themselves Demons. They never communicated to the Demons
to the same degree as they do with Humans. About twothousand years ago, Asmodeus and Lucifer sought to learn
more about them without much success. However, they did
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seem to learn anecdotal evidence that Cthulhu was more the
tactician of his people before falling into the long slumber,
which may have been brought about by the, so called, Elder
Gods.”
“What I want to know,” Enyo said, “is why they were
in that slumber to start. I’m not sure I care about what they
did to piss o the Elder Gods, if that is indeed what happened. I want to know, if they were imprisoned, how the Elder Gods did it.”
“Meeting beings stronger than the strongest one on
this planet?” Tezca stated in his deep and charismatic tones.
“I would hope the reward is greater than the risk! These
godlike beings have a history of seeing even us earthly gods
as not much better than a large bug amongst tiny Human
bugs. Then there is the fact that much the dichotomy you
are speaking of came after Lovecraft’s writings. We might
need to know if those works are more extension than derivative before looking for the most ancient of ancients.”
“Here’s what we know,” Rook quickly interjected. Tezca and Enyo normally went into long, heated debates on
strategy, and Rook did not think they had the time. “Cthulhu decided to return to Earth using some unexpected
means. That entity, based on what its followers have stated,
somehow broke its race’s bonds, and was anointed their
leader. That suggests some kind of imprisonment, but it is
unclear if that was thanks to stronger entities or some little
understood cosmic cycle. It rebuilt its cults on Earth to be
female driven, with men as food or servants, and those female servants of the Great Old One. Now that Cthulhu is on
Earth, all altered to be like the Cultists might as well now
all be Cultists awaiting to be reforged into what we saw in
the video. So … What is Cthulhu’s plan? Is it possible to
attack head on?”
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“You know my vote!” Enyo stated dryly. She had seen
enough, and was ready to be direct.
Shadowhawk rubbed her eyes, and said, “We can’t assume anything. What happened with Shirley is proof of
that! We need to conduct a global search for any and all unusual behavior and phenomena. I know it sounds like a lot,
but we just do not know how to ght something like this
yet. That ancient intelligence you guys battled was a teenager compared to what we’re up against. Need I remind you all
how you rst failed to see that intelligence behind the
Demons’ schemes, when those Demons were doing things
wildly di erent than usual. Like then, something has
changed with Cthulhu and its race. We should go at his
sideways at rst, before we can be sure we even have a grasp
of how to ght this.”
Even ten years ago, when she was just starting out just
after the Protectors’ victory, she de nitely had quite a bit of
charisma. But today, she practically took charge of the Protectors with ease. Even Enyo at least partly stood down, begrudgingly agreeing to one a fraction of a fraction of her age.
Well, Rook was sure Enyo did want to study the information
more. They all wanted to study this more. Something could
not be fought directly, if they did not even know where that
something was …
The now active Protectors went out to look for any
signs relating to Cthulhu and its cult. Shadowhawk suggested Rook come with her back to Rhode Island where they
knew one cult was. They also agreed to search for Shirley
and Bob speci cally, if the two were still there.
****
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Shadowhawk was sitting at the desk of the strip club’s
manager, Tammy. The whole place seemed abandoned, but
they had yet to explore below. Shadowhawk rubbed her eyes
under her mask, before dgeting with a thick pen in her
mouth.
“You all right, Hawk? You’ve been ribbing your eyes a
lot.”
She looked over and said, “It’s the contacts. Bugging
the hell out of me!”
“Didn’t know you needed any …?”
There was a brief pause. “I guess the timing works.
Might as well get this over with. Will take away some of the
surprise. Not that it matters!”
“What are you talking about?”
“You’re a good detective. You eventually even notice
oddities of your closest friends while in the midst of an extreme situation.”
Rook just looked at the vigilante ponderously.
“Based on everything you’ve seen thus far, it would have
been quite amazing to not have consumed that alluring
black goo in the chamber below … You see Rook, I couldn’t
resist. There was a pool of it! My hand just dipped in, and
put it in my mouth! As you could guess, it was a glorious
orgasm!” She removed her mask and hood, and removed the
contacts, revealing the Cultist eyes. “Once I regained composure, I was me, more or less. Took the samples, made
some dynamic colored contacts. I even fed on my assistant,
who had no trouble keeping my secrets already. That slowly
changed, Rook. Even this transformation, you know, connects us to the Great Cthulhu. The Great One decided to
reforge my soul, and eventually took full control over me.
My soul is literally not Human anymore. Fuck! The rst
dream or two of the Great One fucking me, I didn’t grasp
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the reality of it. When I suggested and saw Shirley transform thanks to me, I guess I knew even then I had no control over my distinct connection. It also helped that the
Great One basically move me like a puppet while sleeping to
consume by assistant until he was spent to prove that I was
no longer in control. And yes, Shirley brought some goo to
my wife as a gift from me. Heard her transform over the
phone!”
“Is this happening to all the Cultists yet to be fully reforged?” Rook asked in terror.
“Not quite.”
Shadowhawk stood. She walked over to the door leading to the club’s main area, and opened it. Three women
walked in. Well, only one looked Humans, save for the dark
eyes. One was clearly Shirley in a white blouse and blue
pencil skirt. The one on the left was Shadowhawk’s cute
blonde wife, Jenny now with the darkest of eyes. And on the
right, seemed to be what became of Falcon. In the light, this
naked female looked almost more terrifying and alluring. Her
tentacle heir owed naturally past her shoulders, cat eyes
black with Cultist brown irises, pointed ears, scaly shimmering black skin, webbed ngers and toes, claws. Her
overall body was now fuller and more muscular. She did indeed stand on the balls of her feet. The very smell of transformed woman made Rook want to inexplicably suck the
large black nipples. That was all not to mention her think,
long, tentacle-tail.
“To poorly translate it all in Human terms …” the Reforged Falcon stated with deep, hypnotic tones. “The Great
One used Shadowhawk and Shirley for a kind of experiment.
Oh, yes, every Cultist can become fully subservient to the
Great One’s will now upon the rst feed, but the Great one
still lacked the energy to immediately take control of Shad-
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owhawk when she became Cultist. Anyway, Great Cthulhu
took the time to reforge Shadowhawk’s soul remotely via
the Dreamscape, leading to total subservience. Whereas
Shirley and Jenny retain some of their will. Their souls have
yet to be touched like the Reforged or Shadowhawk’s.”
“Results?” Shadowhawk began. “It’s is easier to subject others the Great One’s will via the feed alone, but total
subservience could still be useful. However, that is all
knowledge for the short term. All Cultists will be directly
reforged, body and soul, eventually.”
“Why are you monologuing like some egomaniacal villains?” Rook stated, barely pulling her eyes away from Falcon’s hypnotically shimmering breasts.
“The Great One does enjoy irony at times,” Shadowhawk stated. “That said, this is all more about showing
unavoidable truths about the meaning of the Great Cthulhu’s arrival. Our lord nds lies to be a waste of time … well,
in the long run” She motioned to the camera watching them
on the wall to the left. “We will ensure video of this all will
get to the remaining Protectors. They will see the truth, and
do with it as they will.”
Rook tried to say something, but her focus was now
stuck on Falcon’s now mouth-watering chest.
Falcon began to rub her breast, and said, “Give into the
pull, and learn why the breasts of the Reforged Cultists
were enlarged …”
Rook could not control herself. It was like an inescapable pull to the now inhuman woman. Rook could almost taste the inexplicable smell Falcon gave o , like some
kind of pheromone. Her eyes went wide when Falcon’s
breast started to drip a thick black goo that resembled the
stu that came out of Cthulhu’s tentacles.
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Before Rook knew it, her mouth was over the nipple,
sucking, squeezing. The thick goo squirting into her mouth
permeated, her senses, creating pleasures beyond known
pleasures. With Falcon’s tail keeping Rook upright, Rook
exploded in a powerful orgasm.
In the epic pleasure, she saw the Great Old One, tentacles and all. Her arousal toward it was debilitating. All she
could do was bow to it, whimpering for the Ancient to take
every hole she had.
While the cosmic orgasm faded, Falcon’s almost alien
face slowly came into focus. “Holy fuck …” Rook breathed.
She could still think on her own, but knew that ability
might be short lived.
Falcon took a pocket mirror from Shadowhawk, and
showed Rook her re ection.
“Oh my God …” she breathed, seeing her darkened
eyes.
“Now you’re getting it!” Falcon stated. Her toothy
smile revealed the sharpness of those teeth, especially the
little fangs.
“Guess who’s in the subterranean chamber!” Shirley
said excitedly.
“You’re gonna record that, too?” Rook asked de antly.
“They ’re gonna see it all! There are cameras
everywhere,” Shadowhawk exclaimed. She turned to Falcon.
“It’s interesting how so much free will can lead to de ance
in obvious defeat.”
Arms bound by Falcon’s hearty tail-tentacle, they made
their way down to the chamber.
Rook went wide eyed. The Great Cthulhu was silently
awaiting them. The dark, tentacled, monstrosity, while
technically large, was much smaller than one would expect.
All in the room knew that had to do with both the recent
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slumber and traveling between worlds. The Great One was
growing in both size and power by the day.
Falcon let loose Rook, who felt an inexplicable pull
toward the Ancient. It was like what she felt toward the Reforged Falcon, but much stronger. Rook was so mesmerized
that she barely noticed the others walking with her.
Suddenly, Cthulhu’s tentacle’s began to move, and in a
single force, the holes of all the women in the room were
led with the massive, alien members. As other tentacles
wrapped around their tingling bodies. They were e ortlessly
lifted o the oor.
They all found themselves in a continuous, cosmic orgasm. The black scaled, tentacle haired Falcon truly looked
like she was the extension of Cthulhu she now was.
The moment the Great One’s black cum started to
spew out, Shadowhawk, whose soul was already reforged,
began to transform quickly, morphing into an anthropoid
form like Falcon. Rook, Shirley, and Jenny started to morph
at around the same time, but somewhat more slowly. Their
bodies shifted to the erotically charged form the Great One
deemed for all those it took into its Will.
There was no stopping it, but in the end, Rook wanted
the taking of her humanity, body and soul. This was not out
of Cthulhu’s will at all. She was genuinely tired, only then
nally admitting that to herself. The love of her life turned
out to be psychotic, as she did horrible things to him and
others for the sake of saving people. When she did not literally cripple her foes, they just hurt more people. The morality within her created a kind of torture that was slowly destroying her. Worse, her parents were ultimately avenged
long ago. She had enough. Yes, there was no stopping her
transformation into a Reforged Cultist of Cthulhu, but this
reforging represented a path away from anguish and weari-
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ness. She somehow felt what might have been honor in the
Great One out of her revelation and willing submission.
The Reforged Cultists were pulled into the Great one’s
cosmically orgasmic embrace …

50

“So self assured, yet tells us so little …” the beautiful
Goddess of war forwarded in fascination.
“So little!?” Tezca forced. “Cthulhu blatantly showed us
how easily humans may be taken! It looks like Rook willingly
submitted at the end.”
Arisia put her hand on Tezca’s tightened shoulder. It
was remarkable how “Human” Arisia looked. Sure, her
sandy skin was unnaturally perfect and shimmery, as well as
having a healthy body and amber eyes that glowed yellow
when she used her Demonic Powers. However, the ve-footve Demon Progeny could hide amongst Humans better
than the imposing Enyo ever could. Plus, besides how easily
she could seduce anyone or anything, Enyo found her annoyingly nice and gloriously sel ess.
“Enyo’s right,” Arisia stated. “We don’t really know
anything. This was more intimidation, I’d say. Yes, they fell
to the Ancient’s whims easily, but we still have no idea the
endgame.”
The remaining protectors sat in their hideout, disquieted or fascinated by what they saw.
“Could there be a way to test if someone’s already corrupted?” the Sphinx asked. “If we do not know the master
of our allies, then our allies are mastered by others.”
“Right …” the Bostonian hu ed. He never had much
patience for the Mysterious Sphinx’s circular logic, even
though it was usually e ective enough to make everyone
think clearly.
“There might be a way,” Arisia forwarded. “I can gauge
someone’s physical and spiritual state with a kiss. Without a
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baseline, it might be di cult to tell if someone is compromised like Shadowhawk was, knowingly or no, but if we assume someone’s sexuality is no longer normal, then I would
know instantly. You all know my control over and understanding of lust.”
“What about those not Human?” Enyo asked.
“You are more capable of lust than most Humans,
Enyo, out of your natural thirst for war,” Arisia clari ed.
“Tezca’s branch of divine is about the same as Humans. My
very presence can gear lust toward me, if I wished. That
would essentially be the test. That is assuming lust as we
know it is being gravitated toward Cthulhu.”
“You’re saying,” Golden Ram began in is rumbling
tones, “it would be presumably di cult to direct lust toward
you if it is connected to the Ancient One to some degree.”
“In theory,” Arisia con rmed.
“If you can detect the lust of someone compromised,
would it then be possible for your to backtrack that lust to
Cthulhu?”
“I don’t know. Maybe!” Arisia shrugged. “One of us
would have to be corrupted, and the idea is to make sure
none of us are.”
“How do we know you are not compromised, Arisia?”
Enyo asked seriously.
“I suppose that would be di cult to answer. That said,
I don’t wear contacts. These deep yellow eyes are quite real!
Plus, I am not truly Human. Practically a demigod in the
traditional de nition. More importantly, that black goo only
seems to be designed for Human females.”
There was a brief pause.
“Are you sure your technique will work?” Enyo asked
atly.
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“As Sphinx would say, by doing what we must, we
learn what we must.” Arisia smiled, her more prominent
canines visible.
The Mysterious Sphinx nodded proudly, while the
Bostonian grunted.
“Let’s do this,” Enyo commanded, seeing no alternative.
Arisia gave a long, deep hungrily kiss to Tezca.
“Good as always,” Arisia smiled with a surreal mix of
love and lust in her glowing eyes. Tezca himself looked like
he was oating, grinning stupidly.
She moved to her left. “Your heart sounds like its beating fast. Are you OK for this Ram?”
“I’d better be,” he hu ed. The man looked to be pushing 90, even all suited up.
Arisia almost cautiously kissed the old man, who passionately began to kiss back.
She pulled back, and said with a smirk, “I’d bet I could
learn some interesting moves from you …”
“Assuming I don’t drop dead right now!” he hu ed
with a smile.
"You’re ne, Golden Ram.”
She moved to the Bostonian, who stood before her.
The bulky man was over six feet tall, and towered over the
Cambion, a Demon Progeny who showed no sign of intimidation. If she had a tail like her father Asmodeus, it would
be easy to see it hungrily swaying right then. They leaned in
for wet, deep kiss. The Bostonian literally lifted her o her
feet, holding tightly.
“Whooo!” Arisia hu ed, eyes bright. “You can put me
down now. You’re ne! You’re great!”
She was carefully placed back to her feet. She then
moved to the Mysterious Sphinx. The kiss was cautious at
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rst, sitting on his lap, but he proved some distinct virility
that made Arisia moan.
“Well, I think you are more than ne, too!”
“To show one’s lust, one has only to give it,” he stated,
making the Bostonian roll his eyes.
Enyo tied her subtly ery auburn hair back, standing
tall over Arisia. Though she was not that much taller, Enyo’s
body was healthy and athletic, accentuated by skin of olive
painted, white marble. Many naturally felt a distinct intimidation before her, even if they were technically taller. From
somewhere Enyo remembered someone describing her
piercing eyes as like looking into one’s future in the dark
abyss that lay within the realm of Hades. Yes, Arisia did
look somewhat intimidated next to her!
“Hard by them stood Enyo, spurred them on ceaselessly: never paused they from the strife …” Arisia stated.
“Never much liked Kointos Smyrnaios,” Enyo stated,
suppressing an ancient frustration she had no right to vent
in that moment. “Homer was the one that really captured
the blood, sweat, glory, and foolishness that befell Troy. He
did better ltering through the blurred stories given to him
by those then above me.”
They leaned in for long, deep, passionate kiss. The
depth of the lust was almost not even sexual, no matter how
erotic it was. With a look of surprise, Arisia found herself
loosing her control, Enyo naturally wrestling it from her. She
domineeringly grasped the back of Arisia’s head with one
hand, and held Arisia’s waist with the other in a way that
somehow turned the Cambion into mush. They were of
roughly equal strength, but Enyo was far more decisive. For
a moment, it looked as if this would become more than a
kiss, the way Arisia was groping Enyo’s rm bubble-ass,
moving between the cheeks.
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It was Enyo that broke this kiss.
“Shit …” Arisia breathed, eyes brightly glowing for
longer than before. “You’ve alway been ne haven’t you?”
“You wanted to nd out if I was still me, right?” Enyo
stated with a kind of jovial softness the others never saw
from her before.
“Yeah …” Arisia quietly sat back next to the amazed
Tezca.
“Now,” Enyo began, still standing, instantly showing
her usual hardness in the face of battle. “Our foe is growing
more powerful at the moment. It wanted to keep us separated for as long as possible. We must, therefore, stay united.”
“Don’t yah think we should grow our numbers? Get
the Demon League, Tezca’s guys, your guys?” the less fazed
Bostonian forced in, the lightness of his Rs and openness of
his Os quite loud to accentuate his point.
In another time, Enyo would have smacked him o his
feet for interrupting her, or worse. However, it was more
tactful right now to ensure cohesion in the face of external
forces. Enyo opted to glare in a way that made the Bostonian stop even thinking about talking for at least a few minutes. He really did look like he fell deeper into his over lled
seat. His forwardness was as grating as it was fascinating to
her.
“You are not wrong, Bostonian,” Enyo stated. “We must
indeed call upon as many others as we can. The enemy is one
and many, not foolishly spurred on via a pretty face. We
know not yet what it wants, but we know it has yet to
achieve full strength. Therefore, we must create our weapon
now: knowledge. When we do meet the nemesis in battle
before our tools our fully forged, then we must ght as we
are. We will not win, not yet, but must nd a way delay the
strengthening of our foe.
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“This is not to be a suicide mission. We will do all we
can to obtain understanding, but must not give our lives.
We will call upon our allies for aid, knowing they will not
arrive until after we may need them most, whoever chooses
to ght with us. Our allies may save us, and then, together,
we will all plan the nal blow …”
****
Enyo was actually not sure how her fellow Olympians
would react to here message. That actually included some of
her Titan forbears, who were all freed over millennia as the
old hatreds mattered less and less. No, she was not on poor
terms with any of them. The problem was that she was
among the last of them to really care anymore. Indeed, she
was only ghting for the few until the call to glory pulled
her back to ght with the rst rendition of the Protectors.
She did convince Ares and their son, Enyalios, to join them
at the very last minute before the nal battle with the ancient intelligence. The rest had grown so comfortable on
their forgotten islands far from Olympus over the last millennium that they considered their lives as “Gods” over.
Enyo basically felt the same way. She was once asked by the
Bostonian if she, Ares, or any of her kin had anything to do
with the World Wars, and she honestly replied that they
were still in the throws of a drunken, hundred year orgy not
far from Bikini Atoll (the nearby war was like background
music to them). They happily welcomed a few humans that
stumbled upon them, but they rarely stayed more than a
week. He thought she was joking, considering how they
were largely related, until she con rmed she was understating the epic, largely incestuous revelry they in icted upon
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themselves. She even admitted sex with her brother, Ares,
and her spiritual sister, Bellona, was truly epic in that romp.
Regardless, she found it more enriching and interesting to now ght battles for those that did not even know
they needed saving. Her rst taste of what Humans now call
vigilanteism was about fty years before she fought that
alien mastermind. The afterglow of that Olympian orgy was
still there in 1965, ten years after it largely concluded, but
was nding herself rather bored. Permission was once needed to walk amongst Humans o cially, but no longer. That
“rule” was broken so much when they were worshipped that
at least she saw it as a joke. Well, she found herself in a forgotten city in central India. Some local crime lord was becoming overly aggressive to those he “protected.” The city
was dying and no one had any money anymore. Sure, she
was more familiar with the battling between whole cities,
civilizations, but her role was far more righteous than most
writings she was once not allowed to deny. Cities she helped
to destroy were rotten, she was sure, and needed to be made
an example of.
Well, there was hope in this city. It was far from completely rotten. The rot could still be removed. The solution
was surgical not sweeping. What was more unique then was
how she had no interest in becoming some deity in their
eyes.
Long story short, she helped rally the people there
against the tyrannical crime lord, and successfully orchestrated his ultimate arrest for tax evasion. Sure, the city still
died within a decade, but everyone was happier after, simply
moving on to more prosperous live elsewhere. They all
knew she helped them, but was not a “God” to them. She
was more akin to a symbol of hope, in dramatic contrast to
her days as a supreme of war. She liked being a symbol of
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hope. From then on, she orchestrated the destruction of vile
individuals to save those “little” people. A part of her did
miss those epic battles of ultimate destruction, and that was
more than sated when the Righteous Protectors came together the rst time. It was Enyo’s orchestration, applied by
the Protectors as a whole, that led to that ancient intelligence brutally destroying itself and its minions in Antarctica.
She smiled loudly when the Mysterious Sphinx simply said
in awe, “One should never cross even one God of Earth!”
Today, her long retired King, Zeus, was literally not
picking up the phone, and while her son answered a separate call, he said he would not be available right away. What
were they doing? They just started a new orgy, according to
Ares, who left a massage for her the other day about it.
Arisia’s text was more promising. The Demon League
will need to deliberate, but Arisia’s father, Asmodeus, gave
her a “spell” that could track Cthulhu, assuming the entity
was giving o unusual life readings. They could also use another spell to track down any extraterrestrial life, and that
might be most helpful in tracking large concentrations of
the Reforged …
****
While the others were crunching the data from the
spells Arisia was gifted, Enyo jumped on an idea. She
quickly located that retired professor that presumably
tricked Shadowhawk into doing that Cthulhu cult by being a
part of that cult all along. He was a loose thread in recent
events that need to be tugged …
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“Let’s remove our masks for a moment, professor,”
Enyo said, standing before him in his sitting room to induce
intimidation.
“Did you ever wear one?” He smirked, showing how
he was yet to feel any intimidation.
“Educate me, professor: Shadowhawk.”
His smirk grew into a toothy smile. “We obviously
knew she was coming. At rst glance, one might not think
of me as useful to the Cult, but I have funneled many to
them until recently.”
“Because you have yet to be turned into food, I suspect
there is more to your status.”
“There is no real coincidence here. In the right circles,
I am the most prestigious authority on cults, both ctional
and real. Two years ago, ve university students were referred to me by a colleague for a project of theirs. One was
Tammy Jackson, who you may recall used to run the local
chapter. Well, it turned out that they were basically into
having orgies together, and secretly were interested in creating an actual sex cult. They wanted to make it unique and
kinky, as I later learned. I gave them materials on a variety
of cults, based on my old intro course on the subject. They
gravitated to the Cthulhu Mythos. As should not be surprising, Cthulhu turned out to be real and awake. Long story
short, six months later, their rst men became the rst food
bags, and the women were the rst Cultists of Cthulhu of
the twenty- rst century.”
“Do you still funnel men and women to the cults?”
“No,” he said atly. “Before you ask your next question, Goddess, I will answer it. I have outlived my usefulness. I am to become food and fuel for those on the path to
be Reforged. The deal I made prior was that I tell them
when I am ready.”
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is?”

“OK … How ‘bout this? Do you know where your God

“No,” he shrugged.
“This deal you have, can you dictate terms?”
“Like what?” he asked with a subtle laugh.
“Asking to meet Cthulhu before you become food.”
“Humph! You must be desperate, Olympian. Now
you’re giving away your stratagem!”
Enyo held back a grunt. She knew what she needed to
do.
She walked right up to him, letting her divine stature
almost literally shine. She grasped his eyes with hers. It
took a few moments longer than usual with the zealot of
another God, but he was nally starting to break down.
“Who am I, Erickson?”
“… A Goddess …” he breathed mindlessly.
“What is the most important thing to you right now?”
“Yu … You, Goddess …” he answered with surprised
tone.
“You will follow my Will without question.”
“Yes, Goddess.”
“You will call whoever it is you need to call to state
that you are ready to become food, Erickson. You will tell
them that you wish to meet Cthulhu beforehand. Do you
understand, Erickson?”
“Yes, Goddess …”
****
The other Protectors were uncomfortable using the old
professor as bait. Enyo assured them that this was the best
way to forward their stratagem, and that the professor already made the call after nalizing a few things on his end.
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She, Arisia, Tezca, and the Bostonian made their way
to that strip club where it all began for the lost birds. The
others stayed behind at their main facility, providing whatever support they could give.
They observed a group enter the facility just after
dusk, most wore large hooded cloaks. They did not need any
old spells to know those were Reforged. There were, however, at lest two women not yet Reforged, as well as the old
professor.
“You sure your mesmerizing was good enough, Enyo?”
Tezca asked seriously.
Without turning her head, she answered, “It doesn’t
matter if Cthulhu’s there. This enemy primarily strikes from
the shadows unseen, so we may always assume there will be
an ambush.”
Tezca quietly sighed, and Arisia put her hand on his
tensed shoulder.
“All right, Old Gods, see any surprises?” Enyo called
the old heroes.
“No, both your feed and spells show all are heading
down to that chamber,” Golden Ram answered.
“I now have control over their camera feeds,” Sphinx
rumbled. “They will be put in a loop right … now.”
“Let’s move out,” Enyo ordered.
They quickly made their way to the front door. This
was the part Enyo actually like the most. She always felt an
incredible rush between when they were unknown by the
enemy to the moment they discovered, if at all. The fact that
the Bostonian silently moved like a big cat was a true bonus.
His aptitude in battle was something she could only respect.
They made their way to that back o ce with underground access. Thus far, no one was there to meet them.
“I don’t like this,” Arisia whispered into their minds.
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The door was unlocked, and they made their way down
the steps. The lighting seemed di erent from the videos
they observed. It was darker, gloomier somehow. The stairs
also seemed to go for much longer than they should have.
“Where are you!?” Arisia called into Enyo’s mind from
what sounded like a great distance.
Enyo quickly looked behind her. All she could see were
endless stairs. She turned back and saw the same thing
downward.
“Ambush,” Enyo stated.
Enyo hurried down the stairs, not liking the enclosed
nature of the situation. Suddenly, she fell head over heels,
the stairs gone. There was only now an endless stone corridor, lit by an eerie golden light that came from nowhere.
The more she moved forward the darker the corridor became.
After a while, it felt like she was not really moving at
all. It was as if she had fallen into a lucid dream ironically
out of her control. She tried to run forward, but motility
quickly became strange an awkward. The darkness kept on
encroaching, and now, it encroached whether she moved or
not. And then …
Blackness …
Enyo found herself oating in darkness. No. She felt
like she was suspended by something or somethings. She
could not move. It was as if she was in a liquid dream. Yes.
She was not fully awake. “Wake up, amathés!” She blurted
through the inky darkness. “WAKE THE FUCK UP!”
She jolted herself to consciousness. It was not much
help, though, because the room was rather dark. The ovular
chamber seemed to be underground somewhere. She was
fairly certain it was another chamber beneath the strip club.
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The yellow light slowly grew in brightness. A tall,
domineering woman silently stood not far from her, coming
out of shadow. What worried Enyo, though, was how she
was bound by hot, wet tentacles, suspended in the air. There
seemed to be no source of them. It was more than disconcerting how they felt good on her naked skin.
“Who are you?” Enyo asked de antly.
The face was almost impossible to read. It was as if
there was both dispassion and fascination at the same time.
“Who are you!? Bdelyrós! Where am I?” she she
yelled.
“Bdelyrós? I suppose that ancient insult is close
enough. Villain? To you, right now, yes. Bastard? I do not
think that applies to my race.”
“Cthulhu?” she forwarded, not surprised of anything
anymore. She had seen many entities on Earth alone that
could shape-shift, posses, or whatever. Indeed, the Demon
Progeny Arisia had learned how to possess others for very
brief periods, while having the telepathic wisdom to make
others think she looked like almost anything.
“Do I look Human to you, Enyo?”
“Yes,” she spat, trying to create any kind of recognizable expression out of her captor.
“Look closer. Look deep.”
Enyo did so. Like some disorienting blur, she could see
the more alien, maddening form bleeding though. Concerning yet unsurprising was how the tentacles binding her were
attached to the being before her. Enyo could not hold the
blurred, true image for long.
“It is true that I have some control over my physical
form,” she said atly. “I decided that it would be easiest at
this phase to prevent myself from becoming monstrous in
size, as you would say. I am not indestructible, and the
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weapons of this planet are now potent enough. That said,
the guise you see is me manipulating your subconscious to
see something Humanoid. Everyone sees me a little di erently via that, but not di erent enough to cause concern
above ground. Human memory is a ckle thing after all. Yet,
Enyo, you are not really Human. Certainly a subspecies of
the dominant genus on this world, but di erent nonetheless. That is why you could brie y see through the veil
just now. That is why I cannot easily make you one of mine.
I need you to accept willingly.”
“I do not think that will happen! You are fucking embròntetos!”
“Perhaps. My mind is out within all my Zealots, and
partly within anyone in my presence, if I wish it.”
Enyo was not sure if that was a dry comeback joke or a
just statement of fact.
“I do know you came to nd me. So, let me help you
understand …”
The moment she opened her mouth again in her continued attempts to derive a reaction, a thick eshy tentacle
forced its way down her throat. Almost at the same time,
perhaps thicker tentacles penetrated her mouth and pussy.
The almost violent intrusion, to her shock, was almost pleasurable. Far from orgasmic, but her body was not rejecting
it.
The masked Cthulhu stood there with that unchanging
face of dispassionate fascination. Enyo could sometimes see
ashes of the tentacles coming from the feminized being before her.
Suddenly, thick streams of the black, alien cum spewed
into her horrifyingly receptive body. No matter how far from
orgasm she was, she found herself in a state of growing
pleasure. She had battled Titans, helped turn great cities of
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fools into dust, helped to defeat an alien arti cial intelligence, but never once had she ever felt so completely out of
control. She was not sure if she even wanted to resist the
tentacles and their goo.
By Hercules! Enyo was starting to like something that
should have been horri c. The goo leaked out of the holes it
invaded. There was so much inside her, pleasuring her.
She could not give in, she just couldn’t! Enyo was a
Goddess of war. She was depicted on the long lost Shield of
Achilles amongst all that was understood by the ancient
Humans of the Mediterranean! She had known more defeat
than ancient poets assumed, yes, but there was always the
victory of understanding. To be defeated now would be to
loose everything. It took everything within her to ght a
willing orgasm. At the moment of truth, everything suddenly went black …
“Enyo!” a voice called in the distance.
The wise Olympian Goddess felt the stone oor beneath her. It felt rather warm, suggesting she was lying
there for some time.
“Enyo!” said the familiar female voice.
She slowly opened her eyes to the always alluring
Arisia.
“I … I’m all right …” Enyo breathed, picking herself
up. There was no visible evidence of the tentacles or their
goo.
“Found her!” she said to the others just outside the
room. “What happened to you? Cthulhu seemed to force us
all into some dream-state.”
“I’m not sure …” Enyo breathed. What happened between she and her adversary did not feel like the dreamlike
state that preceded it. “Cthulhu can take Human form …”
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“What!?”
“Well, sort of … It can control its size, and project a
human visage into our subconscious. I think it wanted to
see how well it worked on me. Pretty well, when not looking
closely …”
“Did you consume any of that black shit!?”
“Cthulhu told me that I could only become a Zealot if I
accepted it. It was pushing into my mind, I think …” She
rubbed her eyes. “I won this round I guess, but a little jumbled …”
Arisia suddenly gave Enyo a deep lustful kiss. Enyo
kissed back quite aggressively, taking control, and broke the
kiss.
Arisia raised and eyebrow, looking quite aroused, and
blatantly looking over the naked Olympian with glowing
eyes. “Fuck, you’re awesome!”
“I know. Futuere me! Let’s get out of here, Arisia …”
****
Enyo was restless that night. The others were just rattled. It seemed what happened was all about her. No foe focused on her like that before. That said, being an active
“hero” was a recent thing …
She rented out a secluded cabin not far from the city.
Unlike the rest of the Olympians, she was quite good with
her money. A little over a thousand years ago, not long before the Hierarchy collapsed, they pooled most of their
wealth. Enyo cultivated what she had left far better than the
rest of them. None of that really mattered right then.
What kept her up right then alluded her. Yes, she was
almost fucked out of her mind by some Alien God that made
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her super-horny — she was the focus of a counterattack, but
that was not completely it
Was it … Jealously?
She lay there for a moment, the moonlight painting
her porcelain body. It reminded her of the chip on her
shoulder that once fueled a ridiculous bloodlust. The Hierarchy was the ultimate truth so long ago. It was a truth lled
with lies they were required to live for the sake of the Hierarchy. With Ares placed at the forefront of war, she and the
other warrior gods were almost pushed aside, when she
could have been so much more. She had and made worshipers, sure, but far less than those above. She was literally
not allowed to have as many as the others to suggest she
never wanted any. She was all but described as a villain,
when sometimes all she really did was nudge the ancient
con icts to their inevitable end.
Once the Hierarchy was let go, none of that mattered.
They did not even want followers anymore. And when there
was a revival of the religion they once presided over, they
had little interest in connecting the way they once had, including Enyo.
Now, an apparent God from across the universe dared
force its will onto her? She was a leader! She always was at
heart. The fact that she never led anyone until now proved
how hard it was for habits to die. Becoming that lone wolf, a
kind of folk hero over the last decades brought her closer to
who she always wanted to be. She put herself in charge of
her own destiny.
Then, she realized what she had to do, something to
prove her worth to herself and the Humans she wanted to
protect. She was going to go out and nd a couple Humans
to worship her, as a kind of pilot program. They could be
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her eyes and ears, passively watching in the shadows for
what just might be Earth’s greatest nemesis …
Enyo found herself walking into a nearly empty bar.
Her attire was a rather contemporary red tube top, skinny
jeans (she was surprised at how much she loved them when
she rst tried a pair a decade ago), and brown sandals. She
found herself disappointed, even though she was not exactly
looking to a mass of new followers. Still, she also found herself wanting a whole bottle of wine.
She quietly sat at the empty bar. A pretty, maybe thirty
year old, golden haired, bartender walked over to her.
“What can I get yah?”
“A bottle of nice red wine.”
The bartender face lit up with surprise and curiosity.
“Are you … Enyo?”
Enyo smiled. She never wore a mask, and was perhaps
more well known now than she ever was. “Yes. You are?”
“Bianca!” She happily plopped a clean wine glass on
the table, poured, and left the bottle. “I’m not normally allowed to just give out whole bottles, but I’ll bend the rules
for you!”
Enyo drank down half the glass. It was not bad for
twenty- rst century. “It’s funny. I never thought of myself as
a hero.”
“Well, you have been since you helped destroy that robot monster … Hey, would you mind if I ask you something?”
“Go right ahead, Bianca.” I kind of bugged her how
current English no longer answered such a question with a
logical yes or no.
“Did you really go to battle once covered with blood
instead of armor?”
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She raised an eyebrow. It was an old, ridiculous memory. “It was’t my idea …”
“Huh …” She smiled curiously.
“Ares said I should just use blood as armor as a joke. I
said no without a laugh. Zeus overheard, and told me to do
it. Did not amuse him much, so never again. Zeus calmed a
lot since then, but can be quite the asshole.”
“Dealing with shitty bosses! I know that.”
Enyo smiled pleasantly.
“So, saving the world again?”
Enyo knew it was a jovial question. “Actually, it would
seem so.”
“Oh … What coming this time?” Her tone was now
somewhat shaky.
“Already here. This one is a real head trip, to use the
contemporary parlance. The Protectors aren’t strong enough
anymore for this ght. Maybe right after the last, but not
today. We need something more. We need eyes an ears to
gure out what is happening.”
“If you’re looking for followers, Enyo, you don’t need
to try very hard.” Bianca took out her phone, swiped
around, and presented it to Enyo.
She looked at a Facebook fan page apparently dedicated to herself. While aware of social media, it never was of
any interest before.
“Looks like you’ve got over three-million followers on
there.”
“Err … Well, pedicare me! Is this even serious? I know
you can like whatever you want on there, whether true or
not, whether Human or not.”
“Well, even if only a third of them are serious, that’s a
million people. Besides, I think even bots are afraid to troll
you online!”
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“You’re in this group, I take it?”
“Yeah. Why not? You’re as beautiful as powerful. You
create victories even in defeat. You decided to help people,
when you could have just stopped caring like the rest.
You’re the ultimate feminist icon!”
“Huh …” she pondered. Could this really be that easy?
Maybe it was. She did not remember trying very hard to
make Human worshipers when Zeus created the Hierarchy.
Saving the world was not even the same a concept then.
“Our nemesis is not on Facebook, is he?” Bianca asked.
“No, I do not think so …” she said ponderously. She
saw a wedding ring. “Caution is still of upmost importance,
it would seem, though … It had been a very long time since I
took a direct role with my followers. People have changed in
ways at times intangible. Would you and your spouse like to
come to my place tonight?”
Bianca’s eyes lit up in a way Enyo had not seen for the
better part of two-thousand years. “Fuck yeah! I get o in an
hour. I’ll call Larry …”
Bianca’s husband sat on the red couch of Enyo’s cabin.
He was surprisingly relaxed, compared to Bianca. The wife
was the true “worshiper” here, but he looked curious
enough to come around without much e ort. Maybe this
was a crazy gambit, but she was really excited to be worshiped, as well as have a direct hand in that. Bellona was
always allowed a more active role in having followers. Yes,
there was a jealousy there that added to that long-gone
bloodlust. While many of the “Greco-Roman” Gods like
Zeus-Jupiter and Ares-Mars played in both sandboxes, ones
like herself had to share, often unequally.
The two sat before her.
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“So this … Facebook group. How connected are you
with it?”
Bianca smiled. “Not at admin or anything, but I know
one in real life. I can get into contact with her to make myself an admin, too”
“What I need in followers is not quite like the old days
of glory, Bianca. You understand social media better than
myself, but that is barely the rst step. We need to keep in
mind the timetable may be short, and the timetable is very
much obscured.”
“Facebook is that, Enyo!” Larry said jovially. “But,
what do you want in followers?”
Enyo smiled. “You get right to it, Larry! When have I
ever had a large following next to Ares? … What I want, obviously, is devotion. I also want altruism. I was tired of
burning whole cities to the ground before your ancestors’
ancestors were born.”
“How do your followers con rm this altruistic devotion,
Enyo?” he asked with a sarcasm masking fascination.
She turned to Bianca. The way she looked up at her
said it all. Simply having the Goddess tower over her in total
command of the room was practically overkill.
“Your wife, Larry, is ready to understand.”
Larry looked over to his wife. Bianca, looking up to
Enyo, quite literally looked enthralled. Her lips were subtly
parted, eyes closed slightly, breathing deeply. He never saw
anyone look that way before.
“Once upon a time,” Enyo began. “We were worshiped
because we simply looked the part of Gods. They also needed scapegoats for their own failings, of which my kind’s
were as true as theirs. So, we just let it happen. It really was
that simple, unlike what happened with the Titans. Now, we
knew even then that sex and power can be epic bedfellows:
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The marriages of monarchs sealing alliances; the cataclysmic
adultery between kings and queens. Ironically, we did not
wield that much sexual power then, just letting the Humans
not always think with their brains. That obviously glazes
over the fact that we had plenty of sexual relations with
Humans, Zeus the God-king of adultery. There were so
many Demigods of little note. Once the world shifted away
from us, we let our precious Hierarchy collapse. All we had
left, we realized, was sex. In quite whispers, we knew the
power of sex was not wielded by most of us. It did not matter anymore. So, we just began to fuck each other in epic orgies. Humans sometimes showed up. They had fun if they
wished, but had more than enough after a week. All the
Humans that appeared could have been ours, but the time of
followers was over, we agreed. Now, times have changed
again, and I know what I want out of my followers in 2020.
Sexual power will create the devotion, and that devotion
will create the altruism.”
Eyno walked to the other side of the room, owning
every step, every subtle body movement. She opened up her
special suitcase. This was the one with a truncation of her
erotic ownership. She expected to open the suitcase as a reward for victory, but it turned out to be more tactful to be
opened now. She took out some semi-opaque, black pantyhose. She grabbed a pair of pantyhose that looked about
right for the somewhat shorter, slim Bianca.
“Bianca, catch!”
Bianca caught the packaged hose almost robotically.
“Take your shirt and pants o , put on the pantyhose,
put back on your shoes if removed, and crawl to me.”
“Yes, Enyo,” she said without second thought.
Larry sat in total amazement, watching his wife follow
the word of a literal Goddess.
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“Umm …” he blurted.
“Be honored, Larry! Few Humans became followers
this way, as I never created followers this way before! Honestly, I am more than pleased how well this is working. You
feel it, too, right, Larry? A sexual pull toward me? The
growing need to follow my will?”
“Yes …” he hu ed.
Enyo smiled at the not yet fully indoctrinated man.
“Don’t feel jealously or shock toward how easily your wife is
falling to me. She might as well have already been worshiping me. I am merely directing her on how to worship me.”
Bianca was now on her hands and knees, in her bra
and gifted hose. She crawled over to Enyo slowly yet willfully. The soft black heels were sexy and blatant against the
pantyhose. Enyo rather liked the black oral tattoo on her
side. Yes, Enyo would make all her new followers have a tattoo of devotion … a swan. She always liked swans. To her
they were symbol of beauty, as beauty may be found in war.
The worshiping waited in excitement below, looking
up but not making eye contact. Enyo subtly presented her
sandal-clad foot to the worshipper, who lightly touched it
reverently.
Eyno lifted her foot, and said, “Worship your Goddess’
foot.”
Breathing heavily in clear excitement, Bianca cradled
the foot, and began to kiss and lick, especially the fully exposed toes.
“OOOO, that’s good, Bianca. I love how your tongue
feels between your Goddess’ toes.”
The way Bianca moved that tongue between her toes,
it was clear there was nothing else for her. The Human’s
mind was Enyo’s for the taking.
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“Don’t forget to like your Goddess’ whole foot …
UMMM, very good …”
Bianca passionately moved her lips from toes to the
ankle. This was not about taste or even sensuality. This was
exactly what Enyo wanted: power. But yes, this sexually
aroused her more than she had been aroused in a very long
time.
Enyo pulled over an endurable in reach, and sat on it.
Feet at on the oor, Bianca continued her worship. the
leather traps on her sandals were starting to dark from spit.
Loving the feel on the Human’s wet mouth around her big
toe, she grasped Bianca’s head.
“Yeah, that’s great! Suck it. Suck it! … Now just my
shoe. Lick it. Lick it clean!”
Bianca moaned with joy, successfully satisfying her
Goddess.
“Get in there and make them shine!”
Bianca did as ordered, literally polishing the leather
with her lips and tongue.
“Now nice long licks, shoes and feet. Very good.”
Bianca head was still grasped by Enyo, who was subtly
nudging her in whatever direction desired.
Enyo then picked up the woman’s head, almost forced
eye contact, and said, “You did well, Bianca.”
She melted with joy.
“Now I want you to worship my ass.”
Enyo pulled o her tight pants, and leaned up against
the wall, muscular ass protruding. Bianca quickly went in,
hurrying her face between the form glutes. The woman
licked excitedly, young taking long trips around the hole.
“Yes, feel your Goddess’ ass, rub it. Very good.” She
grasped Bianca’s head, and forcibly buried the face between
the cheeks for a moment. Pressing deeper, Enyo exclaimed,
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“Be honored! You are the rst Human to taste this divine
ass.” She pulled the head out. “What do you say?”
“Thank you, Enyo!” Bianca hu ed honestly, before her
face was forced back in.
She did not know it until the orgies, but Enyo genuine
loved anal attention. The day Ares just shoved his dick up
there was a truly divine moment.
Still leaning on the wall, Enyo lifted her foot, and ordered, “Take my sandal o . Slowly … Excellent. Enjoy the
scent and taste of divine feet on them.”
Like pumping heroin into her veins, she inhaled the
leather shoes with great pleasure. The taste was all but orgasmic for her.
“Do you like the smell and taste of your Goddess’ feet
on the shoe?”
“Yes, Enyo,” she hu ed, barely removing the shoe
from her face.
“Now put the shoe down, and worship the real thing.”
Bianca did so. She licked the soles with great devotion,
as she took the toes deep into her mouth. The foot was cradled like it was the most precious thing in the world.
“Take all of your Goddess’ foot. Take in all you can.”
Bianca began to force as much of the foot into her
mouth as she could. Every toe was deep into the wet cavern.
“Very good. The rest of the foot feels dry.”
Bianca licked and sucked from heel to toes, clearly enjoying the toes the most. There was no protest on Enyo’s
part!
Enyo then sat back down, and presented the other
foot.
Bianca needed no instruction, removing the sandal.
With a subtle motion, Enyo had Bianca paying great atten-
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tion to the foot itself, shoe still in hand. That was not before
Bianca took in the scent of the shoe.
“Yes, worship my foot. Take in the divine scent!” Enyo
growled through her own growing pleasure.
Bianca practically made out with the foot, moving from
heel, to sole, to toes, with equal devotion.
Multiple toes sucked at once, Enyo teased, wiggling
the foot, “Such a pretty mouth. It is perfect for worshiping!”
Bianca moaned and cooed in joy.
“Take those toes in … Lick it all the way, heel to toes
…” Enyo micromanaged as a tease. “Take it in as far as you
can. All the way … OOOO, that is amazing! No take it out
and kiss the top. So very good.”
Bianca did as ordered like she had no mind of her own.
Worshiping Enyo was her sole purpose in the world right
then.
Eyno the began to feel Bianca’s breasts with her feet.
“You feel really good. Onto your knees.”
She did so, Enyo’s foot now teasing her belly.
“Take o your left shoe, and smell it.”
She did so.
“The scent can never be divine, but it is yours. It is
therefore wonderful, arousing.”
Bianca took the scent in just that much more deeply.
“Now the other one.”
Bianca put the shoe down, and took o the other to
enjoy, as ordered. She took in the scent with great pleasure.
“Kiss it.”
“Ummm,” Bianca moaned, kissing and inhaling.
“Keep going. I like that shoe very much. Worship the
shoe for me.”
She did so. Licking, kissing, taking in the shoe with all
her senses.
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“Put it down.”
Bianca looked to Enyo expectantly.
Finger teasingly on Bianca’s lips, Enyo ordered, “I
want you to stand up … Good. Open your legs.”
Enyo then placed her foot onto the very moist crotch,
making Bianca moan. She began to rub the crotch, when
Bianca put her hand on the foot on impulse.
“I do not want you to touch my feet.”
She quickly moved her hands away.
“Oh, yes. You are so warm, wet.” Enyo rubbed the
crotch more excitedly
Bianca moaned in pleasure.
“Do my my feet turn you on?”
“Yes, Enyo,” she said honestly, in a pleasure- lled
grunt.
“Move on my foot. So very good. Yes.”
Bianca rubbed her wet crotch onto the foot, practically
worshiping it between her hot thighs. She moaned and
cooed so happily.
“Yes, worship my foot with your pussy!” Enyo smiled
largely. “Yes, faster and harder! That’s it. That is what your
Goddess wants!”
Bianca looked genuinely joyous and full of pleasure,
dancing on Enyo’s foot with her crotch.
“Oh, yes! I want you to cum, Bianca. I want to feel your
cum on my foot through you pantyhose.”
“O, ERR, fuck, yeah!” Bianca cooed. “Yes, OHHH,
ENYO!”
“Was that fun for you?”
“Yes, Enyo!” she hu ed honestly.
“Come on down here, and suckle on you Goddess’
breasts.”
She did so, loudly smooching.
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“Yes, worship them!”
Moving her chest in blatant ways, Enyo guided the enthralled Bianca between the divine breasts. She practically
played with Bianca’s face with her breasts. It felt so damn
good! Of course, a lot of that pleasure was from the power
she felt over the Human. That control felt all but complete.
“You are sooo good with your tongue, Bianca!”
Enyo then nudged Bianca in closer with her foot on
Bianca’s ass. Liking the feel one Bianca’s ass, she had her
stand, and show the bare ass, having her pull the hose
down. She teased Bianca’s ass with her foot. Enyo then positioned herself to have Bianca back into her own ass. The positioning was just that much more e ective, Enyo’s leg up
on the low table.
Bianca was ever more deeply buried between Enyo’s
rm cheeks this time, whole Enyo pulled Bianca into her
ass. Indeed, Bianca was excitedly pleasuring her asshole.
“Oh, yes, Bianca. You really are coming to understand
what your Goddess wants! Yes!”
Enyo moaned and cooed wildly in the anal pleasure,
silently thanking Ares for introducing it to her.
Bianca consumed, worshiped, blatantly enjoyed herself.
“Yes. Push you tongue in there. Do not hold back!
Don’t stop until I let you. OH!”
It was clear that this was now Bianca’s duty, to pleasure her Goddess’ asshole. And she went for it. She sucked,
she licked. Enyo’s asshole was becoming quite moist.
Enyo encouraged her through the growing pleasure,
making Bianca worship just that much more deeply, hungrily. Enyo actually came a little, but still wanted to work on
Bianca more.
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Repositioning to partly lean on the wall, leg still up on
the table, Enyo ordered Bianca to worship her pussy as her
asshole.
“Oh, yeah. Worship your Goddess’ pussy!”
Bianca’s new task was clear, and she excelled like before. She consumed like it was the only thing in the world,
and luckily for her, she enjoyed it more than anything in the
world.
Enyo tightly pushed Bianca just that much deeper into
her crotch. This felt so good that she had to admit that it
somehow felt better that the orgies. There was no power, no
conquest. Enyo was conquering Bianca, and exerting power
over her. Yes, Bianca was practically a worshiper before Enyo
even knew she existed, but that did not take away from the
fact that she was completely subverting Bianca’s will.
“Make me cum, Bianca. Make your Goddess cum like
she never has before!”
Bianca amazingly did as ordered. She sucked and liked
and kissed without abandon. Enyo than came hard and loud,
her juiced dripping down Bianca’s face.
After basking in the greatest of afterglow’s, Enyo ordered, “On your knees, Bianca.”
She did so, her Goddess standing before her.
“Look up to me. Look into my eyes. Will you worship
me now and forever, Bianca?”
“Yes, Enyo,” she said truly.
“Will you forever be and extension of my will, following my word without question?”
“Yes, Enyo.”
“Good, Bianca. Thus, you are an extension of my will.”
Enyo felt a kind of exhilaration, looking into Bianca’s
eyes, for for rst time in more than two-thousand years. Indeed, this was a rare thing to do to a Human, even when her
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kin practically presided over the fates of whole civilizations.
Bianca was genuinely letting her will be fully subverted by
Enyo’s. This was something deep and spiritual, and far beyond psychological. Enyo could actually feel Bianca’s consciousness, and do with it as she wished. Bianca will literally just know and do things now that step from Enyo.
“As reward, Bianca, you will be my General, my Stratega, the chief of my Warrior Worshipers. You will be my sole
avatar. Do you understand, Bianca?”
“Yes, Bianca. I am your General, the chief of all your
Warrior Worshipers. I will be your avatar.”
Enyo squatted down to her General's level, and held
her subservient face at the chin. “Your Goddess loves you
for this.” She kissed the Human, who melted at the touch.
She stood, glancing at the mesmerized Larry on the
couch. Enyo lifted her foot to her Worshiper, who automatically licked and kissed.
“Very good, Stratega. Come with me.”
They walked over to the amazed yet smiling Larry.
Enyo crawled on top of him.
“Are you … gonna take me like you did my wife?” he
breathed.
“Your wife will be conquering your body and soul to
become my rst Warrior Worshiper.”
“OK …” he said amazed. “You’re just making this up
as you go along, aren’t you, Enyo?”
Enyo smirked. “Improvisation may mask one’s tactics.”
She glanced at her General on all fours. “Before she begins,
ask your wife who she loves the most.”
He blinked, looking somewhat uncomfortable. “Um,
Bianca, who do you love the most?”
“Enyo!” she said joyously. “I am hers.”
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“Very good, Strategy Bianca,” Enyo stated. “Now, make
Larry understand.”
Bianca sat before him on the co ee table. It was obvious he saw something di erent in Bianca’s eyes. She had,
after all, the will of a Goddess with her. As such, she had a
fraction of the very power the conquered her, and that can
be enough to overwhelm an unsuspecting Human.
“Just relax, Larry,” she ordered in domineering tones
reminiscent of Enyo’s. “Let yourself go, and let me take you
into Enyo’s Army.”
Larry’s wide eyes glanced at the smirking Goddess. “I
can’t believe you guys rarely used this power a few thousand
years ago!”
“General,” Enyo forcibly stated to Bianca.
Bianca smacked him hard, and with her hand over his
mouth, she ordered, “You were not given the allowance to
speak, Initiate!”
Larry e ectively silenced, Bianca leaned back, and presented her nylon-covered foot. “Take it. Worship it.”
Tentatively at rst, the spellbound Larry took the foot,
and began to rub it. He took the heel into his mouth, almost
experimentally sucking on it.
“Very good, Larry. I am glad you are starting to understand.”
Albeit far less powerful and experienced, what Bianca
just did was exactly of Enyo did to Bianca. The really di erence was that Bianca was more naturally passive than Larry.
Enyo felt a touch of pride at how well Bianca used her new
power over Humans.
The more Larry licked, suck, and rubbed the encased
foot, the more energy he put into the worshiping. He was
really starting to like this. And through that growing enjoy-
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ment, his own will and alpha-ness was starting to break
down.
Bianca possessively touched Larry’s face, and Larry automatically began to worship the palm. She let go, and teasingly felt up her leg. Larry followed the hand, licking and
kissing upward.
She then guided him onto the oor, and positioned
herself just above his chest, teasing him by nudging him
away from her wet pussy.
“Look at it, Larry,” she said, felling the top of her
pussy. “Do you like the way it smells?”
“Yes, it smells so good, Stratega!” He looked almost
surprised at the statement, probably because of what he automatically call Bianca!
“Good, lick it, worships it!”
“Umm!” he exclaimed, moving in.
He was completely mesmerized, worshiping the
Stragega’s pussy.
“Now my asshole, yes … Just the tongue. Just the tip
… Yeah, that’s it, amazing! OHHH, yeah … That so damn
good. Right there. OOOOOH, YEAH!”
Bianca had a quick bot good orgasm. Enyo gave Bianca
a long, thick dildo, and Bianca then guided Larry onto his
back.
She began to lube up and nger Larry’s relaxing asshole. With a gasp, Bianca began to shove the rubber member into the anal canal. She went deep, while she allowed
him to stroke himself. The pleasure for Larry was clearly unlike anything he ever experienced before.
Bianca then worked the other end into her wet pussy,
and holding the dildo lightly, began to thrust back and forth.
They moaned and cooed primally, Bianca more so.
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She eventually removed the member, and crawled up
to him. She kissed him lovingly, but not like she ever kissed
him before. It was aggressive and possessive. Bianca was
kissing him with the Love of Enyo. He could not get
enough, especially when Bianca “lovingly” licked his face
with the tip of her tongue. Larry’s will was nearly subverted
fully now.
The dildo was then placed into his mouth by Bianca,
having him hold it in with his teeth. She startled it with her
pussy, and began to squat up and down on it, moaning
deeply. She let him stroke himself, but it was clear her pleasure was all that mattered right then.
When he was visibly close, she had him stand and jerk
himself. He came hard into Bianca’s hand’s. She gathered
most of it. In a blatant sign that his will was now that of
Enyo’s, he squatted down to Bianca’s hands, and began to
worship them, cum and all. When they kissed, they lovingly
shared the cum. What they now felt was no longer the love
they once shared, but of the Goddess Enyo …
****
The next morning, Enyo checked her cellphone. There
were messages from Arisia and Tezca about their respective
groups. The situation was still being assessed, but would
help as much as they could. They still cared, but compared
to the Olympians, everyone cared.
She deeply sighed. Nothing was happening as she
planned. The third message was from her son in Greek:
No one is being stopped of course, mother, but they all decided,
including Ares, that they have no ght left in them. They genuinely
feel that fucking themselves is the best course of action now. I’m not
sure if they think this is really the end, but they prefer to be in the
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throws of pleasure if it is. I will be there for you, mom. I should be
arriving by mid-afternoon tomorrow.
“Good enough, I guess,” she said quietly.
“Everything OK, Goddess?” Larry said just past her
bedroom door. Bianca was out rallying the soon to be Warriors. Enyo personally gave them swan tattoos over their
hearts last night.
“Just me and my son! The rest will go down fucking.”
She looked over the willing and obedient Larry. Maybe
it was a little hypocritical of her in that moment to take the
man as her sex toy, but a good orgasm did sooth the mind!
The naked Goddess ordered, “Bring me my silk top
and red stockings, Larry.”
“Yes, Goddess.”
She quickly slipped on the delivered attire.
“How do you feel toward your Goddess?” she asked as
a tease, knowing the answer.
“I am in love with you, Enyo. All that I am is yours to
command.”
“Good. Worship your Goddess’ feet,” she ordered hungrily.
He did so, rubbing, kissing, loving. He often concentrated just on one foot, so she would then tease him with
the other, rubbing his face and chest with her toes. Enyo
moaned in pleasure, encouraging her Warrior.
Larry was soon sitting on the oor, at the edge of the
bed, with Enyo’s legs draped over his shoulders. She had
him spread the worship to her legs as well, moving them
provocatively from his head to shoulders. There was so
much for him to worship, to love, but he put everything he
had into it.
Eventually, Enyo tantalizingly touched his tented
crotch with her feet. He groped and kissed her encased legs
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almost mindlessly at the same time. She then freed his
throbbing cock with her nimble toes, and began to rub the
member between them. She stroked him excitedly, making
him almost growl incessantly.
She then brought him partly up onto the bed to stoke
him from there. His noised of pleasure amused her through
her own pleasure.
Enyo opped on her stomach, legs and feet up to be
further worshipped by the man, who did so without question. He slobbered all over the toes, while he made the feet
jelly in his hands. The moaning between the two was technically a loosing battle for Larry, but they were both loud
nonetheless.
With all ten toes shoved deep into Larry’s stretched
mouth, Enyo realized something profound. She enjoyed the
orgies of her people after they in uence began to wane, but
never as much as the others came to. In the past twentyfour hours, she sexually conquered two Humans. The very
sense of power from it was arousing, as the feeling of Larry
worshipping with everything he was drove her wild. This
was better than anything she did with kin. What’s more, the
though that she had devoted following that was about to
become her army to command sent the most erotic of chills
down her spine. Enyo genuinely enjoyed the irony that she
was creating a sex cult of her own, a cult lled with Warriors that linked each other through sexual pleasure of their
Goddess’ Will.
“Oh, that is so good, Larry! Your Goddess now wants
your dick between her feet.
Without hesitation, he sandwiched his dick between
the top of one and the sole of the other. The fact that the
stockings were quite moist by that point made this just that
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much more arousing, because the the devotion that moisture.
She let Larry use her feet to stroke her cock for a few
moments, before ipping onto her back. The dick was then
sandwiched between her soles, Enyo now in total control of
the stroking.
The pleasure moved through Enyo like erotically
charged lightning, pulling down her top to grope her
aroused breasts without thinking. Her powerful legs exed,
while she moved her feet up and down the solid shaft. She
alternated between tower soles and toes. Larry loved the
pleasure regardless, but the active shifts to add to Enyo’s
personal pleasure of power and control.
Dick between her toes, Enyo began to furiously rub
her wet pussy, moaning quite loudly now. Eventually, she
moved her feet back to his face, which automatically began
to worship.
“Remove my stockings, Larry.”
While her moved his hands down her legs, Enyo
rubbed her feet onto his face and chest. Larry mindlessly
licked and kissed whenever the foot was near.
The semi-opaque stockings folded onto themselves
made her skin temporarily look blood red. She smirked,
thinking about that moment ridiculous moment in her life,
and how she was far happier in the present.
One stocking was removed, and then the other. She let
him worship her now bare feet. Yet, she was in full control,
moving and guiding his worship of her feet with her feet.
The true worship merely spiced the pleasure of the power
she exerted.
She then guided him onto his back with her feet, and
began to stoke his twitching member between her spit-
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lubed soles. She was giving the Human great pleasure, but
the point was that it was on her terms.
The bed jiggled and creaked at her powerful, almost
wild strokes. She did not even have to touch herself to enhance the pleasure more. Still, she was enjoying the look of
the dick between her feet. She began to play with it, nimbly
groping it with her toes. The man moaned deeply from the
attention, while her own enjoyment almost made her deaf to
his.
They soon went to their sides, and she was practically
stroking from above. She wanted to put the dick in her
mouth, but decided to tease herself beforehand. She lubed it
up with her spit as an excuse to taste it by proxy. Her eyes
were locked on the pre-cum spurting member.
She then brought her feet to her mouth in turn, consuming the spit and pre-cum all over them. The stroking
quickly resumed, Enyo now wanting not only the dick in her
mouth, but also the cum.
Enyo then moved to her other side, now stroking him
aggressively between the top of her foot and sole. It took all
her e ort not to jump around, and shove the thing down her
throat. The tease drove her wild!
Eventually she was onto her back, wildly stoking him
with her high arches. The she saw he was about to explode,
all resistance she forced on herself collapsed. In a blur, Enyo
was suddenly sucking o the near explosive member. Her
entire body melted into the pleasure of it. A few head bobs
later, Larry blew a massive load down her throat.
Enyo’s eye went wide, not because of the cum — she
had sucked out cum dick and pussy before, but because
there was something more. She was sucking out his energy!
She leaned back, screaming in the most epic orgasm of her
life.
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In the powerful afterglow, Enyo knew what just happened. She just consumed the Human like one of the
Cultists! Yet, Cthulhu was not even in her psyche. Enyo was
still otherwise Enyo. Well, that was not quite true. The feed
made her feel stronger, more powerful. In fact, her connection to her General and Larry was dramatically stronger in
that moment. She knew Bianca had and orgasm with her, as
Enyo was practically one with their thoughts. This enhanced
power was likely to fade, but could only be useful.
“Fire with re,” she said through both Larry and Bianca.
****
Enyo sat at the top of the table with her stern expression. This meeting with the Protectors could go any number
of ways. She always hated unpredictably when she was not
the one creating it. Still, predictably, the Bostonian spoke
rst.
“All right. I’m still scared shitless.”
“We all are,” Enyo stated. “The good news is I have
found something bene cial by accident. The bad news is
two-fold: we were allowed to leave, and most of the
Olympians plan to fuck themselves until oblivion comes.”
“There’s a fuckin’ surprise,” the Bostonian said under
his breath.
“Another fucking surprise is that I have a very loyal following now, and never tried to cultivate one. I am working
to gain a more direct role in it. The plan is to have them
work as a silent network to report on Cthulhu’s activity. By
next sunrise we should start seeing some preliminary reporting. Also, my son, Enyalios, should be arriving tonight.”
She turned to Arisia. “What news of the Demon League?”
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“Well, rstly, through his network, my father actually
obtained some journals of Tammy Jackson, the one that
started the rst contemporary Cthulhu Sex Cult with just a
few friends. I will forward what we have to everyone. On the
Demon League, you all know that Asmodeus’ Lust Demons
are completely subservient, and will do as commanded by
my father regardless. The rest are not really sure how to
proceed. The Archdemons may have sworn fealty to Lord
Asmodeus over a thousand years ago, but they’re still
Demons.”
“Demon Politics, that sounds redundant,” the Bostonian
grumbled.
“That may be, Bostonian … I would like to forward
something, Enyo.”
“Go on, Arisia,” Enyo said.
“I know you wished to learn more about the so called
Elder Gods. I have spoken more with my father about them.
He is now certain that these Elder Gods had everything to
do with why the Great Old Ones were imprisoned outside
time and space in what we poorly describe as a dream-state.
Yes, post-Lovecraft stories suggest that this was the result of
a kind of war amongst these ancient entities, but my father
thinks it was probably more nuanced than that. When Demon factions are in a squabble, Asmodeus likes to let it play
out to make an example of it somehow.
“Anyway, my father is sure that we can communicate
with those ancient beings, but they are so far above that
some kind of boost may be required to get their attention to
start. A Demon may be able to attain the appropriate level
of power, but Asmodeus is uncertain about the long term
consequences. He instead suggested that even an old Titan
could be boosted enough with the right spell.”
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Enyo deeply sighed. “The old Titans … Would this be a
demonic spell?”
“Yes and no. My father suggested that the spell would
need a one to one ratio. As in, a Demon may need a demonic spell; a Titan may need their own magic.”
“Hrmm …” Enyo sat back. “Most of us were always
more about manipulation than magic, but I understand
what you mean … Hecate would de nitely be the one to talk
to. Unfortunately, she just uses that knowledge now to create the more surreal sexual experience within the greater
orgy … No, we will keep the path to the Elder Gods in mind
as a last resort. The risk of a creating a being with such
great power is too much a risk this juncture, Arisia, as we
have no idea those beings would react to us. But, thank you
for your information.”
Enyo almost instantly noticed that Arisia looked rather
mi ed. What Arisia forwarded was a legitimate idea, and it
was clear Arisia wanted the chance to esh it out somehow.
Enyo noted the blatant reaction, knowing this could become
an issue at some point moving forward.
“Tezca?”
“Well, Enyo, my kin are very disturbed by the recent
events. They are, however, ready to ght. Like your new
network, they are working to make their own. They are
building a timeline of events in order to better predict
Cthulhu and the Cult.”
“Excellent,” Enyo stated. “When may we rst see results?”
“Within a day there should be something available. We
are digging as deep in time as possible, pulling together anything that may be connected, directly or no.”
“As you all know, my rst instinct is always to attack in
some fashion. I have already followed that, and learned as
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much as was possible. Now, we must stick together to develop the weapon of knowledge …”
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I hope this helps you, Arisia. There is a chance this
matter of Cthulhu will tear everything apart before Cthulhu
itself may do so. I can see the unrest amongst the other
Archdemons, and know your Protectors are much closer to
collapse than proud Enyo will ever admit. Cthulhu is
creating utter chaos by its mere presence. Now is the time
to trust your instincts, both Human and Demon. You know
your dual heritage is your greatest strength.
May your lust forever alight your path, my daughter

Tammy’s 2018 Journal
April 4
Craziest dreams last night! Started with me watching
some weird tentacle porn. Really getting off on it. Turns me
on still just thinking about it. What I was watching wasn’t
just some big rubber dildo thing forcing itself into a woman.
The whole thing was kinda dark and more realistic somehow.
Shiny black tentacles from nowhere penetrated every hole of
the woman that was really enjoying it. There was a surreal
sensuality the way the tentacle wrapped around her limbs
and penetrated her. Held up in the air, she was swimming in
a sea of unearthly pleasure.
Shit, I’m fingering myself now!
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What is really amazing me is how it gave me an idea
for a project. My friends and I were struggling to come up
with a subject, and the thing is due by the end of May. It will
be the psychology of sex cults when fictional mythology is
applied. I hope they like the idea.
April 5
They went for it! Ron, Jack, and Brad seemed a little too
excited, and Lisa clearly did not have any better ideas. What
really surprised me was how the idea evolved. I really am not
sure who wanted to do this first, but at least I was really
excited. Inspired by the legendary “Dare Club” that supposedly
existed at the college back in the late 1990s, we agreed to do
more than just research, and create our own cult. The latter
part was not really part of the accepted proposal.
Also not part of the proposal was our agreement that we
would need to shed our sexual inhibitions amongst ourselves.
None of us were seeing anyone right then, so that was not a
bid deal. We did all admit that this was pretty crazy, though.
April 6
Things were moving quickly amongst the five of us.
Embarking on creating a real sex cult was nuts, but for
whatever reason none of us were deviating from that goal.
Last night was the first crazy night I ever had in college.
Last night we were in Ron’s “Cottage” at the Lake
Houses. Besides Brianna, his other roommates were away for
the weekend, and the five of us decided to hang out, get
drunk, maybe do a little pot. Brianna was pretty sexy, dark
skinned woman that did not mind joining us. I had the
foresight to plop my phone up to record us in case this might
be useful to the project (at least the “side” part of it). The guys
wore that generic t-shirt and jeans, while Lisa and I were in tshirts, short-shorts, and flip flops. It was somewhat warmer
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than usual this spring. The attire was technically casual, but
drool inducing to a horny coed.
We talked some about the project, and whatever else came
to our inebriated minds. Jack teased Lisa how she was on the
quiet side, but she was fine with it. I eventually suggested we
do the cliched Truth or Dare. They all shrugged. I started.
Ron opted for truth. It turned out that Ron was actually
a virgin, but also admitted to watching probably too much
porn.
Ron got truth from Lisa. He asked the generic malefantasy of if she ever kissed or fucked another girl. She said
no.
Lisa than asked Brad, who opted for truth. He revealed
that he was not a virgin, and that he had a lot of sex with a
high school sweetheart, but they broke up a year ago. He then
had a quick but, according to him, an extreme sexual
relationship with Lindsey, who transferred away a year ago.
Brad got a dare out of me. Unsurprisingly, I found
myself making out with Brianna. I really liked it, to my
surprise, and was pretty sure she did, too. Most, soft, sensual,
we just knew what we wanted out of the dare. To be honest with
myself, I actually felt somewhat empowered, and turned on
by that empowerment.
I jumped back to Brad, who asked for a dare. What I
dared him to do surprised everyone. For a moment, I wasn’t
sure why I did it. Then I realized I wanted a taste of power, to
embrace that empowerment I just felt. I wanted to make
someone do something more than a stupid kiss. I dared Brad
to take Ron’s virginity, and if they opted to do it privately, I
would need video evidence.
Well, they opted to do it privately. After they closed
Ron’s door, Lisa asked if I was crazy to have them do that. I
told her that they there really was no rule that anyone had to
do anything in this game, and that they were literally doing
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it in the other room! We actually heard them grunting after a
while.
They emerged about ten minutes later, with an
awkwardly shot cellphone clip that showed more than enough.
Brad let Ron fuck him up the ass with lesbian porn playing
on the other cellphone. Ron never sexually penetrated another
before. They admitted it was strange and unexpected, but both
came. Well, maybe not that strange for Brad, whose last
girlfriend of course fucked him up the ass with a strap-on
several times. Ron said also loved anal porn, and the lesbian
porn he was watching was strap-on anal, all fours, from
behind, etc.
The game actually continued after that. Brad dared
Lisa to give Ron a lap dance.
Lisa shrugged and walked over to the wide-eyed Ron.
She sat on his lap and ground on him. I turned the music up
on her request. I don’t think she ever did such a thing before.
But as a sexy, sandy-skinned brunette, It did not seem to
matter to Ron, who was clearly enjoying himself.
I saw a cowgirl hat, and tossed it over to Lisa. She
plopped it on with a big smile, and resumed teasing his hard
cock with her tight bubble butt, back now to him. She flipped
around, straddled his leg, and slithered up and down to the
music.
Lisa said how this was a little awkward with clothes on,
and Jack suggested she just take them off. With Ron
amazingly a happy, Lisa pealed off her shirt, revealing her
pink leopard bra, and playfully moved up and down the
man’s seated body.
Brad playfully teased Lisa that she should take off her
shorts, get it over with. Lisa did so cutely, revealing her
matching pink panties. Ron slapped a 20 in her panties as a
joke.
My turn! I suddenly said, basically forcing a dare.
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I nudged myself onto Ron’s chair with Lisa in front of
me (her shirt pulled back on). Lisa went with it. She spread
my legs wide, grasped the chair, and lifted herself into a
handstand. My face with in her dancing ass. She was a
great. I actually gave her 30 bucks. She gave us all lapdances on make-shift dares, and literally made 100 bucks
off of us. She really was a savant, turning us all on.
Lisa then dared me to fuck Brianna in front of
everyone. She actually seemed surprised and nervous. She
never had sex with a woman before, and kiss me earlier was
her first same-sex kiss.
We undressed, and I lightly brought her to the carpeted
floor. I really liked her body. She was noticeably voluptuous,
at least compared to my slim physique. Her melons looked
quite nice objectively, with fully erect nipples from the cool
air. I went down on them, tenderly sucking the hard nipple,
occasionally pressing my face into her soft breast. She
moaned and encouraged me. Our legs soon naturally crisscrossed, with our warming crotches on top of one another.
Our eyes eventually met. There was no love in her eyes,
as I’m sure there was none in mine. Instead, there was a
lustful hunger. We were really turned on by this new means
of sexual pleasure. We kiss, oh we kissed! We felt and grasped
our heads and silken hair.
Before I knew it, was grinding my moist pussy onto
hers. As she moaned with a big smile, she groped up and down
my back and ass. Hungry eyes locked, we began to grind
harder, more aggressively, her hand squeezing and pulling
my ass. the humping was crazy, wild, and feral. Our
random kisses somehow added to the growing sexual
madness. We began to moan and coo and thrust with even
greater intensity. There was nothing else in the world but the
lust were were making. Holding tight and thrusting yet
harder, we brought ourselves to hard and fast orgasm. Our
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eyes met again, leading to a pleasurable kiss in gratitude for
a great fuck.
I eventually looked over to the amazed Lisa. Well, they
were all pretty amazed. I dared her to create another game for
us.
Lisa created a simple stripping game on the spot. We’d
flip a coin to dictate an upper or lower article of clothes, and
the flipper will then dictate who drops the clothes. The one who
dropped gets to flip next. We dressed ourselves giggling. Lisa
started, and had me remove my pants, revealing my black
panties.
I flipped, and had Brad take his shirt off. He flipped and
had Brianna take her panties off (pants already gone),
revealing her clean-shaven crotch. She flipped and had me
remove my top. We went on like this until we were all
practically naked (the men still had their tight boxer-briefs
on). This was the first time we all saw each other naked at the
same time. We were all rather attractive in our own right, Ron
especially chiseled, while Lisa, Brianna, and I might as well
be teen models.
Brad hopped over, and began to give Lisa her own lap
dance on a whim. He straddled her legs, and teasingly thrust
his crotch toward her in his semi-squat. She looked somewhat
amazed at first, but by the time he danced down and up her
body, she raised her hands and cheered happily.
He was soon holding himself up with one hand, lying
back on her lap and feet braced on the table behind her, and
thrusting his tented crotch up and down. Lisa was laughing
happily, eyes glued to the crotch. After he went back to his
feet, it was full contact between the two of them
I said he should removed his “panties” like the rest of us,
kissed the horny Lisa, and hopped onto Ron to give him a
full-contact dance. Brianna, enjoying herself perhaps more,
hopping onto Jack. Us dancers weren’t really kissing at first,
but all but were with kind of air kissing.
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Brad then picked Lisa up, and plowed her onto the table.
He commenced fingering and licking her very open pussy.
At the same time, Jack had rolled on top of Brianna, while I
aggressively kept on top of Ron, making out and groping
with a kind of lust I never knew before.
Jack then moved down, and spread Brianna’s legs to
make out with her crotch. I let Ron do the same to me. Our
chuckles of fun were slowly morphing into pleasure. I made
out with Brianna next to me. Have no idea what came over me,
kissing other women, but I really liked it!
I put myself on all fours, and Ron eat me from behind. I
smiled largely seeing Brianna sucking off Jack’s dick. I
licked my lips seeing Brad trust into Lisa with a slow,
lustful passion they both enjoyed too much, before I began to
consume a dick myself.
Brad picked Lisa up again, and plopped her on the
couch. She stuck her tongue out as us like a happy slut
getting exactly what she always wanted. Brad propped Lisa
up to her side, and lay down. She began to stroke his large,
throbbing member, playing with it. She mounted him soon
after, thrusting on her knees above. They moved up and down
in a kind of lustful dance.
Not to be outdone, Brianna and I mounted our own
members, playfully dancing on our knees. Me and Brianna
kissed wetly.
By the time I looked back to Lisa, she was on all fours,
aggressively being fucked from behind. She soon collapsed
onto her stomach, the man thrusting just that much harder.
We were all moaning and grunting wildly in our ecstasy
through the loud music.
It was a crazy, wild, erotic dance, creating pleasure for
the sake of pleasure. I know I did not want it to stop. I know
none of us wanted to stop. There was no tenderness, there was
no love. We just fucked. The only reason we changed positions
was to give ourselves a moment necessary to extend this
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glorious joy. We even changed partners after a while, moving
from one source of pleasure to another. It did not matter if
Ron was literally fucking Brad, or if I was elbow deep in
Lisa’s pussy. We were just fucking, and that was all that
mattered.
I have no idea how long we went like this really. We all
came several times by the end. The whole place smelled of
musky cum.
April 7
I noticed right away that the others started looking at
me differently after that orgy. All that happened between us
yesterday was all me somehow, and they all loved it! I did not
really know how to roll with this, but I was not stopping them
from looking up to me.
For my own enjoyment, I gave the four of them tasks to
complete mostly amongst themselves. Ron would fuck Lisa
up the ass. Lisa would become a stripper. Brianna would try
scissoring with me. Jack would jerk himself off until he ran
dry. Brad would get himself sexually dominated by a hooker.
I even told them all to call me Priestess.

April 8
It was crazy, but they were actually doing it, so to
speak. Lisa was already fucked by Ron up the ass, so I
simply ordered that Lisa fuck Ron up the ass next. Lisa got
an interview at a local strip club. Brianna and I scissored,
multiple orgasms every time we did it. Jack had all but
melted his brain already by jerking off. Brad found and
would schedule a time with an escort tonight.
Brianna was like my personal sex toy now. It was as if
she was addicted to me, and only I could make her cum. It
was awesome to have her anytime I wanted!
This was crazy, but so much fun!
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April 10
We talked with some cooky old professor today. Just the
original four of us. Brianna was not part of the “official”
project. We went though some real and fictional cults,
particularly the sex-cults. Interesting, but the only one that
really caught me was the ones of Lovecraft.
The described cults were and weren’t sexual in nature.
The professor agreed that tentacle porn had roots with these
kinds of stories. What was really interesting was the lack of
detail in the rituals, at least in what Lovecraft wrote. The
professor forwarded his interpretation that it did not really
matter what the rituals were, because they were largely created
by humans via trial and error. It was like an ant colony
deciding to get the attention of humans: possible.
He was surprisingly helpful in devising possible rituals
based on the Cthulhu Mythos, especially in what would best
connect to sexual endeavors.

April 15
The Ritual was completed last night. What we did cannot be
undone.
We set up on top of a nearby hill. 3D printed statue of Cthulhu
at the peak. All naked under our robes, which became our blankets
once disrobed when we started.
With me at the forefront naked and chanting, they were all
pleasuring themselves. With my staff, I began to open the Gate that
was Yog-Sothoth.
Yog-Sothoth knows the gate.
Yog-Sothoth is the gate.
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Yog-Sothoth is the key and guardian of the gate.
Past, present, future, all are one in Yog-Sothoth.
He knows where the Old Ones broke through of old,
and where They shall break through again.
He knows where They have trod earth's fields,
and where They still tread them,
and why no one can behold Them as They tread.
By our sexual power freely given,
Let us see into the Hiding Light!
Let us see into the Blinding Darkness!
Rend the Veil!
Destroy the Mirror!
Reveal the Illusion!
See, the Gate opens!
After speaking those words, myself and the rest orgasming,
something happened. I began to chant in a language and tones wholly
alien to me. A veil of darkness shrouded me that was no veil. The
timeless infinity of the multiverse slowly began to infest my
perception of reality. There were vast darknesses overlapping with
endless energies, impossible colors, life beyond life. Through it
all was something existing that was beyond my feeble human
imagination moments before.
Before me came into focus a monstrous anthropoid form,
whose tentacled presence transcended conscious reality. Waves of
pleasure flew from the being that was the Great Cthulhu. Every
wave brought about world destroying orgasms that ripped apart my
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very being. I became nothing yet everything in a time undetermined.
Yet, it was that very orgasmic energy that gave me the strength to
pull myself back together into something new.
My Master pushed me back to my feeble human body back on
Earth. My reformed essence altered my body at the genetic level,
remaking me into the first true Priestess of the Great Cthulhu.
There would be no need to open the Gates again, for my essence
was now forever connected with my Great Old One, the Dreamer
existing beyond time and space.
I simply knew things now. I knew the path I must take. I knew
my DNA, my essence would transform further. Every genetic
change will bring me and others to a final form forged by the Great
Cthulhu …*
*

*
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Arisia was remarkably pissed. Normally, she had the
upmost respect for Enyo, but this time she strutted away
feeling brushed aside. Contact with the Elder Gods was
something Enyo inspired her to do, but Enyo just threw it
into the back-burner. Worse, Enyo did not even seem to care
much about the journal.
“Are you OK, Arisia?” Tezca asked. They sat in their
room at the hideout.
“I don’t know. I think the stress of this is actually getting to me.”
“Enyo’s special power has always been getting under
people’s skin. You know that.”
“Never said she pissed me o .”
“Things seemed to have slowed. We have the time to
gather information.”
“For how long?”
“I don’t know.” He deeply sighed. “I don’t think anyone knows. Already have the impression that even Cthulhu
is improvising to a degree. Just an old entity. Even Cthulhu
must abide by the rules of the cosmos, at least when not
asleep. We will blow this thing into oblivion with a hydrogen bomb on Pluto if it comes to that. Arisia, leaping before
we look is not prudent right now.”
“I know …”
****
“You’re right, Jenny, that text was originally meant for
something else. That was the chant Demon Masters like
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Asmodeus would give to new Demons up to about twothousand years ago to embolden, when they were not hierarchical. But, it was later used by some half-crazed Sorcerer
to boost the latent power within a Demon he summoned in
some lame-brained plan to conquer the world. Long story
short, it worked, but the Demon Masters did not like this.
They came together, captured and calmed the boosted Demon, and then killed the Sorcerer after erasing his mind.
That was part of the impetus that led to the creation of the
Demon League.”
Arisia sat uncomfortably on the old chair in the middle
of the room. A traditional pentagram surrounded, two
points at her bare feet.
“Look, Arisia, you know I’ve never done anything like
this before. This is fucking Dark Magic for me, and that
means it’s dangerous by default. Might get kicked out of my
coven if they found out how dark this is.” The fair haired,
slim bodied Witch, Jenny, repeated. “That story doesn’t
make me feel better …”
They were in an old victorian house next to an even
older cemetery. “Yeah, ne, I’m fucking scared shitless.
Maybe you’re right. This is crazy, but I don’t think there is
another way to contact those ancient entities. You know my
father and all those other Demons are too proud to give
themselves the kind of boost that would be needed to be real
gods. They became happy with their ‘status’ two-thousand
years ago. And fucking Enyo and the useless Olympians …”
“I just wanna say I don’t think this has ever been done
before with a Progeny. I’ve never read source material. Your
father actually wrote this three-thousand years ago with
now long absent Lucifer, right? It’s geared toward Demonic
Essence not your Demonic DNA.”
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“I’m half fucking Demon! Of course it will be di erent.
Just do the God-damned chant!” she yelled with a distinct
demonic resonance. Arisia’s dark eyes actually glowed a little yellow from the outburst.
The book “magically” shifted its language to the user.
She set a ame the bowl with all the fowl smelling ingredients mixed together, including Arisia’s blood. With a long,
deep breath, Jenny read:
Awaken to the world, Demon. See your essence as it is. Know
what your true self is, and embrace your true self. Be reminded that
your essence is you, as you are your essence. You are your own master.
You take what you want. You be what you want. Your essence must be
true, so that you may be a true Demon. With the power of your essence that is you, believe your essence is more. Know your essence is
more. Become all you were always meant to be, Demon of Lust.
For a the longest of moments, nothing happened. A
split second later a blindingly bright crimson light shown
through the pentagram circle. Arisia straitened and leaned
back onto the chair. Her eyes became a bright yellow, before
they rolled into the back of her head. Her mind went completely blank, in spite of the seemingly orgasmic position.
Then as soon as it started, the light disappeared.
Jenny scurried over. “Arisia! Are you OK!?”
“I’m now sure …” Arisia shook intangible fog out of
her head. Something happened, but she could not fathom
what.
Jenny leaned down. “Your tits are getting kinda pointy
…”
Arisa looked down in confusion. Her small tits were
indeed quite pointed. “I feel so tingly, strange …”
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Her very much aroused breasts grew a whole cup size
in mere moments, already approaching a D-cup.
“Fuck, they’re gettin’ big, Arisia!”
“Holy shit … What’s happening?”
“How the fuck should I know?” she hu ed, greatly
concerned.
“Oh, fuck, do something, Jenny! My whole body is
burning!” she growled through the bizarre discomfort that
was more than her bulging breasts.
Her shirt ripped the moment her breasts de nitely ballooned passed D-cup. But that was not all. Her entire body
grew rmer, more muscular, the now very tight pants tearing at the hips.
Arisia quickly began to feel her body settle.
“Holy shit, Arisia!” Jenny was wide eyed.
Arisia stood, nding herself at least a foot taller, much
taller than her friend. She almost did not even notice how
she gained a few extra inches by naturally standing on the
balls of her feet. That increased hight almost ironically made
her massive (likely) 34DDs proportional, almost.
“You’re a fucking Amazon! And really fucking hot!
Love how your eyes are still yellow. You know I’m not into
girls, but WOW …”
Arisia shook her head amazed. She did not feel emboldened. One might describe her body in that way, but that was
not what they were going for.
“How do you feel?” Jenny asked.
“Pretty good,” she breathed. “It doesn’t feel like my
demonic powers were enhanced in any way … Oh shit …”
“What is it?”
“Feeling strange again …” Arisia held her head in her
growing dizziness. She fell back onto the chair.
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“I think your breasts are big enough …” Jenny always
masked discomfort with sarcasm laced with truth.
“No … It’s di erent this time.” She held her crotch.
“Feels strange … down there …”
“Arisia?”
“Fuck …” she growled. “Feels like I’m pushing out a
massive dildo!”
Arisia’s already tightly stretched pants began to bulge
at the crotch.
“Is that …?”
“A dick!? Are you sure you did the incantation right?”
“I’ll look at the book. Don’t worry, Arisia. We’ll x
this!”
The dick’s growth seemed to stall for the moment, to
her relief.
“Maybe we should call another Witch. Another …
brain …”
The sexy blonde Witch was down on her knees quickly
thumbing through the book. Her tight ass, covered in
tighter shorts, was directly facing Arisia.
The unintentional view was so, so hot. Arisia always
found Jenny sexy, and as a Demon Progeny of Lust, she was
indeed omnisexual. Wide-eyed, Arisia felt that arousal go
straight to her crotch, speci cally her now rapidly growing
dick. She could see the outline of the thick, growing rod already inches away from her knee. It was a miracle it did not
rip through the pants yet.
“Oh, fuck … OH …”
“Hold on!”
“Yeah!” The dick moving up her leg began to feel so
damned good. Her pants suddenly, nally began to split
around the member, which was now at her knee joint.
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“There’s gotta be a way to undo that little dick you got
…” she mumble to herself.
“Oh, fuck, it won’t stop!” What must have been twenty inches worth of esh sprung through the torn pants in all
its glory. Perhaps ironically, besides its monstrous size, it
looked like a Human dick.
“Holy shit, Arisia!” Jenny said, turning from the noise
the thing made tearing through the pants. “That’s not a
dick! That’s an adult anaconda!” She stared at it for a moment, leaning closer. “How does it feel …?”
“I feel it, Jenny! It’s a real fucking, throbbing dick! You
gotta do something. I have no control here.” Arisia then
held her suddenly aching sides. “Something’s happening
again …”
“What!?”
“They’re pushing out of me …” she growled.
Two lumps on either side of her began to tent her skin.
What looked like holes began to form at the apex of the
bulges. In a loud grunt, red tipped tentacles forced their way
out.
“Fuck!” Jenny said, back away, seeing how the red tips
had dick-like holes.
“I can feel them. So strange …” Arisia hu ed in more
amazement than revulsion.
“Holy shit? Will they stop growing?” Jenny asked in
shock. “That one’s getting close to me! Get it away, Arisia!”
“… I have no control over these things!”
Suddenly, a tentacle wrapped itself around the frozen
Jenny’s waist, picking her up e ortlessly. The other three
began to move toward her.
“Oh, God, Arisia, tentacle porn is not my fantasy!”
“I’m sorry, Jenny! I’m really trying … Fuck, I can feel
you!”
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“Please put me down! Shit, one’s under my panty straps
… You’re not a rapist, Arisia!”
“I’m really fuckin’ trying! They’re too strong!”
“Oh, fuck, Arisia! It’s under my shirt! Is a titty-fuck
what you want? Get it out of there!”
“I can’t control them!” Through the madness of it,
Arisia found herself unable to deny how arousing it was to
see Jenny all tied up and held in the air by what were apparently her tentacles. Jenny’s crotch looked especially inviting
held above.
That newfound arousal seemed to go straight to her
tongue. Arisia felt it grow thicker, rounder in her mouth.
She held her mouth closed as hard as she could, knowing
what was happening in there.
“What the fuck is happening now!”
The tongue turned red-tipped tentacle forced its way
past Arisia lips, making her go wide eyed.
“What the fuck!? Another!” Jenny screamed. “Oh, shit!
It’s in in my shorts now! I’m fucking serious! Stop … Oh,
fuck, it’s inside me! No!”
Arisia could actually taste the insides of Jenny’s pussy,
as she could feel everything from the tentacles. She knew
she had no control, but the sensory input suggested to her
otherwise. She could feel herself raping her friend Jenny.
“Shit, you are of lust, Arisia! You may seriously be raping me right now, but it’s startin’ to actually feel good …
Fuck! That thing moves like nothing … WOW …”
The whole experience was so damned confusing for
Arisia. It tasted good; it felt even better. Jenny was even
starting to like it. But this was not her, Arisia. This was not
right. Arisia never dreamed of forcing tentacles into a Human, let alone thought forcing sex on anyone was right.
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But again, it really did feel good. Arisia admitted that
to herself, paying close attention to the penetrating tentacle.
In that moment, she inexplicably found herself having some
minor control over the thing.
“Oh yeah. That’s good. I like a change of pace! Your
young tentacles are so good at this!”
Something then clicked in Arisia’s head, maybe. She
admitted how hot Jenny looked on the oor, ass up: her dick
grew hard and long. She did not deny how hot Jenny looked
all tied up with tentacles above, loving the crotch: her
tongue became another tentacle that forced its way into
Jenny’s pussy. She then admitted just how good this all felt:
she gained some control over a tentacle.
It was risky, but it was also truth. This might be the
only way to help her friend …
Yes, this really did feel fucking good. There really was
no part of this that did not feel good to Arisia. To be turned
on is to want to fuck, so seeing Jenny’s ass made her want
to fuck Jenny. Maybe Arisia never imagined using tentacles
to fuck a Human before, but they felt and looked so damn good
wrapped around Jenny.
In that moment admission, Arisia found herself actively moving the tentacles fully on her own will. She began to
move them in ways that felt up and down Jenny’s quivering,
sweating body. Yes, it felt like soft skin of a sexy woman, but
the source of the data was new, di erent, more profound.
She moved one tentacle between and around Jenny’s
breasts.
“Now you titty-fuck me?” Jenny hu ed.
She moved another, coiling, groping from thigh to ankle. Wanting to test dexterity, she grasped the short heal,
slipped o the shoe, and carefully put it on the oor. Then
groping the bare foot with the coiling tentacle, Arisia was
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now nding this just as pleasurable as fun. With that admission, Arisia found herself able to multitask, moving each
tentacle however she wished at virtually the same time.
Arisia then began to move the penetrating member
more forcefully willfully, truly enjoying the taste of the
pussy juices on her tentacle.
“Deeper. Harder. FASTER. FUCK YEAH!”
She pealed o her shirt with a free tentacle, visibly
embracing the lustful pleasure of the tentacles wrapped
around and shoved deep within Jenny, as Arisia ripped away
Jenny’s panties and shorts with a tentacle.
The feeling of a coming orgasm was beginning to wash
over Arisia. It was di erent, though, being centered on the
tips of the tentacles. It was simply amazing! And then,
Arisia came unlike how she ever came before. The tonguemember deep within Jenny blew a thick stream of cum into
the cavity, the tentacle visibly moving the cum through itself. Jenny herself came hard …
Arisia placed the passed out Jenny onto the oor, dark
cum leaking from the Human’s holes. She quickly realized
how di erent everything was. Standing and looking down on
Jenny, she could literally see the lust she could give, while
the lust and esh made her mouth water. She then found
herself looking past the esh, into the Human’s very soul. It
was somehow clear that it was not tainted but capable of lustful demonic corruption. She actually wanted it, wanting it
all and more.
Opening the door with the tall mirror, Arisia almost
gasped at what she saw. Yes, she was still a buxom Amazon,
but to put it bluntly, a Demon looked back at her now. Her
shimmering skin was a crimson, blood red. Her feet were
elongated (she was standing on their balls unknowingly)
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with short black claws. Her hands had matching claws, but
were much longer. Her nipples and areolae was a shimmering, textured black. Her lips were a soft black, as was the
hair on her head. Her ears were as pointed as her cute black
horns. Her long, thick snake of a pointed tail swayed seductively behind. What struck her the most were her catlike
Demon eyes: yellow in color, while the white had subtle red
streaks. Arisia then happily felt her upper and lower fangs
with a tongue as black as it was eshy.
There was nothing Human in her anymore. Her Humanity was completely gone. The spell had transformed her
Demon DNA into Demonic Essence, which promptly
worked to corrupt and consume her Human DNA and soul.
Indeed, Demon DNA is just corrupted Human DNA that
lacked the power to go the next metaphysical step, a power
the spell provided. She now understood that giving into the
pleasure was a trick that ensured her complete transformation.
Arisia smiled hungrily, realizing a glorious irony. The
spell worked. She was a truly emboldened and powerful Demon now. In fact, one not neutered by the hierarchy of the
Demon League or anything else. This was assured by the
fact that the spell was traditionally done on those already
Demon, forcing her edgling Demonic Essence to prove itself.
With a thought, she grew large, functional wings with
red ngers, black spikes, and textured black skin in between.
She turned to the slowly awaking Jenny, and felt nothing besides the pleasure Arisia wanted to derive from her. A
part of her was surprised that she did not feel saddened by
the loss of Human feeling, but she knew better. Demons
and Demonic Essence were one and the same. Her life as a
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Progeny no longer mattered. She’ll have to rethink her part
in the struggle against the monster from beyond the stars.
Arisia was now a Demon of Lust, and perhaps the purest,
more powerful Demon to have ever existed. She wanted to
not only explore her new power, but also gain even more.
Arisa stroked her still present crotch-anaconda, just
looking at Jenny, for a few moments. She then willed the
Human awake and on to the bed.
“Holy shit, Arisia! Are you a fucking Demon now?”
“No,” she lied. Technically lust and lies did not go well
together, but her demonic purity con rmed ends justi ed
the means in terms of truth. “I think its just a by product of
the spell. It worked! I can feel power running through me. I
literally willed you to awake and onto the bed.”
Jenny looked at the rock solid, and deep red, monstrosity. “And that thing?”
“The tentacles went away when I came through them.
But … Since this one is rock hard now, I somehow just
know I need to cum through it to make it go away.”
“You want me to fuck it, Arisia? That thing’s fucking
huge.”
“Or let me fuck you with it! Seriously, I can literally
see your lust growing in my presence. Once we take care of
this throbbing dick, it should go away, and we can get on
with everything.”
Looking at the dick with an odd smirk, Jenny went to
her knees and almost tentatively put her lips around the tip,
sucking it o .
“Oh, that’s fucking good!” Arisia cooed, leaning back.
While not quite thrown, Arisia plopped Jenny onto the
bed on all fours. “Shit, you’re more aggressive than before
…”
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“Felt like asserting dominance!” Arisia said honestly
yet jovially. “Here it comes!”
“FUCK! TO BIG, TO BIG!” Jenny wailed at the sudden
insertion of the much of the monster shaft into her wet
pussy.
“Oh, wow, Jenny! Feels amazing. Can’t believe I can t
so much of me into you rst thrust.”
“Oh, God, your tearing me in half! Something’s wrong
here … ERRR-guh … Stop, STOP!” she hu ed.
Arisia was forcing more in, aggressively humping her.
“Arisia, ugh … This is too much! Please stop! STO-uh
… humph …”
Suddenly, Arisia forced her virgin tail-member down
Jenny’s throat. “What was that, Jenny? Could you repeat
that?” Arisia laughed loudly in the lustful pleasure. Be honored, Jenny! You’re now being raped by the most powerful Demon to
have ever existed. Arisia said loudly, forcibly into Jenny’s
mind. The very lust we are creating is corrupting you!
Jenny tried to scream with the thing down her throat,
only succeeding in letting out a loud, gagging gurgle. For a
Human, the lust levels were indeed quite torturous, beyond
what most would experience even in Hell, let alone lifetimes.
Arisia lowered her massive wings around them to reect the lust back into their forced coupling.
YOU ARE NOW MINE NOW AND FOREVER! This is my
gift to you. Thanks to you, I am now powerful and desire more than
the stars. You deserve all the lust I can give.
Arisia then lifted the grunting, gurgling Human up
with her powerful wings. The anaconda was now all the way
into the hapless Human’s body, up into the womb, as the
thick tail-member joyously moved up and down the length
of the throat. She then let loose a very special batch of cum
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through her tail and dick in the most pleasurable, lustful orgasm she had yet to experience.
Jenny found herself to be in the most powerful yet rst
forced orgasm she ever experienced. She would be completely traumatized if her mind was not already mushed,
Arisia sensed.
None of that mattered. Arisia’s cum was specially
made to make Jenny into her personal thrall Demon, a sex
toy that could handle the necessary extremes. She was being
made just that much more special by how her Demonic Essence will be directly connected to Arisia’s, allowing for total
physical and mental control. Lust Demons technically always had their will an extension of Asmodeus — or whoever
was the Lust Origin, but Jenny’s connection was just that
much deeper.
The semi-orgasmic, transforming woman on the oor
was not changing much outwardly. Her skin shifted to a rubbery red, while her body became visibly more muscular. Her
blonde hair became natural, even if it developed a more
“unnatural” yellow appearance. Cute little nubs formed at
the top of her forehead, almost covered by her unnaturally
yellow hair. Ears pointed, while little fangs became apparent.. Her little black claws were just as cute.
After the transformation slowly settled, Arisia told
Jenny to stand before her.
“Who am I?” Arisia asked, not masking a hint of her
powerful demonic resonance.
“You are the True Empress of Demons,” she said in a
subtle demonic resonance, not making eye contact.
“Correct. Who are you?”
“I am yours, Empress.”
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“Correct,” she smiled, petting her thrall. “I want you
to go to all fours. You cannot presently cum until I say you
can. At this moment, you exist only for my pleasure.”
She went to all fours without question.
Arisia grew out her dick, but this time made it even
longer and fatter. Without warning, she mounted and penetrated the hapless thrall’s asshole. Arisia could feel how
Jenny felt no pleasure in this, and was de nitely just there
for Arisia’s pleasure. It was a subtle con ict that was no
con ict. The best part was how the thrall’s body automatically adapted to the growing member, leading to the thrall’s
entire body becoming a sex toy. And for extra fun, Arisia
shoved her tail up into the thrall’s womb, and wrapped her
wings around herself to capture and re ect back all the lust
into herself. The pleasure was glorious, beyond orgasmic. It
lasted for hours. Her cum was everywhere.
Jenny was lapping up all the cum, as ordered, while
Arisia was pondering her next move. She made some tentative plans.
She decided that calling forth some of the oldest beings in the universe was something she no longer wanted to
do, but still felt that Cthulhu was a threat to her own ascension into great power. She will ex her new power, take control of the Demon League, and go from there.
Smirking, she then made some plans for her thrall,
based on the fact that she had a life before all this. Jenny
will go back to her husband and life looking “normal.” She’ll
corrupt her coven from within, shifting them to the up and
coming Empress of Demons. A major part of this will be
through her husband, who’s also a part of that coven. They
will make consensual love whenever he wants at rst, with
Jenny’s cum geared to corrupt him. She will cum with him,
ensuring it was the best sex for both. She will cyclically has-
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ten the corruption by convincing him that it would be OK to
enact his darkest fantasies. The more he enacts his truest
lust, the more he will be corrupted. Arisia will keep close
tabs, and complete his transformation. Jenny will then of
course complete the coven’s descent to Arisia …
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Jenny
“Oh, there you are, Jenny! Change your hair?” Her
friend and young coven Priestess Lily led her inside.
She had wavy black hair and eyes, olive skin, and was
almost but not quite voluptuous. The now red-haired
Jenny looked so close to her brown haired friend that
others sometimes assumed they were sisters, while
Jenny was more athletically built. She was a former
cheerleader, after all!
“Is Linda here yet?” Jenny asked. Linda was really
Lily’s friend, but was the one that indoctrinated Jenny into
their coven a couple years ago. Linda was a perky, subtly
ditzy blonde, who was already the uno cial coven number
two. Jenny ironically didn’t know Linda very well outside
the coven, but cared even less about that now.
“She was here earlier. Went out to buy her books for
the semester. You were helping out your superhero Progeny
friend, Arisia, right?”
“Yup!”
“How’d that go?” She was genuinely curious. There
was no rule against helping out Demon Progenies, but the
fact that they were so close to the traditional Demon made
many witches uncomfortable.
“Unexpectedly, but it was a positive outcome for her.”
Perhaps that discomfort on Lily’s part was not unfounded. Long story short, Arisia was now the purest most
powerful Demon ever — and one of lust, and Jenny was now
her thrall, a kind a servant Demon. Yes, she looked like she
was Human now — besides the more blonde to red hair, but
her true from was a bit more red and muscular. Empress
Arisia has power over her, mind and body. This was the cornerstone in the plan she was enacting.
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“Well, all right. Some crazy shit goin’ down out there.
Glad you put in a couple bits to ght against it …”
****
The meeting ensued half an hour later. Sure, they had
their orgies, but half the time, they were practically just
some social club literally planning bake sales.
However, Jenny and Lily went out for some drinks and
clothes. They asked if Linda was interested in joining them,
but she had an earlier workday tomorrow. They soon found
themselves at the popular O’Mallory’s Pub and Grill. The
theme was obvious and cheesy, but it really was the only bar
in the small town.
The two shared a row of shots, making themselves
more than tipsy. Jenny ordered a glass of water to chase the
cheap whisky down.
“Shit! See those guys over there? …” Jenny pointed to
a table of what looked like college-age jocks.
Lily nodded.
“I know you’re single!”
“Nah! I’m comfortable.” Between the coven and her
day job, there wasn’t much spare time for private relationships.
“You’re so cute when you’re acting shy!” Jenny playfully jabbed the witch in the forearm. “Come on! I de nitely
am drunk enough to tell you something stupid. Err … You
work really fucking hard for our coven and your life. You
need a break sometimes. Maybe those guys can give that to
you. Beside, you are a mother fucking Witch! If things go sour,
you can turn them into newts or something.”
Their eyes met. It was de nitely true what Jenny was
saying, or close enough. At the same time, to nudge things
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along, Jenny stealthily implanted the “good idea” of a crazy,
lustful orgy with all of them, testosterone and all.
“Fuck it!” she grunted.
Lily pranced over to the drunken men, while Jenny ordered a celebratory beer. “Empress Arisia was right,” she
said to herself. “Not that I doubted. This is easy …"
A dark, obscured gure in a deep red dress was sitting
at the other end of the bar appeared in the corner of Jenny’s
eye. Arisia was not really there, but was certainly watching
over her, empowering her …
****
Jenny quietly walked into her house. Her husband,
Jack, was lounging around in his sweatpants, catching up on
some binging. He really did not want to go out that night. In
spite of his forward personality, he was never all that sociable.
She suddenly slapped her hands on his shoulders, and
jovially yelled, “Assault!”
He jumped up, and started laughing a moment later.
“Got me good there babe!”
She chucked.
He chuckled some more, looking over his wife. “You
look really hot, babe. Not gonna lie.”
“Thanks!” she said swaying her body seductively.
“If Arisia told you to make your hair so red, tell her
thank you. It really does it for me.”
‘That and me being a Demon tasked with corrupting
you and this coven,’ she thought to herself. “You look happy
down there, Jack! First thing that comes to mind. What do
you want right now?”
“Blow job?” he forwarded awkwardly.
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“You want a BJ?”
“Yeah, actually, and some love making … If you’re
down for it.”
“Oh, yeah!”
To his surprise, she took her tight shirt o , went to her
knees before him and released his throbbing member. His
natural eight inches was more than enough for her when
she was Human. She smirked at the curiosity at how big it
might become when this is over.
“Like what you see?” he asked with a smirk.
“Fuck yeah!”
She stroked it a bit, before going for it. She took down
the snake in a single gulp, bobbing back and forth, working
the shaft.
“Wow! Never knew you could do that …” he hu ed.
Up and down she went, taking it all, playing with the
tip with her lips and tongue. She now knew just wen to
suck, to grope, occasionally looking up to the mesmerized
man with a hungry smile. As a Demon of Lust, there was
not way they would both not greatly enjoy it.
Eventually, for the rst time, Jack took her head and
aggressively forced his dick all the way down her throat, jiggling it around. He then lay down on the oor. Jenny went
down, and played with the dick with her tongue, holding the
shaft.
“That’s so good, Jenny,” he grunted.
“Uh-huh!” she agreed with a dick on her tongue.
She retained eye contact now, a ecting a happy, joyful
expression. It was the kind of look she gave when they made
love prior. Jack returned his true look of love, even when he
requested for her to keep his dick in her wet mouth. Still,
Jenny could not hide how much she was genuinely enjoying
it.
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“Come on top, babe.”
She needed no more an invitation, removing what was
left of her clothes. In a position they never did before, she
squatted down onto his slick dick, and leaned back. She
humped the dick excitedly, making them both moans and
coo wildly. There was a timing to her motions that was built
for him to last longer, not that it mattered for Jenny. She
would cum when he did no matter what.
The way she moved her entire body, making her small
breasts sway everywhere, mesmerized and excited jack in
ways he never experienced before.
Showing that even being inside Jenny subtly corrupted,
she sensed that Jack began to have new ideas of his own.
With smile showing more lust than she ever saw in him, he
crossed her leg over the other, partly seeing her from her
side. Jenny had no trouble now humping him with just the
three limbs. Indeed, the way it tightened her pussy made it
all just that my more pleasurable.
He then had her go to the couch, showing more dominance than usual. The moment she crawled onto the couch,
Jack playfully slapped her ass, telling her to turn around.
She did so with a big smile, opening wide for him. He began
to thrust back into her on his knees, making her squeal in
great pleasure. He was actually quite a bit rougher than
usual, and that was great for the now more than receptive
Jenny.
“I just have to put my dick in your mouth again for a
sec!”
“Oh, sure!”
Jenny slipped o the couch, and quickly began to suck
o the solid member. The taste of her own, subtly corrupting juices made her moan wildly.
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He then sat on the couch, ordering her to mount him
right there. She did so with great outward joy and pure internal lust. The fact that he was being more dominant already suggested what she set out to do to him would not
take long.
She aggressively humped him, cooing wildly. He
grunted perhaps more loudly from hit all.
He then grabbed her opping breasts, and pulled her
toward him. He gave each a hungry suckle, before pulling
her into a deep passionate kiss.
She then found herself in a kind of crab position,
hands on the oor and ass on the couch. His dick was still
deep inside her. She cooed in delight at being fucked this
way, cooing out how good it felt. It almost felt like she was a
kind of sex toy. Well, that was her true nature.
He pulled her back up for another deep kiss, a continued humping, rubbing her whole body against his. Before
she knew it, she was on all fours, being fucked from behind.
He playfully slapped her ass.
“Yeah, slap my ass, Jack!”
“You like it?”
“Fucking love it!”
He slapped her playfully again, and told her to look up
to him. They locked eyes. She a ected that “loving” look,
and while his returned with a true one, there was a new
hunger just behind his eyes.
“Fuck, are you close?” he growled.
“Just cum, just cum!”
Moments later, he blew a massive load up into her. She
instantly came at the feel of his hot, thick slime. In fact, she
squirt her own load all over his dick and crotch. That Demon cum would soon work its magic …
****
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Jenny slowly opened her bleary eyes. She was lying in
her warm bed, stretching. She shot out of bed, slipped into
her ip ops, and went downstairs. She caught Jack making
them some breakfast
“Oh, morning, Jenny!” She glanced at the clock. “Hell
of a night! Guess we were both wiped out.”
“Yeah.” She a ected a loving smile.
Her phone buzzed. It was a text from Lily.
Lily: Hey, had the craziest night of my life last night!
Jenny: Yeah? What happened?
Lily: I actually fucked THREE guys at the same time.
Jenny: How was it?
Lily: Fucking incredible! You were right. I needed to let go.
Jenny: Get their numbers?”
Lily: Yeah. You want them too lol?
Jenny: Nah lol. Jack’s more than enough. Gonna do something
like that again?
Lily: Can’t believe I’m saying this but I think so. It really was
great.
Jenny: Cool! Keep me posted
“Who was that, Jenny?” Jack asked, while putting the
food on the table.
“Lily. She got some, too, last night.”
“Oh, OK.” He chuckled awkward. “Umm, that was
great last night, wasn’t it?”
“Yeah,” she said honestly.
“I actually had some wet dreams of the two of us
after.”
“Oh, yeah?” The corruption was already working on
him.
“I was fucking the shit out of you, babe. I mean, really
fucking your brains out.”
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“Enjoyed it?”
“Yeah,” he put on an almost goofy smirk.
She walked over and sat on his lap.
“Look, I liked that aggressive side of you last night,”
she said. “Felt good to be fucked so rough by you. You never
made me squirt before. Don’t even have to ask”
“Err … That sounds a little, you know …”
She chucked, putting her hand on his cheek. “Rapey?
Being metaphorical, you oaf!”
She made out with him hungrily, intentionally turning
him on.
“Let’s fuck right here in the chair,” he o ered.
“Sure, Jack,” she agreed with a sweet yet hung smile.
They pulled o their pants, and Jenny mounted him,
humping. He then partly picked her up, ipped her around,
and learned her onto the table. He fucked her hard from behind.
Then something interesting happened. He did not warn
her he was about to cum. He blurted loudly, spewing his
seed into her. She of course came in kind, squirting her Demon cum all over his crotch.
“I love you so much,” Jack said breathily.
“I love you, too … Fuck … You’re too perfect …”
****
Jenny, Lily, and Linda were having a lunch meeting before the full coven meeting in an hour. The erce yet incredibly attractive Linda never considered Jenny at the top level,
not that covens had any consistency on how they were run.
“I think we really gotta talk more about the Gray and
the Dark so it’s recognized better,” Jenny forwarded.
“Hrm,” Linda muttered.
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“What, you wanted an orgy?” Jenny teased
“Well …” A touch of the erceness faded. Apparently,
she actually did.
“I don’t think it’s a bad idea,” Lily said. “Its a Lovecraft
Apocalypse out there, and we need to be ready when things
really heat up.”
“Well, what really de nes Dark Magic?” Linda forwarded.
“It is usually magic for oneself without the concern of
others,” Lily said.
“How ‘bout the Gray?” Jenny forwarded.
Lily thought for a bit. “It is magic for the self regardless
of others.”
“As in it can bene t others?”
“Perhaps. Fine line!” Lily giggle.
Jenny silently pondered for a moment. With those definitions, the magic used to transform Arisia might not have
been as Dark as assumed.
“Where do Demons t into that?” Jenny forwarded.
“Demons are usually just out for themselves and their
survival,” Linda answered. “Summoning one can only mean
you want something for yourself.”
The waiter came over. They asked for their check.
“Were you staring at his ass, Jenny?” Linda hu ed.
“You weren’t?”
“OK!” Lily laughed. “Let’s continue this at the coven
meeting.”
Lily guided the discussion at the meeting on Dark and
Gray magic. It was more lecture than debate. Using her passive lust, Jenny ensured the discussion screwed toward sexuality. If you really wanted to fuck someone, was that Dark
Magic?
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Perhaps because Linda wanted an orgy, she unintentionally helped to ensure the lecture was sexually charged.
At the end of the meeting, Jenny saw Lily texting.
After seeing Jenny’s questioning, seemingly innocent
smirk, Lily said, “Really wanna get laid again.”
“Those guys at the bar?”
“Yeah, think they got some tricks I haven’t seen yet.”
“Guys?” Linda walked over.
“Yeah, three probably,” Lily shrugged, looking subtly
amazed at how casual she was being about this. “Apparently
my ass is more powerful than my magic! Either of you wanna join?”
“Um … OK …” Linda answered, not consciously aware
that Jenny just planted the image of the waiter’s ass in her
head, including the deep arousal from it.
“Really? I was joking! Guess they won’t complain
about another. Jenny?”
“Tired!” Jenny answered jovially, intentionally suggesting she was open to such an idea …
****
That morning, Jack surprised Jenny by standing naked
next to the bed, dick solid.
“I woke up this way. Wanna fuck?”
“Oh, yeah!”
“Suck it babe!”
She crawled over, and did so. The way she worked the
shaft, and consumed up to half at a time made him moan so
loudly. Plus, she hid her natural lust just that much less.
Sometimes, she’d just take it all down, the feeling more
than profound.
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They locked eyes. She a ected that “loving” look again,
but there was a greater degree of hungry tease than before.
There was still true love in his eyes, even if his hunger for
sex had already grown.
“Fuck! I love that noise when you take me down your
throat.”
“Feels really fucking good.”
“Get over here, Witch!” he ordered playfully, more or
less.
She positioned her rather aggressively, feet planted on
the oor, leaning on the bed. He groped her ass cheeks, and
began to eat her out from behind.
“I always loved your ass …”
“Go for it, Jack!”
He did so, burying his face between her cheeks, groping and licking and nibbling. She moaned joyously at his attention to both her pussy and asshole. There was much less
love in it than she was sure he would yet admit. He gave her
a good slap.
The dick the went into her lust pudding without warning, slowly yet forcibly. He sped up quickly, though. She
moaned and cooed in encouragement.
“Wow, I do like this!” Jack exclaimed.
He then lifted her back onto the bed, and with her laying back, he just fucked her hard. Hell, he was practically
fucking her brains out, partly ful lling the dreamed fantasy
she was in uencing. He never lasted long in the mornings,
se he quickly spewed his slime into her.
“YES!” she screamed. “Oh, fuck yeah!” She came hard,
inducing a larger amount of her own cum just for fun.
Jack opped down next to her, out of breath, and gave
her a smooch. “OK, wow … Almost as good as the dream last
night …” He apparently slipped.
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“Yeah? Was it better in your dream?” she teased.
“Umm … It was kinda rapey …”
“OK …” she nudged.
“Well, I, in the dream, walked into the living room to
see you casually lying there barefoot in your tight tube top
and jean shorts, like you often do. I was super horny from the
sight.”
“Oh, thank you, Jack!”
“Yeah, well, I apparently came from the shower, and
was just wearing a towel. That dropped, and I …”
“Yeah?”
“I crawled on top of you. Started kissing you. You
weren’t very receptive. You said not now. I was so horny, I
didn’t care. Said that you were asking for it laying there like
that. I just had to fuck you. When I started to pull your shirt
o , you resisted. It tore it away in the struggle. Your struggle was actually turning me on even more! I still grabbed
your wrist to stop you pushing me, and sucked your tits,
nibble, bit them hard. I felt like this was ‘OK’ even though
you were squirming like crazy, and trying to get away from
me.”
“Wow …”
“I let go of your wrists to take o your shorts and
panties. That led to you trying to push me away again,
smacking me. I liked your struggling so much … I even grabbed
your wrists again at one point to lick and kiss the hands giving me so much pleasure. The pants and panties eventually
came o , but not before you were trying to kick me away.
That led to me grabbing your ankles so I could slobber all
over the feet giving me such … pleasure. You were still pleading for me to stop, and I literally just just told you how
much you saying that turned me on. There was shock in
your eyes, and I liked it. Then with one hand holding your
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wrists, and the other over you mouth, I fucked you up the
ass for my own pleasure. At that point you visibly gave up,
went limp, and started to like it. Your body moved like a rag
doll on every thrust. You screamed for more, and said you
didn’t even know this is what you wanted. I felt satis ed
that I broke you like some animal …”
Jenny his dick was rock solid again.
She smooched the awkward man. “It’s OK we all have
fetishes, Jack. Love to explore them together.”
“Rape fetish? Look, I love you. I apparently love to
fuck you rough. But rape you? I don’t know. Just a crazy
dream.”
“Hrmm. Well, I apparently liked it by the end, and you
seemed ne with that … I just got an idea, Jack. Crazy.
Don’t ask questions. Hold on.”
Jenny grabbed her phone, hiding excitement at where
they were already. It did not take her long to bring up some
rape fantasy porn. She started one, and handed it to the
amazed Jack.
“Really?” he asked, not taking his eyes away.
“Well? What do you think?” she asked seriously.
His erection did not go away, watching the shocked
brunette grabbed by the man, and forced to the wall. She
was then forced onto a table, head pressed against it, while
he spanked her now bare ass. She was trying to resist, but
was blatantly powerless.
“I’m your wife, Jack. Tell me the truth. Do you like
this?”
The woman was being asked if this was what she
wanted, to be put in her place. He event told her that she
really wanted to be put in her place, spanking her. After
more resistance and more hard spanks, she screamed, “YES
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SIR!” After some apparent amazement with herself, she
started to enjoy the sexual aggression, the spanking.
“Fuck, this is so sick … Yes, Jenny! Holy shit! I do like
this …”
He began to stroke his own cock, all but forgetting his
wife was observing. The woman in the video, who was now
forced onto the oor to suck the man’s dick. That manhandling was clearly knew to her, in the context of the video, so
the subsequent enjoyment was regularly preceded by shock.
Jack had a look of utter excitement on his face. And of
course he came incredibly hard.
When she took the phone back, he did not look
ashamed, but a look of shock and amazement washed over
him.
“So …?”
He looked at her in a very di erent way. For a moment,
it looked like he was going to fuck her right there like she
was some sex toy. The look passed slightly.
“Let’s talk about this later …”
****
Jenny walked into Lily’s house. She texted the Priestess about talking more about Dark Magic, and was told to
just come over.
Lily was wearing a gushy white robe with ip- ops. It
looked like she just left the shower. With happy amazement
Linda was sipping on some co ee in the living room, in the
same attire.
“Hey!” Linda greeted here far more softly than usual.
“Hey?” Jenny said.
“She spent the night after we fucked those guys,” Lily
said casually.
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“Have fun?” Jenny asked.
“It was awesome!” Linda said happily, dangling her
ip- op. Their Coven was never really sex-oriented, but
Linda’s orgy fantasy was clearly ful lled.
“Maybe the magic went a little Gray, but de nitely
dominated the thing.”
“Yeah, we were all callin’ Lily ‘Mistress’ almost right
away. Fuckin’ wild, Jenny!” Linda said.
“You can still call me Mistress, Linda,” she said jovially, but with a distinct hint of seriousness. “You were still
calling me that in the shower.” Then she said seriously, with
a smile, “I am your Priestess after all.”
“OK … Mistress,” Linda said.
“Cool!” Lily said happily. “Some co ee, Jenny?”
“Sure … Mistress.” It was as much of a tease as a test.
“OOOOH! I like this!” she said, surprised more with
the honesty of it.
This was excellent, Jenny thought to herself. Linda was
a bit of a barrier to her goals, but was already obvious that
Linda was not a strong one. This dominant side of Lily will
make it all so very easy.
The moment before Lily left the room, Jenny implanted the sexually charged image, ideas really, of really being
the Mistress.
Jenny sat next to the relaxed Linda. She nudged Linda
subconsciously so that it was assured calling Lily “Mistress”
was associated with the sexual pleasure she had with Lily as
the Mistress.
“So you and the Mistress really fucked in the shower?”
“Oh yeah!” she said happily and amazed. “We were
both still kinda horny, I guess. I asked If I could use her
shower when I got up, and she asked if she could join. Not
sure if she was joking. Called her blu , We legit bathed each
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other. Got all soapy. Told the Mistress how horny I was. She
said she was, too. We kissed, tongues and everything. I
grabbed her ass, she sucked my tits. Ate my pussy until I
nearly came, and then I ate out hers. You wound’t believe
how good her pussy is! Eventually we sat on the oor. Its
almost too slippery for sex in there! We interlocked our legs,
braced ourselves, and ground our warm pussies like crazy.”
“Good orgasm?”
“The best! Loved the orgy. Fucking Mistress Lily one
on one was the best desert ever.”
“Shit!”
“You have no idea!” Lily said, co ee in hand.
Jenny took it with a smile, lightly sipping.
“Never fucked in the shower,” Lily said. “Half the fun
is in not slipping and bashing your head!”
Lily sat on the matching, gushy chair. She looked at us
with a smirk, like she was con rming something to herself.
“Let me ask you two something.”
“Yeah, Mistress,” Jenny and Linda said out of sync.
“When you two call me ‘Mistress,’ are you serious? I
mean you’re not just joking around, are you?”
“I … I actually am, Mistress,” Linda said, showing clear
pleasure in calling Lily that. “Maybe I always saw you that
way. Never exactly challenged you. Calling you that feels as
good as the sex we had. I’m so happy, you decided to start
using that title.”
“Me, too, Mistress,” Jenny said, nudging things along.
“Maybe I was joking a moment ago, but every time I say it,
the more it feel right.”
“Wow! That’s interesting,” she said happily. “That
means, if I am your Mistress, then you are kinda my slaves.”
“Or whatever you want to call us, Mistress,” Jenny said
with a big smile.
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“ … Acolytes, sounds more like it.”
“Then we are your acolytes, Mistress,” Linda stated.
Lily smirked like she wanted to call a blu she was
pretty sure was not a blu .
“Entertain me acolytes. Pleasure each other.”
Jenny and Linda looked at each other with a smile and
shrug. Linda removed her robe, revealing her large breasts
and rm physique, as Jenny pealed o her tight jeans, tshirt, and underwear.
They kissed, and explored one another’s bodies with
their hands. Jenny guided Linda onto the carpeted oor, and
straddled Linda’s head on her knees. They began to rub each
other’s warm pussies. Linda crossed her legs behind Jenny’s
head when Jenny munched on her pussy.
They passionately licked, ngered, and kissed their inner thighs and pussy lips. Their moans of pleasure slowly
increased.
Lily happily watched them, and already having opened
her robe, was lightly ngering her pussy. The “acolytes”
touched each other like they were always lusting over
women. It certainly helped that Jenny was secretly a Demon!
Jenny’s eyes rolled into the back of her head, ngers in
her ass and tongue up her pussy. She made her juices tasty
but not corrupting for this escapade. They soon came hard
and passionately before the apparent Mistress.
“Ummm, very good Acolytes …”
****
Jenny found herself sitting quietly on her couch where
she had insane sex with Jack not long before before. He
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went to work, as did Lily, while Jenny needed to go to in an
hour or so, too.
She was quite amazed by all this. The sex was amazing, yes, but it wasn’t even close to “normal.” His aggression was so unexpected that she wondered if he would actually gure out something was di erent about her, her darkness hidden deep inside.
Linda texted Jenny that she wanted to talk with her.
“Oh, hey, Linda, come on in!” Jenny greeted pleasantly.
“Fuck, I think I’m still horny …”
“Yeah, that was some crazy fun shit, Linda. Never happened to me before …” she lied convincingly.
Linda sat next to her somewhat awkwardly. “Look, you
know I’m not good with people, but … we’re under the
same roof, so to speak. I want to apologize for being kinda a
bitch to you sometimes. Kinda saw you as a rival. After what
happened this morning, that’s kinda meaningless now.”
‘This is my chance,’ Jenny suddenly thought. ‘Now’s
the time to have some fun with her!’
“So, I don’t know if we’ll be friends, but that doesn’t
matter. We’re both acolytes of Mistress Lily.”
“Lily’s been my friend for a long time. All her friends
are mine, too. So, we are friends, Linda.” Technically, there
was nothing false about them. Jenny did want to be friends
with her when the rst me, but Linda kept her at arm’s
reach.
Linda blinked a couple of times. “Yeah, I guess we are
friends.” The hugged tightly in con rmation.
“Didn’t know you were secretly that easy, Linda!” Jenny smirked, sensing sexual undertones.
“Uh … maybe I am … secretly …” Linda said teasingly.
‘Now,’ Jenny suddenly thought. ‘Yeah, I’m gonna continue the joke.’ She said out loud, “Your secret’s safe with
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me, Linda. Since you admitted how easy you are to me,
looks like that makes you a friends with bene ts!”
“No work or classes for the day, Jess, wanna seal the
deal?” she asked with a smile.
“Sure!” Jenny chuckled.
Linda suddenly locked lips locked lips with the surprised Jenny. The Demon in disguise ensured the lust of it
was undeniable. Linda’s hair was so soft, while her skin
softer.
“I wanna see you naked again!” Jenny suddenly cooed.
“Of course! Whatever you say, Jenny,” she said happily.
She quickly stripped bare.
“Holy fuck! I swear, you’re hotter every time I see you,
Linda!” Jenny observed.
“I work out more than you, Jenny! Track team back in
high school.” She was clearly quite proud of her highly
toned body.
Almost just as a test, Jenny stated, “I guess it’s time to
make out with my pussy ‘till I cum!”
“Sure, Jenny!” Almost in a single motion, Linda pulled
o Jenny’s pants and panties, and practically buried herself
into the wanting pussy.
“Oh, FUCK yeah, Linda!” Jenny exclaimed. “You’re
such a fucking slut!”
Linda suddenly looked up to Jenny, and clari ed, “The
smartest slut ever!” She quickly resumed her passionate,
lustful consumption.
Jenny loudly moaned and cooed, embracing the lust of
it. She groped her rm tits under her shirt, making the nipples happily erect, while she tightly wrapped her legs
around Linda’s head. In explosion of lust and passion, Jenny
screamed in orgasm.
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“Come on up, Linda! I wanna eat my cum o your
face,” Jenny said darkly.
Linda arose, and Jenny lustfully lapped up the salty
juices …
****
Jenny felt great. She just ensured Linda would not be a
problem, and it was only a matter of time before Jack would
give into his darkest desires. Indeed, from observing him in
the morning, he was practically already gaving in.
Even better, Lily sent her a video of herself. Jenny casually lay on the couch barefoot in her short shorts and tshirt.
Lily entranced ve men at once, with one to lm. The
spell she clearly used was not necessarily taboo, but their
coven never used such power.
She was in the middle of the room with black lignite
and matching stockings. At rst, it looked like she was
squirming nervously, but it quickly became clear that she
was lustfully embracing herself. She beckoned for the men
to come to her, while she touched herself, her pussy. They
were all clearly there to worship her, touch and kiss her in
reverence.
Looking rather drunk of on power, she began to jerk a
couple o at the same time, occasionally licking. Soon they
were all jerking o , or being sucked o , or being stroked.
They were all there for her. It was clear she did not have to
rub her pussy much, being in complete ecstasy. Her greatest
pleasures was clearly having a dick in her mouth, which
jerking o two others at the same time. One began to worship her breasts and rub her pussy. She moaned and cooed
from it all. There were times she almost could not choose
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which to suck and which to stoke, but it seemed to increase
her lust for it all. Jenny was quite impressed at how easily
she could swallow such a big dick!
She looked rather orgasmic now, pleasure everywhere.
Then either by her hand or their own, they all began to cum
all over her and into her mouth.
“Oh, hey, Jack.”
Jack was standing there. He looked in con ict with
himself. There was that look in his eyes. He wanted to take
her right then, and very nearly did.
“Uh, hi, Jenny …” he breathed, suppressing his once
unknown urges.
This meant that the inevitable was going to be just
that much rougher. As a Demon, she could take it. The difference was that she was programed to make whatever the
fantasy real.
He sat next to her on the couch. “Fell asleep at work
today …”
“Yeah?”
“Had another dream.”
“Like last night?”
“Yeah, pretty much. I want it to feel wrong … But
when I walked in just now, seeing you on the couch like that
…”
“Go on, Jack. You can tell me everything.”
“I wanted to do it. I wanted to force myself on you.”
“What stopped you?”
“I … wanted to talk to you about it.”
“Do you feel its wrong?”
“I, uh, I dunno … I want to feel that its wrong.”
“You want me to agree every time without question?”
“Yeah, obviously …” he slipped.
Jenny observed him curiously from head to toe.
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Suddenly, he kissed her without warning. Every time
prior, while he never asked to kiss her, it was pretty obvious
when he would. It was like he was trying to prove something to himself. A few moments later, his kiss became more
aggressive forceful. He began to grope her thigh, moving in
deep.
“Hey,” she pulled back. “Gettin’ a little aggressive
there. I am kinda tired, Jack.”
“You don’t wanna have some fun?” There was an interesting con ict coming to the forefront in him. It was clear
he was not sure what would happen if she said no to sex
right then.
“Well, you do seem to be going through an existential
crisis. Maybe we should hold o until you gure it all out .."
There was a few moments, before he nally, assuredly
said, “I’m ne, Jenny. I know what I want. I know you’ll like
it.”
He then leaned in more aggressively, kissing and groping.
“Jack, come on, we had some crazy sex last night. I
need a break.”
“No, you were asking for it, lying there like that, turning me on so much.” He began to forcibly kiss down her
chest, pushing her back onto the couch.
“Come on, Jack, seriously. Let’s just get some dinner
or something …”
He grabbed her wrists, deeply smooching her throat.
“You know you want it.”
“Jack …”
Jenny was really trying to wiggle away. This was happening right here and now. She knew exactly how to play
this.
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He began to grope her legs more aggressively, while
more blatantly trying to pin her down.
Her shorts were already undone by him. He really
wasn’t listening to her. And every time he tried to push hum
away, he would just grab her wrists, and press the down.
“Jack!”
He exposed her breasts and hungrily slobbered all over
them. The more she struggled the more emboldened he
was, and in her Human form, she lacked the strength to
throw him across the room.
He then ripped o her shirt, and pulled o her pants
and panties. She was still trying to ght him o , but it only
emboldened hid. The way she was positioned, she was able
to keep her legs close, but it didn’t matter. He still forced
her legs open to grope her clit.
“You like this, don’t you!”
Before she knew it, he forced his dick into her, thrusting.
“Oh, no, God, oh SHIT!” she screamed.
“Tell me you like this!”
He thrust into her hard and wild, groping and holding
her down at almost the same time. There was no love in his
motions, only lust ful lled. He kept going, thrusting widely
and holding her wrists.
“Yes, yes!” she grunted.
She was then picked up, and put onto all fours. Being
fucked wildly from behind, her held her waist and hair,
yanking.
Her cries and coos whimpers were of the darkest of
pleasure. Beyond the Human facade, she was actually kind
of impressed by his ferocity. He was not yet Demon, but the
aggression, the way he used her of how Empress Arisia
could fuck her. He was going to he a formidable Demon!
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The thrusting went on for almost forever. And then, he
nally came hard into her. She came herself, but ironically
not as hard …
She lay there quietly, feeling Jack’s cum dribble out of
her.
“Fuck! That was incredible. I can’t believe I actually did
it. I actually …”
“Fucked me like a sex toy …”
“Yeah. Best sex I ever had! Did you really like that?”
“Yeah … You’re really OK with fucking me like that?”
“Yeah, babe! Maybe I should be asking you if you’re
OK with this, but that negates the point of it.”
“You’re gonna do it like that again?”
“De nitely!”
****
Jenny took a shower that morning. The night before,
after Jack did the deed, went almost normally. They had
dinner, watched a forgettable move, and she hopped into the
shower.
Suddenly, the shower door opened behind her. It was
Jack. He cupped his hand around her mouth, bent her ass
toward him, and forced his dick into her ass hole. She legitimately tried to slip away, but lacked the strength.
“Fuck! Your ass is so tight. How come we never did this
before?”
“Huh, OH, EER, Gah … I might have — err — said no
…” she hu ed, struggling.
“Well,” he growled darkly. “I’m glad I didn’t ask this
time.”
He began to spank her at the same time. She tried to
wiggle away at rst, but he had her by the head and waist.
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He spanked. He spanked so hard that she whimpered into
his hand. Her ass began to feel raw and hot. He soon roared,
spewing his hot seed into her ass, making her cum roughly.
“Shit, this is so fuckin’ great.” He said, stilling cupping
her mouth tightly. “Can I just fuck you like a piece of meat
every time now?”
“Yeah, OK, Jack,” she hu ed.
“Great!” He squeezed her tits possessively, and left.
After the shower, she walked over to her tall mirror in
her bedroom. Looking at herself, she processed the last
couple days. She wore nothing, looking at the feeble Human
form the Empress gave back to her for this task. The Empress made this harder for her than one might expect, but
the Empress wanted to build a new breed of Lust Demon.
Every time Jack took her for his pleasure now, the more he
will be demonically corrupted. This was exponential. It
won’t take many more instances. There already was not conict anymore in him. However, it was the Empress that desired to complete his transformation.
“EVIL GIRL!” she cooed pleasurably. Jenny groped her
raw ass, and slowly worked her middle nger inside the
abused hole, watching herself in the mirror. “He’ll know the
truth very soon …”
****
The next day, Lily held a coven meeting. Linda and
Jenny sat on either side. Jenny passively increased the lust
levels in the room to ensure what needed to happen.
“I would like to make a fundamental change in the operation of this coven. The world is moving in a way that will
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require total cohesion. Linda and Jenny already agreed to
this change. Are you all unanimous in my word?”
Jenny was actually somewhat nervous that the ve
other women would not be, but luckily none showed no
signs of disagreement. The world was quietly going crazy,
after all.
“From the beginning, Linda and to a lesser extent Jenny were essentially my number two and three. They are now
of equal footing as you all. For now, I want to be the rst
and last word. As I am your Priestess, and you are my
acolytes. I, your Mistress, need you all to con rm this allegiance.”
They looked surprised, but again, none spoke out.
“I swear my allegiance to you, Mistress,” Linda said
assuredly.
Jenny followed, as did the rest …
****
Jenny was casually laying on the couch in a white
blouse and short shorts, texting with the now lust loving
Lily and Linda, when Jack walked in with a bottle of wine.
“Wow, you really are asking for it!” he said darkly.
There was very little love in his eyes.
“Wine?” she smirked. “What’s the occasion, Jack?”
“Celebrating the best sex I ever had. All I had to ever
do was be rough and force myself on you!”
“I noticed,” she said quietly.
He walked into the kitchen, glasses quietly clanged and
a cork popped. Yeah, Jenny was fairly sure he was about to
drug her.
The largely smiling man walked into with two lled
glasses. They tapped their glasses together, and sipped.
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“I just can’t believe how much our relationship has
changed in such a short amount of time, Jenny.”
“Yeah, me too. Never had anal before.”
“There’s nothing like dominating a woman!” he said
with a hungry laugh. Sipped.
She gulped down most of the glass.
“Like the wine?”
“Like you fucking care!”
“What? You don’t like being used for my pleasure, Jenny?” he asked with some sarcasm.
She chuckled. “Its crazy, but fun.”
“Fuck!” he hu ed. “You’re tunin’ me on! I should say
‘be careful,’ but we both know it won’t matter.”
She drank the rest. “I do like the wine, Jack.”
“Oh, really? It’s really special stu , Jenny.”
They chatted for a bit, but mostly about how he was
thinking about having other women for his own pleasure.
For his whole life, he thought he wanted to be equals with
women. Dominating Jenny made him realize that he wanted
be in charge of them. His boss was actually an attractive
woman, and maybe always hated having her give him orders. He began asserting dominance on her already, wanting
her to be just another sex slave in the future. He claimed his
boss was actually receptive to his aggressive overtures. If he
was not already demonically corrupted, he might have been
red.
“Fuck, feeling a little woozy … Did you roo e me?”
“Yeah, I’m gonna record it all, so we can watch it later.
Got it from a friend of a friend, almost by chance.”
Jenny slowly passed out. However, really being a Demon, she was still very much aware. Letting her “Human”
body pass out ensured the continued charade.
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After nudging her to make sure she was out, Jack
placed his phone on the co ee table to apparently record the
whole thing. Jack was incredibly excited.
Pulling o her shorts, he looked pleased with the
choice of pink panties, feeling up her crotch and thighs. He
started to play with her pussy through her panties, and then
pulled them aside to lick and play with the pussy lips. He
de nitely enjoyed the lack of resistance, Jenny practically a
motionless sex doll at this point.
Eventually, he removed her panties and his own
clothes. His dick was rock solid. He then slapped his dick on
her breasts, before spreading her legs. He just slipped himself in, and thrust excitedly, making loud, joyous, animalistic grunt. Sometimes he would again play with her pussy,
but this time with his hard member. It was interesting how
he was pacing himself this time, savoring in just how much
she was his to fuck.
In some way, Jenny was sure that he did not really enjoy having her drugged and passive any more than his prior
domination. This was just a di erent, new method to
achieve his the pleasures he now yearned for the most.
Thrust, thrust, thrust, thrust, THRUST, pause. Thrust,
THRUST, thrust, thrust, slap pussy lips with dick head.
Thrust, thrust, thrust …
He was rather relentless, edging himself in great, lustful enjoyment. Jenny was actually rather proud of herself at
just how easily she corrupted the man by his own secret desires. She wondered how the Empress would utilize this
fact, or if she’ll reprogram him for her purposes.
Anyway, Jack lifted her to her side, and lay behind her.
He shoved himself back into her, groping her lifted leg with
one hand, and forearm with another. The thrusts were a bit
harder and more forceful now, but he was still pacing him-
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self. His paused involved slobbering and babbling her forearm. He touched her so possessively, showing just how
much he saw her as his thing for his own pleasure. She
wondered how long this would last. He was enjoying it so
much, now squeezing her breast, he clearly wanted it to last
for quite a while.
He eventually sat up to his knees, and began to thrust
himself into her tight ass. At the same time, she slobbered
all over her soft feet. The slobbering was necessarily
fetishistic. It was all about the power he had over her. He let
her feet go to the sides and up, and just thrust on top of her
silent body. After a while, he went to his side, never moving
his himself, and resumed the animal thrusts.
The lustful noises slowly increased the more he thrust,
and sometimes were rather loud when he brie y pauses. In
one of the paused, he ipped her onto her stomach, and
mounted her asshole from behind. Fucking her in the ass
was clearly his favorite thing to do for pleasure.
He was coming close now. No matter how much he
edged himself. He slowly came to embrace the coming orgasm, thrust increasing in ferocity. And nally in a loud, victorious roar, he came in her ass in a powerful orgasm. He
examined the cum- lled, violated asshole with pride, playing with the cheeks, slapping them. Cum dribbled down her
her inner thigh and crotch …
Jenny slowly woke up naked on the wood oor. It was
dawn. Her ass was rather sore and red. Strictly speaking,
that was probably one of the most extreme things Jack could
have done to her. She slowly, drowsily crawled onto the
couch, waking up Jack, who was jerking o to his own video
not long ago. His corruption was almost there.
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“Hey, you’re up early, Jenny!” he said with a dark
smirk, looking up and down her body like it was all his.
“Oh, my ass! Fuck, Jack …”
He smiled truly, and plugged his phone into the TV
wirelessly. He possessively wrapped his arm around her.
“Let’s watch together!”
After a few minutes of watching the insane sex tape,
he forced her onto the end table. He pulled her head up by
the hair to keep her watching the video, and forced his dick
into her asshole. “Take me, I’m yours, Jack!” she cried,
squirming. She was still rather limp from the drug.
Jack leaned down to her ear, and growled. “You going
limp was my favorite part.”
Objectively, it was a pretty wild scene. Jenny was being
forced to watch Jack take her the night before, while Jack
fucked her. This was it for him, he would learn soon
enough.
There was no pacing this time. He was just wildly
thrusting. When he came in her ass, he just switched her
her pussy. When he spewed his spunk up into her womb, he
moved her to the foot of the couch, and fucked her face until
he came down her throat.
Jack then lay on the oor breathless. He was now on
the edge of Demonic Transformation. The Empress walked
in a few minutes later.
“Who the fuck are you?” he blurted, feeling a twisting
on th inside he could not understand. He felt like he somehow already knew the answer.
Empress Arisia was in her “Human” form, before removing her clothes. With a thought, she quickly morphed
into the massive, lustfully sexy Amazon.
“HOLY SHIT!”
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“I’ll give you the honor of providing the truth, thrall
Jenny.”
“Thank you, Empress.” With a thought, Arisia morphed Jenny back into her true demonic form. Jenny said, “I
helped Arisia become powerful. That ended up meaning that
she would loose her humanity. She is now making motions
to take over all Demons. Our coven was a kind of dry run,
an experiment. I had two tasks. One was to make the Priestess Lily desire lust so much that they willingly make Empress Arisia their lord: almost complete. The other was to
demonically corrupt you in a very speci c way.”
“You …” he hu ed. “You turned me into a sex-crazed
misogynist!?”
“No, not exactly. My demonic cum corrupted you, and
brought out desires so deep and dark you denied their existence. My Human form was not physically strong enough to
push you away. The more you embraced your truest desires,
the more you moved your corruption along.”
Arisa brought the shocked man to his feet. “Not without irony, you will be the rst of a new breed of Alpha Demon of Lust.”
The Empress wrapped the man inside her dark wings
with red ngers. He moaned and grunted within. The noises
quickly developed a demonic resonance. Mere minutes after
be encased, Jack emerged as six foot tall Demon, almost implausibly looking small next to Arisia. His skin was bright
red, with a quite muscular body. His dick was a foot long,
even though accid, as his tail was the length of his body.
His cat eyes were green and bright.
“So what will I do with you?” Arisia pondered.
There was outward confusion on his part. Jack’s truth
was was his once repressed toxic masculinity, but he was
fully subservient to the Empress.
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“Ah! I know!”
She looked to her Thrall of Lust.
“Jenny, come here.”
She did so.
“Jack is a powerful Demon of Lust, perhaps equal to
Asmodeus. Yet, he has done nothing to deserve such power.
You, on the other hand, have served me awlessly, literally
enduring violent acts to succeed in my name. I shall make
you an Alpha of Lust, and make Jack a thrall, your thrall. In
the process, all of Jack’s great power will be transferred into
you.”
“Thank you, Empress Arisia!” Jenny said joyously.
Being an Alpha, Jack could basically think for himself,
and said, “Empress, please! I can serve your Will, in spite of
my true nature!”
“You embraced your darkest desires, Jack. We are of
lust. We know truth. It was within you to dominate women
without remorse all along. I can alter your nature to remove
the obvious con ict, but I just don’t like you.”
Arisia grabbed their heads at the same time. The initially terri ed Jack visibly shrank down to a size slightly
smaller than his former Human stature, loosing much of his
musculature. His dick retreated and became and tasty pussy,
the tail was easily made half its length from mere minutes
ago, and he soon morphed into a she. On the other hand,
Jenny grew to only a few inches shorter than Arisa, gaining
dramatic muscle mass and a longer, thicker tail. She could
feel epic power owing through her. She could alter her
form, more actively wield her own and other’s lust, easily
corrupt others, and even control the class of Demon they
may become.
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“Thank you Empress Arisia. I am your Will,” Jenny,
the powerful Alpha of Lust, said reverently without con ict
…
****
“You know, Jen, I have a confession,” Lily said amazed
with herself. “I used my powers to make those men worship
me, and it was the best sex thus far!”
“That’s awesome, Mistress! You did more didn’t you?”
“Don’t tell anyone …” she admitted. Her awkwardness
seemed more habitual than genuine. “After, I … made it
permanent. I just sort of … did it …”
“What did you do?”
“I invoked the Power of Lust and bound them to me
…”
“Holy shit …”
“Dark Magic, yeah … What struck me was how it did
not feel wrong. You know, I was taught that Light magic was
the true path, and to use the Grey only as a last resort. To
use Dark Magic is supposed to corrupt one’s soul, create
pain and addiction.”
“That’s what you taught us, Mistress.”
“I know … I think … I was wrong. I feel no pain from
it, I don’t think.”
“It was only one spell.”
“Yeah, but still, I do wanna do it again. I felt tremendous power owing through me when I did it. It was orgasmic … Jenny, tell me I need to turn away. I don’t know if
I can do it by myself.”
The old thrall Jenny would have continued the cautious tactfulness, but the new Alpha Jenny no longer had
any mandates. Well, she was given no new mandates from
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the Empress, and being an Alpha now ensured Jenny could
more actively manipulate.
“You know, Mistress, this is my fault,” Jenny began. “I
suggested you have sex with those guys — you liked it. The
pleasure of lust is wondrous and fun …”
“Jenny?”
“I have a confession, too. I’ve been tasting this dark
path of lust, too. I helped Arisia do something much crazier
than I relayed. I invoked an arguably Dark Spell onto her, a
spell from Asmodeus himself. She needed to gain power to
save the world. In that sense, it worked. She became the
most powerful Demon in existence, thanks to me, I corrupted Jack, and was rewarded by not only being made an Alpha,
but also having Jack as my personal thrall Demon. This is
merely a Human visage before you. That is why I’ve been
nudging you along what you would call a dark path. Arisia
wanted you to feel the truth, and now you have.”
“Jenny, shit, this is wrong. This can only lead to destruction, and the complete loss of ourselves …”
“I know that you no longer believe that, having tasted
the power of Lust,” Jenny persuaded honestly.
“I …”
“You are already on the path you once believed to be of
darkness. Yet, you now know there is only pleasure the
more you walk it. I am a Demon of Lust now, and you know
ways to deal with us, both Dark and Light.”
Jenny let go of the Human visage to reveal her horrifyingly erotic form, long tail and all. By her own choice, she
was perhaps redder than Arisia, with now large yet soft
scales as her skin. She held back her natural lust emanation
just enough so Jenny was not a drooling slut.
After the longest moments, Jenny forwarded, “A
Deal?”
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Jenny silently pinged Arisia. “I hear no objection from
my true Mistress.”
Lily looked con icted. Jenny sensed the two paths the
Priestess was pondering. It was likely a deal to leave her
coven forever, or something of the kind of pleasure and she
was already desiring.
“After tasting the truest of lust and the lust your presence brings, there is only one path for me.”
Jenny sultrily licked her lips and swayed her tail in anticipation.
“I want all the power Demonic Lust can give me without ever becoming a Demon myself. Take my soul as payment.”
Jenny smiled largely. “How could I reject that? I accept
your Deal. We shall seal this orgasmically.”
The eager Demon grasped her long, eshy tail, and began to thrust it to the back of the amazed Lily’s throat.
“Do you want it?” Jenny teased.
“Yeah …” Lily said with her mouth full.
They were soon licking and sucking the end of the sensitive tail at the same time, while Jenny rubbed Lily’s dripping pussy.
Jenny teasingly squirmed her tail down Lily’s quivering
body. She then teased the pussy with the tip, before thrusting it into the humid hole. They both moaned and cooed in
great pleasure.
“Oh, yes, YES! Can’t believe I’m being fucked by a
Demon!” Lily cooed joyously.
Jenny eventually straddled Lily’s legs, and grew out
her clit into a massive foot-long dick. She held the witch up
by the hips. In one mauve thrust, Jenny thrust her dick up
the pussy and tail up the asshole.
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Lily screamed in the most intensely lustful pleasure
she ever knew. She screamed the most orgasmic scream of
her life in tandem with Jenny, Lily’s her insides being
pumped full of Demon Cum …
“By the Will of the Empress Arisia, I will now work to
give you all the power Demonic Lust can give without making you Demon,” Jenny said in atly. “Your soul is now mine
as payment.”
“Fuck … You were right, Jenny,” the Witch said, felling
down her self. “This pleasure is wondrous! So, my Demon,
was there any challenge in this for you?”
“Not really! Maybe I’m a little disappointed, but we are
working to stay under everyone’s radar for now. You probably won’t be surprised to here this, but Arisia wants you to
connect yourself to her, and create the rst true Coven of
Arisia, the Empress of Lust.”
“Wow. OK. Fuck it! Let’s do it. Help me make preparations, Jenny of Lust”
“Of course, Mistress …”
****
That night, with Jenny in attendance, Lily had three of
her men in the Chamber, which was now altered for the ritual. The lectern was replaced with large alter. All the windows were shrouded.
Lily lay on black alter wearing only a white shroud.
The men were in black robes, holding the special concoction, which included both Lily’s and Arisia’s blood, as well
as pages holding the incantation from Arisia herself.
“Hail, Arisia!” they chanted. “In the name of Arisia,
Empress of Demons and Lust, I call upon the power of Demonic Lust to bestow upon us the power to connect you,
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Great Empress. With this chalice, lled with the Elixir of
Demonic Tethering we shall hold that power. With that
power we shall bathe your eternal servant. With that
bathing, your eternal servant shall be forever Tethered to
you, your will.”
The chalice Held high, the dark liquid within began to
bubble and steam. The very scent of it an intoxicating lust.
All in the room breathed heavily, feeling themselves becoming engorged within it.
They then slowly poured the contents of the chalice all
over the expectant Lily. Feeling and rubbing in the boiling
goo, she soon came to a near orgasmic, writhing state. The
liquid inhaled as steam, went through her gown and into
her skin, literally disappearing.
“Rise, Witch of Lust.”
She did so, breathing heavily.
Hand on her shoulders, one of the men asked, “Are you
ready for your will to be devoured by Arisia?”
“Yes!” she said in great joy and pleasure.
The men then began to aggressively grope the more
than receptive Lily. It was not really groping, though. It was
really an indoctrinating worship.
“Yes!” she said on dark impulse. “For Arisia, YES!”
Her exposed breasts were kneaded deeply and suckled,
as she found herself hungrily, wetly making out. The men
moved around every part of her body, spending extra time at
her snatch.
She then went to all fours, hands permanently all over
her. Two lustfully groped her ass, while the other worked
her front, her mouth.
“Yes! Whatever the Will of Arisia!” she cried, having
her ass and pussy worshiped deep within.
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The man at the front pulled o her loose gown, while
another man mounted her from behind. Before she knew it,
a dick lled both her ass and mouth. They were soon taking
turns with her holes, putting her into a sexual frenzy. She
stroked and sucked and pounded their members.
She soon found herself knelt onto the oor, sucking
and stroking the men o , often at the same time. All three
were literally being shoved into her mouth at the same time.
There was no love in her wild motions, inhalations. There
was only lustful hunger and need. All she felt was lust now,
Demonic Lust.
Moving back up onto the alter, she bent backward o
the edge, and let the men aggressively fuck her face from
there. Moments laters, she was on her side. Her face was
being fucked perhaps more aggressively that her ass, while
another fucked her tight foot-pussy. Her body was pleasure,
her body was lust. All she wanted was lust, and that was
what they gave her. Lily could not absorb enough of the
pleasure, moaning and cooing primally.
The men were now undoubtedly conduits of lust,
priming Lily to be taken into Arisia’s pure blossom of lust.
Asa result she was most wild and hungry when in contact
with all three dicks at the same time, especially when one
was all the way up her asshole. She screamed joyously when
the cocks found their way into her mouth, ass, and pussy at
the same time.
Soon she was fucking one man on top on her knees.
This quickly led to two dicks up her pussy and one down
her throat. Well, all she wanted was for those dicks to be
inside her, thrusting. The ecstasy almost seemed too much
at times, but she endured it for the same of Arisia.
Back in her hands and knees, she seemed to be slowly
adapting to the overload of lust. Her holes were traded o at
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random, she cared little, so long as the pleasure levels continued. And well, the pleasure only seemed to increase.
She soon founded herself bouncing on top of two dicks
at the same time. And soon, all three pounded her down
there. Eventually, all three of her holes were being fucked,
making her scream with her mouth full.
The orgasmic Lily was soon brought to the oor on her
knees. The men too came all over her, her face, and down
her throat. Her eyes rolled into the back of her head. Her
orgasm of lust was loud and true. Her eyes rolled back. The
color of her eyes faded to a very pale blue, while the white
not had permanent red streaks. When the orgasm ceased,
she blacked out …
Lily, the Priestess of Lust, slowly opened her light blue
eyes. She was not the same woman she was a week ago.
There was a visible euphoria in the power she now wielded.
“What are you going to do, Mistress?” Jenny asked.
“Bind them to me like I did to you and the men.”
“Delicious, Mistress!”
Lily was methodically chanting over the wine glasses
lled with wine and her blood. Linda took the rst drink
willingly, leading to her writhing on the oor in great pleasure before the binding was complete.
They all arrived. Jenny was now fully aware that there
was some silent, growing descent among them. Lily’s timing was just barely right.
Lily stayed in the other room with Linda, her eyes
would certainly reveal something was wrong. Linda herself
was still recovering from the aftershocks of pure lust.
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Jenny, in her Human form, casually drank her wine,
in uencing the others to do so. The enchanted drink would
do nothing to her beyond an orgasmic buzz.
They all drank, and the forever changed Priestess
walked into the room. The look on their eyes was of confusion, rst of how their Priestess looked, but then of the
growing arousal in them. Eyes locked on the priestess, pleasure and lust grew within them. It was more than any ever
knew. They moaned and cooed and growled through
clenched teeth. Some fell to the oor, unable to control their
writhing pleasure.
The room soon led with cries of orgasmic ecstasy.
More importantly, if lled with cries for Lily …
“Is the Priestess of Lust satis ed?” Jenny asked.
“Yes, very satis ed … Hail, Arisia!” Lily cried.
“Hail, Arisia!” the Acolytes chanted back.
“Hail, Arisia!” Jenny con rmed.
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While Jenny was successfully spreading the true lust,
Arisia wanted to ex her demonic muscles just that much
more. She desired to try something that no Demon tried in
over two millennia. Arisia wanted to eat a Human soul.
She quickly targeted a super-hot university co-ed eating lunch by herself in a local park. The woman had deep
olive skin, jet black hair, and a voluptuous gure. Arisia
sensed a great lust hiding deep within this women.
Arisia actually did not know consciously how to go
about this, let alone exactly would it would do to her. However, wanting to eat a soul was enough to guide her instinctually.
“Hi, mind if I sit?” Arisia asked in her “human” form.
“Oh, sure. I’m Luna … Are you …”
“Arisia, yeah. Nice to meet a fan!” Arisia said lightly.
They shook.
“Never met a superhero before …”
“What brings you out here?”
“Just need a break sometimes, you know?”
Arisia agreed.
While they made small talk, Arisia began to silently
tickle the woman’s deep-seated lust. Luna was really just
sexually attracted to man, but Arisia was quietly altering her
genetically and mentally.
Within twenty minutes, the two were inside Luna’s
apartment. Luna’s roommates were elsewhere. The woman
was as sexually aroused as confused, but excited at the same
time.
“Are you OK, Luna?”
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“Uh … yeah …” she said looking over Arisia body with
total amazement.
Arisia guided her to the bed.
“How do you like to be fucked?” Arisia just stated.
“Umm … A little rough, maybe dominated. Well, err.
That’s how I’ve always wanted it …”
“Good,” Arisia smiled with all her lust. That was it. All
Arisia’s tinkering merely unlocked what Luna really desired.
“Fuck, so horny …”
Arisia guided the breathless Luna onto the bed.
“Never thought about being with a woman before today. I mean, I love my boyfriend’s hard dick inside me …”
“That can be arranged, Luna.”
Arisia pulled up her red dress, and began to grow a
hard dick identical to the one in Luna’s memory. The thick,
eight inch snake tore right through Arisia’s black lace
panties.
Luna’s eyes went wide.
Arisia pressed the sensitive tip of it on Luna’s mouth.
“Is this what you want?”
Luna naturally opened her mouth to let the thing go
down her throat. “ERRGer … GOOD!”
Arisia forced the dick back in, playing with Luna’s wet
pussy at the same time. “This is what you wanted? Yeah?”
“UHUH!” Luna gurgled in the a rmative.
Arisia than easily threw Luna to the other side of the
bed, onto her stomach. She ripped the whimpering human’s
pants and panties o . At a hard spank, Luna yelled in lust.
“That’s what you wanted?” Arisia growled. She roughly handled Luna’s ass and thighs, while agreeably massaging
the wet pussy. “You wanted this?”
“Yes!” Luna cried.
“Yeah?”
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Arisia practically tossed Luna o the bed. The moment
Luna sat up, Arisia straddled her mouth with that asshole of
lust. With the aggressive Demoness grinding against the
mouth, Luna consumed without a second thought.
“I’m gonna fuck you so hard, Human. I’m gonna fuck
you so hard you won’t even be Human anymore!” Arisia
growled in her lustful resonance.
Luna joyously consumed the delicious ass, loosing all
sense of reality.
“UMMMM! Good, Human! Yeah,” Arisia resonated
through sharp teeth.
“You wanted dick, huh?”
“Uh, huh,” Luna barely answered.
Arisia quickly dismounted, and presented her member.
“Oh, yeah?”
Luna now forced to her knees, Arisia playfully, repeatedly slapped the dick onto Luna’s desperate face. Arisia even
forced the dick down her throat, pre-cum and all, at random. Every time Arisia removed the dick, Luna would keep
her mouth and throat open wide to beg for the dick to return. The more Arisia shoved the dick back in Luna’s
mouth, the longer, more forcibly Arisia thrust, more than
enjoying the pleasure herself.
“Fuck, you’re a natural dick sucker! Do this every day
with your lover?”
Arisia pulled Luna’s head away from the dick so the
Human could answer. “Always wanted to!”
“Now’s your chance!”
Luna was then sucking and stroking wildly, literally
making countless dreams come true.
Arisia pulled out, and grabbed Luna’s head at the chin,
and spit down her throat. Luna was quickly back to deep
throating again, gagging occasionally, wanting every second.
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It was actually too much for the woman, but she was too
lost in the moment to realize that. Sometimes Arisia would
hump her face, and sometimes Luna would deep throat on
her own.
Luna was then pushed back up onto the bed, ass
slapped, and ended up on all fours. Arisia then began to
make out with Luna’s dripping pussy- esh with that snakelike tongue-member. Luna cried out in more pleasure than
she knew possible.
Arisia mounted the woman’s pussy from behind without warning. Luna grunted and cooed at the incessant
thrusting. All but jumping up and down, and forcing Luna
down to her stomach, Arisia thrust with more force than
Luna ever felt with a man.
“OH FUCK FUCK!” Luna cried, almost telling Arisia to
stop.
In a brief respite, Arisia brought her dick up to Luna’s
mouth. The almost mindless Human automatically licked
and sucked o her own juices mixed with demonic pre-cum.
Arisia went back to fucking Luna from behind, but this
time with even more ferocity.
“OH GOD! FUCK! GOD!”
“That’s right, Human! I’m your God now!” Arisia
growled in the most lustful of resonance. “Tell me you want
more!”
“OHH FUCK!” was all Luna could blurt out.
“Yeah?”
Arisia began to thrust even harder, practically making
Luna’s entire body convulse from the attack.
Luna was then turned to her side, before Arisia straddled her from there. The thrusts were rough, inhuman. If
Luna was not so consumed by lust in that moment, she
would have screamed for Arisia to stop the assault.
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Arisia nally unmounted to whimpering woman, stood
before her, and had her suck the dick clean. Of course, the
deep throating quickly became Arisia fucking the woman’s
face.
Luna was quickly ipped onto her back. Feet up in the
air, Arisia thrust back into the hapless woman. Arisia thrust
with an epic, domineering passion, holding the woman’s
legs back over Luna’s head.
“SHIT FUCK!” Luna cried. The pleasure was beyond
any pleasure she ever knew. The pleasure was destroying
her mind, and literally attacking her soul. Arisia nally understood how this was working. She was not corrupting the
woman’s soul. Instead she was corrupting the metaphysical
mounts that connected her to her soul. Control of those
mounts will allow Arisia to practically suck it out.
In what might as well have been a respite, Arisia began
to consume Luna pummeled pussy with her mouth and
slithering tongue.
“OH FUUUUUUCK YEAH!” Luna cried, the tongue
even deeper than cock.
Of course, Arisia went back to thrusting her dick all
the way up Luna’s slacked pussy. This time, however, it was
slower, more deliberate. The motions made the dick go just
that much deeper.
Arisia nally stood up, and had Luna clean the dick o
with the back of her throat. Luna did not realize it, but all
she seemed to want to do was have the dick all the way inside
her whenever she had a chance.
“Now I want you to fuck me with this dick.”
“Wha?” Luna hu ed.
Arisia pulled the cock and balls out like it was some
kind of living dildo. The back end looked odd, inhuman. It
curved upward in a kind of come hither shape, while small
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tendrils moved on their own, searching to connect with
something.
Luna took it, only knowing to follow the Word of
Arisia now. She inserted the thing inside her. It instantly began to connect with her body, nervous system. She fell onto
the bed feeling strange, orgasmically strange, every tendril
connecting to nerves and canals she barely knew existed. Yet
more tendrils emerged and fused with the pussy lips, eventually making the apparatus ush with its new body. Her
blood began to ow through it, as the tone began to match
her darker skin.
“Fuck me,” she said in a deepened, husky voice.
“Like the testosterone owing through you?”
“Never felt anything like it!”
“Fuck me.” Arisia lay back, leg up and wide.
Embracing the new testosterone, Luna deeply consumed the wet, addicting pussy. She then held Arisia’s legs
for support, and began to thrust into the Demoness. The
pleasure was so di erent and good, all Luna could do was
try to make more of it by thrusting harder.
“OHHH, yes! You’re a natural!”
The more Luna thrust, the more new lust she felt, so
her thrusts grew harder, more lustful. Her own grunts were
deep, practically masculine.
“Yes! Dominate me!” Arisia grunted. “Let the aggression ow through you.”
“FUCK YEAH!” Luna practically growled in joy.
Up and down Luna went, the grunts and coos only
grew louder, more inhuman. Luna then pushed Arisia’s legs
to the side, and thrust hard and with great lust.
“Harder! You’re not gonna hurt me!” Arisia called.
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Luna obliged, nding strength she did not know she
had. She then ipped Arisia onto her stomach, and began to
trust the pussy-lubed dick up Arisia’s asshole.
“Now you’re getting it!” Arisia resonated, feeling
Luna’s “mounts” all but completely under demonic control.
After a while, Arisia was the one impaling her ass into
the member. Luna was now going wild with pure lust.
“Cum inside me!” Arisia ordered. “Make me cum!”
Luna began to move in time with Arisia, hastening her
motions. “Oh FUCK MEYEAH … ugh … erghuh …” Luna
blew a massive load of genuine, “male” cum up Arisia’s anal
cavity.
The woman collapsed onto the bed, feeling very
strange. The dick and balls dissolved into nothing. High levels of testosterone was still pulsing through her veins.
Arisia looked down onto the spent, overwhelmed
woman. She felt … hunger toward the woman. She even
found herself drooling. It made perfect sense that this natural process of harvesting a Human soul would lead to her becoming hungry for it. Luna’s soul could almost be tasted.
The soul was ready to be removed for consumption.
She crawled on top of the breathless woman, and began to make out with her.
“That was amazing, Arisia … but I … I think it was too
much …”
“It’s what we needed to do so that I could eat your
soul.”
“Wha ….”
Arisia locked lips onto the hapless Human. She was
completely sure that there were only a few minutes before
those mounts began to recover from the corruption. The
blackened mounts were naturally visualized rst. Beneath, a
living star shown in the brightest of light. She found herself
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willing the mounts to decouple, and reaching out. The energy orb was hot, almost burning, but that contact just made
Arisia hungrier. She pulled the soul back toward herself, her
mouth. The heat was like hot soup scalding her lips and
tongue. The taste could not described as avor. It was like
consuming energy itself. Her very being just sucked it in.
In the conscious world, Arisia was now in her true,
demonic form. Wings were opened wide. A rush of energy
owed through her, while she ground her pussy on Luna’s
and slobbered all over the foot. The more the energy that
was Luna’s soul merged with Arisia’s essence, the more
lustful pleasure coursed through her. She began to glow a
bright crimson. The orgasm was powerful, energetic. It was
so powerful that she collapsed onto the now soulless
woman.
Arisia felt great power coursing through her now, genuinely much more than she already felt. She knew it would
not last, but it was awesome to feel it now.
She looked down onto the subtly squirming Luna.
Honestly, Arisia had no idea was was going to happen next.
Luna’s skin began to shift to a deep red tone. Black
claws became apparent, as pointed ears and teeth. Her eyes
became red marbles with a black slit.
It would seem that Luna was transforming into a Demon. That was not really what was happening, though.
Without a soul, Arisia’s unbridled eld of lust altered with
woman’s DNA into Demonic Essence. Yet, she had no soul
to transform. She had no real power of her own, and did not
even emit lust naturally. Even a thrall emitted some lust. She
even seemed to have even less of a mind than a thrall. Arisia
felt intricately connected with this strange, demoniac being.
In fact, she just knew that she could use this “new” Luna
likes some puppet.
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“What should I call you, my creation …? Ah yes, a lust
end …”
Luna was the perfect servant. If Arisia wished, Luna
could simply be Arisia, rather than just being an extension of
her Queen’s Will. Of course, Luna was de nitely not going
to be the last lust end she created. The power boost eating
a soul gave her would not last more than a few days, and
she wanted to continue being just that much more powerful.
Still, Arisia’s ranks can’t all be like Luna. Arisia wanted
to wield her expanded power to create some Alpha Lust
Demons speci cally tasked with creating more Alphas.
Luna in tow, Arisia simply touched the pool outside. It
boiled and misted, while brie y turning a bright red.
Arisia did not have to explain what came next. Luna,
with Arisia’s lust owing through her, will easily convince
her roommates to have a pool party. The pool will begin to
corrupt them quickly. The more they will embrace the Demonic Lust, the closer they will be to becoming Demons.
Deciding to be hands-on yet silent in the process,
Arisia infested the pool with pure, demonic lust. She
planned to make herself imperceptible to the coming guests.
The show would likely be interesting. “Lust” was not necessarily sexual, while extreme sexual arousal itself was not
necessarily predictable. At the same time, she grabbed a
random woman she saw walking by to have a soul to munch
on (partly an experiment to further ex her enhanced power) while watching.
Luna’s friends soon arrived: three men and another
woman. The woman was Jessica, a t and bubbly blonde,
and one of the men was her boyfriend, Jack. The other two
men were Ben and Les. Arisia had no trouble altering the
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humans’ perceptions to make Luna appear Human, while
Luna herself should be able to mimic and enhance the ensuing show.
Arisia and her meal casually sat “invisible” few feet
away with her meal. She was almost casually infesting the
support structure of the Human’s soul with the purest of
lust. It was working. She successfully gained a largely perpetual control.
Arisia leaning over, and deeply kissed the hapless
woman. The Empress easily consumed a small sliver of the
Human’s soul. Arisia not only enjoyed the slow lust of it,
but also found the orgasmic tease of it amazing. The soul
could certainly recover, but would need days or even weeks.
Meanwhile the friends were almost casually playing
around in the pool. Jessica and Luna were barely keeping
themselves on their in ated hammocks, while the men
threw the rubber balls around. Luna wore a deep red bikini,
while Jessica wore a variably pink and black one. The Humans almost didn’t even realize how aroused they were,
amongst the extreme levels of resulting euphoria. The men
had harder boners than they ever had in their lives, tenting
their relaxed- t swim trunks.
With a hungry smile, Arisia took munched on a good
sized chunk of soul. She moaned, enjoying the subtly confused look of the woman.
Jack was teasingly nudging Jessica’s hammock, making
her giggle, almost falling o . He even snuck a tickle on her
tummy. It was loosely men versus women, playfully throwing around the balls. Les preemptively grabbed a ball away
from Jessica, while the Jack just pulled her to the other side
of the pool. He almost succeeded in nudging Jessica o the
hammock in the teasing and laughing. The man now standing at the edge of the pool, Les, then playfully nudged Luna
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to the man sitting at the other end just before she could
throw a ball.
Arisia took a good swig of the woman’s soul. She enjoyed the subtly growing look of emptiness in the woman.
Jack nally succeeded in ipping Jessica into the pool.
In some ways, the men did not even realize what they were
doing in the intensely induced lust of the pool. Luna notwithstanding, Jessica more or less understood that all the
actions of the men were sexual in nature. Even though Jessica and Jack had a very happy and lively relationship, the
lust was making them all ready to fuck and be fucked by
anything.
Arisia almost uncontrollably took a large bite of soul.
It was so good that Arisia was starting to have trouble making the soul last. She had indeed eaten about half of it already!
Jessica’s boyfriend then took hold of her, and oated
her back to the others. Luna herself was playfully pushed o
her hammock by the man sitting on the edge, Brad. Jessica
worked to hop back onto her hammock, on her stomach,
while her boyfriend less than suggestively teased from behind, grabbing her thighs. The laughing was loud and fun.
At the same time, Luna crawled back onto her hammock, on
her stomach.
Arisia chewed on some more soul, more than enjoying
the show before her.
Brad less than suggestively grabbed at Luna’s ass,
blowing some raspberries into the cheeks. She giggled loudly. The man that was walking around the pool’s edge than
sat next to the other. While Jessica’s man grabbed at the
bikini bottom strings, she teasingly rolled o into the pool,
Luna followed suit. Jessica then hopped back onto a hammock, but Luna just sat on a step.
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Arisia then ate a large swath of soul. Looking at the
nearly empty woman, the Empress decided to nish her
meal with a hungry kiss. Licking her lips joyously and orgasmically, the hapless woman quickly transformed into
Arisia’s second, mindless lust end.
Jessica then paddled herself over to Brad with a big
smile, looking at his tented trunks. Giggling loudly, she
ipped the empty hammock onto her excited boyfriend.
Brad began to lustfully grope her smolders and back, Jessica
more than receptive. While Jack groped and consumed Jessica’s asscheeks, she looked up to Brad and hu ed, “I want
it!” At that, Brad quickly pulled down his trunks, revealing a
large member so plump it looked ready to burst. Jessica
wasted no time in taking the anaconda into her mouth and
hands. This was the rst time she ever did such a thing, and
having Jack nger her pussy at the sam time made the experience gloriously joyous. At the same time, Les was hungrily
making out with Luna, who was now laying back on a
hammock, and Les was soon sucking and groping Luna’s
breasts.
Arisia was more than pleased at this sexual turning
point in the show. She could feel their souls now being corrupted at the blatant acceptance of the lust infecting them.
She could speci cally perceive Jack’s body begin to grow
more muscular.
Jack was now worshiping Jessica’s ass and legs and
feet, practically at the same time. Everything Jack was doing
from behind added credence to what she was consuming,
making eye contact with the happy Les. And damn, she was
enjoying it! She happily did not gag, allowing her to consume freely. All their motions were not outwardly aggressive.
Instead, they were enjoying, embracing the extreme enjoyment of the sensation coursing through their bodies. Jack
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was more than enjoying his groping of his lovers asshole
and pussy while she sucked another mans cock. While he
groped her foot, he found himself feeling very di erently
toward Jessica. This felt nothing like when they made love.
Here and now, he was enjoying her, like how she was obviously enjoying Brad’s dick. There was no doubt between
Jack and Jessica that this felt in nitely better. Indeed Brad
and Les were nding this form of pleasure better than anything they ever experienced before.
Arisia happily began to observe how the Humans’ skin
began to glisten, and not just because they were wet. At the
same time, she observed Les’ shoulder blades being to
change and nudge outward like nubs. Arisia adjusted their
perception of Luna accordingly. She then smirked at the expectant end, grew a massive member, and had it pleasure
her.
Les was hungrily eating and ngering Luna’s secretly
demonic pussy. If she was a full- edged Demon, even a
thrall, his transformation would have been accelerating
faster than the others. Luna was moving things along e ectively, regardless, not holding back how much she enjoyed
Les’ lust, which was her sustenance after all.
Arisia was now moving the new end up and down her
shaft like the sex toy it was. She found herself looking forward to making more lust ends!
Fingering Jessica’s wet pussy and feeling up and down
her leg, Jack found himself feeling no love toward her for
the rst time. Jessica was a beach babe; the kind of babe he
jerked o to for years prior. Looking at her smooth, high
arched foot, he found himself groping and kissing it without
abandon, feeling her rm ass cheeks at the same time. Jessica found herself embracing not only the lust of enjoying pre-
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cum dripping dick, but also the lust Jack was exhibiting toward her ass, legs, and feet.
Arisia came down the throat of her end, feeding it as
it once fed her. She smirked at the observation of the reddening eyes and now subtly pointed ears of the ones before
her.
Luna sat up on her hammock, and Brad looked over to
her. Stoking his pulsing dick, he walked over, not knowing
or caring about what happened to his trunks. Luna soon
found herself anked by two throbbing members. She sultrily wrapped her hands around both at the same time. Stoking
both passionately, she sucked o each in turn. At the other
end, Jessica tightly closed her eyes to embrace her own lust.
Arisia again came into her end at the sight of Jessica’s
eyes not sporting two black slits. None were truly oblivious
to the slow changes to their bodies. They were, however, too
lost in the passions to care.
The now highly muscular and subtly scaly-skinned
Brad grabbed the back of Luna’s head, and began to thrust
into her mouth. Les, now with even redder skin and distinct
growths o his shoulder blades, took his turn to fuck Luna’s
hungry face.
Jessica looked up to the now deeply muscular and
deep-red skinned Brad with her red cat-eyes, playing with
the helmet with her not longer tongue. This was her dick, her
pleasure, her lust. Brad just lay back and let the deep, impossible pleasure wash over him.
Brad then waded over to the edge of the pool and lay
back, dick at attention for whoever. Les and Luna waded
over. Luna willfully straddled and let the member penetrate
her perfect pussy. Les gave Luna his dick to suck, and she
did so in time with her thrusts.
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Jessica stood, and passionately made out with Brad.
She turned around and sat on his dick, thrusting it in and
out of her. Her motions were willful, but not dramatic. She
was savoring the deep pleasure she felt.
Luna began to audibly moan and coo from two of her
hole being penetrated at the same time. Jessica cooed loudly
as well, she and Brad moving their hips in perfect time.
Horns began to protrude from their foreheads, as their
tail bones began to grow.
The semi-demonic Brad and Les exchanged glances,
and traded places. Jessica lay back, legs open wide to accept
a new dick inside her. Les wasted no time, put a leg over his
shoulder, and penetrated without care. At the same time,
Brad groped Luna’s breasts while jerking himself. The attention only made her hump the now semi-demonic Jack more.
Luna stood up, and let Brad begin to fuck her from behind. Jack made his way over to what was the love of his life
that was now being fucked hard by another, apparently,
semi-demonic man. Jack only cared about putting his now
monster-sized dick into Jessica’s mouth. Her now sharp
teeth somehow never touching, Jessica enjoyed sucking o
her boyfriend in time with Les’ hard thrusts. Jack often
groped her foot and breasts, but spent just that much more
e ort to fuck her mouth. This was the rst time Jessica had
two dicks inside her at the same time. The pleasure was
mind altering, making her want nothing less this level of
lust. Les and Luna occasionally looked on, letting the sight
enhance their own now anal pleasure just that much more.
Their moans and coos slowly began to develop deeper, more
resonant qualities.
With Brad’s nudging, Jessica soon found herself lying
on her side a the edge of the pool. For the rst time in her
life, a truly monstrous dick was thrust into her asshole. The
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sensation was intense. With every successive thrust, she began to nd it even more pleasurable, more right than the pleasure of a dick in her pussy. Jack’s own monster snake always
found its way back down her throat all the same. The lust of
two dicks inside her was better with each passing moment!
Their forms began to look truly demonic now. Their
distinctly rubbery skin visibly had varying shades of red and
scaly. Horns and tails were pubescent, but blatant. Les’ protrusions were beginning to look like wings, as his body was
already lighter yet stronger. They were barely Human anymore. This was their heaven or hell. It did not matter. All
they wanted was to bathe in the dark lust forever.
They eventually rearranged. Jessica was now humping
Les on her knees, while Jack was thrusting into her ass. The
intensity of both her pussy and asshole being impaled at the
same time was so much that it was visibly accelerating her
transformation. Her simmering red tail grew long and thick,
before she penetrated Jack’s ass with it on instinct. Her already sharp teeth and sharper fangs became as pointed as
her ears. She leaned back and swatted the air with a long
tongue-member.
Luna and Brad were on the other side of the pool anally fucking each other, Luna’s tail as deep in his ass as his
dick was in hers. The moans and coos of all of them now
deep and resonating. None of them looked Human anymore,
as they barely were.
Jack eventually wanted Luna. So, Luna and Brad
walked over. The end, whose true appearance was no
longer concealed, squatted down, and stroked and sucked
Jack’s throbbing monstrosity. At the same time, Jessica
ipped herself around, and guided Les’ dick back into her
hungry ass. Brad soon put her legs over his shoulders, and
aggressively thrust into her perfect, demonic pussy.
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They could feel their humanity slipping away. Yet, they
did not care. The pleasure was so great that they were welcoming the new essence that was becoming apparent within
them. Their will was already an extension of Empress
Arisia’s.
They were all orgasmic now, letting their humanity
fade away. One position after another, Luna having two
dicks at one point, they were beginning to celebrate their
new selves. Their truly demonic cum was literally darkening
the color of the pool. None cared whose cum was inside
them, or who was sucking o who. If it felt good, they did
it.
Soon, they hungrily kissed each other in turn. The
taste of their mixed cum exciting them further.
Arisia walked over to her new Alpha Demons of Lust.
The Empress mostly just wanted Alphas in her Legion.
Thralls would only be created if she did not personally like
the Human they stated as, and be the toys of the Alphas.
The lust ends she was creating would help to ensnare.
My new Alphas, Arisia stated directly into their very being, your standing order is to expand my ranks. I shall grant you the
power to control the type of Lust Demon created, and you shall presently only create further Alphas. No mating just yet. All Deals will
require my blessing. You will apply my bidding with the upmost
stealth. Hide within this world. No unnecessary risks at this time …
However … Arisia had an idea that tickled her addictive
pussy. As an addendum, use our demonically lustful cum as an addictive drug to control others. I will use it at a later time to expand
our ranks further. Will will use this drug to mask ourselves, manipulating in ways to make it seem like it is a new ploy by Cthulhu, our
ultimate rival …
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First the rst time in Enyo’s long life, she nally began
to understand how Zeus felt. She now had many, many devoted followers, and could actually feel them. She liked it.
They were hers to command, for pleasure, war, or whatever
her fancy.
Right now, Enyo wanted pleasure and cum. Not only
did it more intimately connect her to her growing followers,
but also she just liked it.
Enyo put on a black shnet top and opaque black
stockings. On all fours on the couch, she was on all fours on
the couch, and shoved a large dildo up her perpetual tight
ass. This was a warm up, a great teaser. She rubbed and
moaned. Larry walked over, and began to move and twist
the thing within her stretched rear end. The man needed
not instructions, Enyo’s Will guiding his every action.
The Goddess moaned from the pleasure, Larry pulling
the thing in and out in perfect timing. Two more men then
walked into the room. Enyo knew these were gifts from her
General, loyal followers obedient to her Goddess’ will.
Enyo squatted to the oor, the three men encircling
her with their heft dicks. She soon stroked two and sucked
o the other at the same time with great enjoyment and
hunger. Yes, the ability to feed on cum made her love rods of
pleasure. She loved this so much that she had moments of
indecision on what to suck and stroke next. It did not matter, because they were all what she wanted in that moment.
The best part was that they were so enthralled that they
would not cum until she was ready.
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She went on sucking and stroking for some time, indulging in ways only her kind knew. There were even moments where she shoved the ends of all three dicks in her
mouth at the same time. Enyo’s moaning and drooling was
almost matched by the men’s, but she care little about their
pleasure.
Larry eventually sat on the couch, and Enyo mounted
his throbbing dick with her asshole. She then began to suck
dicks anking her in turn, holding herself up just enough so
Larry could thrust into her strongly.
Larry then lifted his Goddess up to let the others pleasure Enyo’s asshole. He moved her like an Empress on a
chariot. Eventually, Larry let her back down on his solid
member, so she could suck the others some more. Larry
thrust just that much more aggressively.
Enyo eventually ipped herself around, leading to two
dicks in her asshole at the same time, as well as a dick in
her mouth. She really cared little about who was who anymore. She gulped and slurped, while her ass was pounded
by double the meat. Soon, Larry was thrusting into her wet
pussy, while the other was deep in her ass. This all helped
Enyo understand this was what was missing in those
Olympian orgies: pure worship. These men were there to
pleasure her and not just for the sake of pleasure to pass
eternity.
Before she knew it, all three dicks were penetrating
below. They traded o the holes and semi-regular intervals.
She genuinely could not tell after a while what was in which
hole, and really did not care. The pleasure was as epic as she
desired. Enyo’s moans were growing louder, more hungry.
She then ipped back around to have all three holes
penetrated again at the same time. It was pure ecstasy, in-
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cluding when both lower dicks were in a single hole at the
same time.
They went on like this for more than an hour. Changing positions, changing holes. Yes, Enyo came, multiple
times, but that was practically appetizer to what she wanted
most.
Eventually, Enyo was ready. She turned her head to
one dick, allowing it to spew his seed and life force. Barely
holding back her own epic orgasm, she let the next dick go
mostly down her throat. She nally then let Larry cum in
her asshole, consuming from here.
Enyo’s released orgasm was deep and powerful from
the feed, reverberating amongst her entire following …
****
That afternoon, Enyo felt truly giddy. Enyalios texted
her that he was about to arrive. She already made special
plans for him, including how we will t in her new cult. He
would be unlike to agree to her plans for him when asked
at out, so it would take some nesse on her part. Having
two Olympians greatly increased their odds, and she wanted
him in a vary particular way.
She eventually opened to door to her son. He took after herself in many ways: dark eyes, sandy-painted skin, athletic physique. He was over seven feet, though, and well
chiseled like his father. They smooched.
“So where do we stand?” he asked.
“I have my own cult now,” Enyo said casually.
“Really?”
“After that last crisis, a lot of Humans started to look
up to me. You know me, wasn’t looking for that.”
“Old habits.”
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“Indeed. Stumbled upon it literally. Needed a drink,
maybe a good fuck to blow o steam, and the rst woman I
crossed was practically a devoted worshipper already.”
“OK! I am sure you are already putting them to good
use.”
“Of course, Enyalios! … What news from home?”
“Not much knew since we last spoke. They are fucking
themselves back into the bosom of Chaos, mother. All but
heard their cries of pleasure miles away …”
“Did you want to stay with them?”
He deeply sighed. “I don’t know, mother. The call to
war is not what it was, you know that. I really tried to convince Ares to help you again, but …”
“Go on, my son …”
“The reason why I failed this time was because I just
do not feel the call to war as strongly now as the urge to be
with them. I almost did not even come myself. It is just
blind habbit to follow you, mother.”
Enyo rubbed her neck tiredly.
“Are you OK?” he asked.
“I guess so. This is all very stressful for me.”
“What can I do to help?”
“Maybe a good massage in bed?”
“Sure, mother …”
Enyo laid on her stomach wearing only her pinkish-red
dress. Enyalios took the oil from her, and straddled her lower back. He dipped some oil on her, and began to rub her
shoulders and upper back.
“Oh, that feels good, Enyalios, very good.”
“Just relax, mother. Your son is here.”
“You have magic ngers, ummmm.”
“I need you to go deeper, Enyalios,” she hu ed.
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“I what way, mother?”
“Do it like you worship me …”
“All right …”
He began to rub just that much more willfully, lovingly. He was not truly worshiping her, but was very close to doing so.
“UH, oh, that’s better …” she hu ed.
He rubbed for a while longer.
“I want you to really worship me Enyalios …”
“Oh, OK, just this once. I want you to feel good,
mother.”
“It will make your mother feel really good.”
Now his motions really changed. They were deep, loving, and most importantly reverent. When her kin worshipped each other directly, it always felt like a tingling,
owing pleasure. The orgies certainly had this, but not so
intimately.
“Were you on your feet a lot today, Goddess?” he
asked quietly.
“My legs and feet could indeed use your worship.”
Within moments, the hot oils were being rubbed into
her feet, making Enyo moan in pleasure.
“Oh, yes, that is AMAZING, Enyalios!”
He moved down to her calves, loving them deeply.
“You do not know how much I needed this Enyalios.
That is so very good …”
Enyo money loudly in encouragement, especially when
he worshiped her legs and feet at the same time. She sighed
deeply when he began to work her thighs.
“I love your legs, Goddess.”
“Thank you, Enyalios.”
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“You are the most beautiful being I know, Goddess,”
he said truly. “The call to war may be lost on me, but your
are all that matters to me anymore. I love you.”
“Your Goddess approves of your love.”
He worked up and down the back of her legs with
great love, Enyo just absorbing the deep, true worship. Enyo
moaned and hu ed at the feel of his divine ngers working
up her inner thigh and rm glues. He knew how much she
enjoyed in when Ares took her ass, and for the rst time
Enyalios loved her ass like his father. He kissed and groped
it like it was the only thing in the world.
“UMMM, yes, Enyalios! You are better than your
father.”
He began to lick and suck between the cheeks and into
the asshole. Enyo moaned and cooed, pushing her ass into
his worshipful face. At the same time, he rubbed her wet
pussy with all the love he had for her.
“Oh, Enyalios, how come you never did this back in
the orgies?”
“You never had me worship you before, Goddess. I
never worshiped anyone before, and I think you are the only
one I could ever worship.”
He was so aggressive, so hungry with her ass, it really
was like Ares but greatly improved. Fingers began to worship the inside of her asshole, baking her hu and coo in
encouragement. There were times he just buried his face between her rear cheeks. The way he worshipped her ass and
pussy at the same time was better than what Ares had done
with her.
Enyalios then rebased his massive dick, slightly bigger
than Ares’, and thrust it into her asshole.
“OH YES, Enyalios! You really are better than you father.
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He thrust aggressively for his mother’s, his Goddess’
pleasure. Victorious orgasm was coming to Enyo quickly. He
thrust hard until Enyo exploded in orgasm.
She ipped around, and Enyalios worshipped his way
up his mother’s perfect, Amazonian body. And they kissed
deeply, dick already deep inside her wet pussy, her legs
clamped around his waist. His balls may be turning blue,
but him orgasming would not be in line with the worship
she desired.
He thrust hard into her, So hard the bed frame
screamed and broke. Enyo began to feel herself falling into a
powerful orgasmic state.
“Finish yourself inside me!”
He did so, collapsing on top of her.
Enyo took the dazed Enyalios’s head in her hands, and
forced eye contact.
“Look up to me. Look into my eyes, Enyalios. Will you
worship me now and forever, Enyalios?”
“Yes, mother,” he said truly.
“Will you forever be an extension of my will, following
my word without question?”
“Yes, mother.”
“Good, Enyalios. Thus, you are an extension of my will
…
****
Cthulhu stood before Enyo in its true form, a monstrous, anthropoid parody of life.
Enyo looked around the deep darkness, and stated,
“You are not known as an invader of dreams. I will never
bow to you.”
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“I am the Great Dreamer,” it stated in a multitude of
tones. “Your presence is powerful in the Realms of Sleep.”
“Then I shall perhaps destroy you here. My understanding is that the body cannot live without the mind. I
would like to learn if that is true for your species.”
The moment she leapt at the invader with her dreamed
spear, something changed. She was somewhere else. She knew
the taste and feel of death more than most on Earth, but
this was some deranged cousin. Colors radiated at and
above her visible spectrum, a beautiful, horrifying, piercing
violet. They danced and consumed and transformed all life
around it, but not methodically. There was no time in the
Earthly sense around it, not that time was something that
existed beyond the earthly method of rationalization. Whole
worlds seemed either changed or destroyed at once or over a
thousand years.
Even Earth seemed a part of this viral madness. What
looked like a century before at least, this Color changed and
destroyed forgotten lands and people. And then something
clicked in her mind. Every world she saw “spared” was later
consumed by this alien contagion. Maybe it was within a
year, maybe it was a million. There was no way to know.
Enyo suddenly awoke in her bed, covered with a cold
sweat. A women stood in the shadows across the room. In a
blinding fast motion, Enyo ipped on the light, and held an
old spear forward.
“Cthulhu!? … I guess even you can develop habits of
appearance,” she spat.
“It does not matter …”
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The prior week was silently transformative. Arisia’s
Legion of Lust was silently growing exponentially. Jenny
successfully converted her Coven into Worshipers of the
Empress of Lust, as well as corrupting her lover, who turned
out to be a secret rapist. Arisia rewarded Jenny handsomely,
making her an Alpha, while what became of her lover was
transformed into Jenny’s personal thrall.
The growing issue was that Arisia was certainly becoming addicted to Human souls. She now had a total of ve
lust ends. No matter how hard she tried to spread out the
feeding, there was little control. Human souls were utterly
delicious, and the power they gave was unmatched. So, she
tasked her new personal Coven with nding a solution.
Of the old Protectors, they were down another, Enyo
…
“So is it true?” Golden Ram asked tiredly.
Tezca, the now reluctant leader of the dwindling Protectors, sat with a troubled brow. “Yes, Enyo appears lost
…”
“She is one of Cthulhu’s Reforged now?” Arisia asked.
She morphed herself back to her old form for obvious reasons.
“No …” he answered quietly. “It would seem she joined
the Old One, as well as her followers. They are working in
tandem.”
“With one less, the need for planning is more dire.
With all prior plans meaningless, what must we do now?”
the Sphinx queried.
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“Speak with the old jailors of Cthulhu?” the Bostonian
snarled.
“I can work on implementing such a plan, based on the
Demon League’s knowledge. It seems the only course for
the League to help up now,” Arisia forwarded. “Enyo did
suggest such demonic plans be enacted if all else failed.”
“Yes, I agree, Arisia,” Tezca stated. “If we are to nd a
way to communicate with the most ancient of entities, it
might be the only path left … Arisia, you have a report on
this new addictive substance?”
“Yes,” Arisia said, hiding her giddiness and the truth
well. “Even though it does have similarities with demonic
semen, it does not appear to come from them. The Demon
League has no stratagems in that area. My sources suggest
the drug does indeed come from Cthulhu’s forces, likely the
ones still Human. They hid their connection well, due to the
drug merely addicting those at this time. My theory is that
Cthulhu or the Reforged will use it at a future date to create
a kind of auxiliary unit.”
“No crazier than what we’ve seen thus far!” Tezca stated. “Given the similarity to the demonic, I want you to keep
studying the substance and those addicted to it.”
“Of course, Tezca.”
“All right everyone, let’s get back at it …”
Tezca and Arisia were in Enyo’s secluded cabin. He
hoped to nd more information about what happened to
her. All they could ascertain was that she moved out without any clue as to where she went.
They were searching the bedroom, and Arisia sat on
the edge of the unmade bed, sighing heavily.
“Everything all right, Ari?” he asked lovingly.
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“Not really,” she said breathily. “The stress is nally
getting to me, I guess. We don’t seem to be making any
headway. Our numbers keep declining, while theirs grow.
We really have no idea what to do, do we?”
Tezca sat next to her, and wrapped his arm around her
upper body. He smooched her, and said, “We’ll make it
through this, Arisia, we have to.”
She looked deep into his eyes, successfully replicating
that loving look she used to give him. They leaned in, and
began to kiss deeply, Arisia again successfully replicating
“loving” motions.
“Let’s get kinky, Tezca. Gotta blow some lust.” That
was her code for roleplaying, which was really the best way
she satis ed her sexual appetite or break through extreme
stress as a Cambion.
“Here?” he was not really saying no.
“There’s nothing here but us, Tezcatlipoca …” She
smooched him “lovingly,” yet secretly applying a touch of
her great power as Empress to nudge him in the right direction.
“All right, Arisia. The usual you’re a Demon trying to get
my soul?”
“What else?” she smirked, letting down her mask
strategically.
They did this a lot, pretending she was a true Demoness. Ironically, he always let her win.
He switched modes quickly. “I know what you really
want, Demoness.”
“Yeah?”
“I may be pure Demon now, but do you love me,
Tezca?” she teasingly slowed her motions.
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“What …” For a moment he he wasn’t sure if the was
playing or not. “Yes! I love you more than anyone or anything!”
“What would you sacri ce to love me forever, to be
mine forever? Would you o er your soul to me, Tezca?”
“Yes, of course, Arisia! I would sell my soul if it meant
I could be yours forever!”
“I accept this Deal, Tezcapolaca. You will be mine forever, and in payment, I will take your soul. We shall seal this
Deal with your orgasm, your cum inside me.”
Arisia began to hump him hard, aggressively, while
kissing him with a deep lust. This was very di erent behavior for the originally co-equal Arisia, but Tezca was already
too lost in the throws of lustful ecstasy to care. Of course,
the reality was that this was real. Arisia was about to literally take his soul in a Demonic Deal.
Tezca came so hard and fast that he almost didn’t
know it was happening at rst. With his cum inside her
now, the truth was being revealed to him. Arisia began to
feel the Demonic Orgasm that came with Deals, and Deals
involving the soul were the most orgasmic. Her cries of passion were deep, guttural, resonating. Her teeth grew sharp
with fangs, as her skin shifted to a shimmering red rubber.
Her eyes became demonic slits, while her ears became as
sharply pointed as her claws. With curious stretching and
creaking, her long, eshy tail grew outward wildly. And nally, her mouth watering, sinewy wings of pure lust grew
outward, blocking the light.
He tried to say something in his shock, but felt strange
and disoriented. He felt it down to his soul. The strange,
deep feeling began to transform into something else. Deep
devotion began to form with the Demoness on top of him.
He loved her as Arisia, but this was something else. It soon
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no longer mattered that she was obviously a true Demon
now. It no longer mattered that he felt love for her. Everything was hers now.
Arisia teasingly felt the beaten God’s cheek with her
shiny black claw. “How does it feel to be mine?”
“Everything I am is yours. It feels right. It’s like devotion in its purest form.”
“Like I’m your Empress and you are my servant?”
“Yes …”
****
Great Empress, Lily, the Priestess of Lust that Jenny
guided to Arisia, stated across a vast distance.
Yes, what do you have for me? Tezca was dutifully worshiping Arisia’s addicting feet. When she grows bored of his
current form — and after his current form is no longer
needed, she planned to transform him into her personal,
physically malleable thrall.
As you know, Great Empress, you are the most powerful Demon to have ever existed, but could still fail against the might of the
Demon League. There has never been a coop, according to Lore. All
those that led in that realm gained power through a mix of shadowed
manipulation and through great adversity. Such means are not presently ideal for you and your forces. I propose something else that
should also speci cally take care of your hunger.
I am listening, Priestess, Arisia stated.
Your father, Asmodeus, rules in a passive manner. He prefers to
pull strings in the shadows and make Deals, as has always been obvious. The last crises was perhaps the only instance where he took up
arms, and began to truly rule the entirety of his realm, more or less. I
do not believe he would attack you if you merely demand an audience,
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but he certainly would never yield the throne willingly. Once you
have your audience, then you must take him.
How?
I mean that literally. You convince him that the only way to
stop you is to attempt to Possesses you. This is actually true, Great
Empress. If he dominates you completely, he could absorb or fully
control your Demonic Essence. However, if you best him, then you
could absorb his Essence. By absorbing Asmodeus’ essence, power
second to your own, your growing hunger for Human souls may be
sated or better controlled. You may then be unmated in this universe.
That would be a dangerous game, but you may be right, Priestess. Your stratagem might be the only way to have it all.
Your great Lust deserves nothing less, Great Empress …
****
Arisia, in all her demonic glory stood in a shimmering
obsidian-lined room, melodramatically lit by massive cauldrons. Standing in their own classical glory with on-thenose expressions were Mammon of Greed, Leviathan of
Envy, Beelzebub of Gluttony, Satan of Wrath (the original
ruler of the domain), and Belphagor of Slothfulness. Their
lieutenants were elsewhere searching for signs of Cthulhu.
Asmodeus, Lord of Lust and King of the Demon League of
the Nine Hells, sat on the high throne of a dragon carved
from the darkest of obsidian. His powerfully red skin shimmering in the relight more mesmerizingly than the shimmer of his thrown. He walked down to her daughter.
“What the fuck have you done to yourself, Arisia?” he
asked in more fascination than one might expect.
She looked up and down her massive, muscular demonic father, spending much time on his monstrous package. “You don’t know, father? I gave myself the boost, and oh
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… It fucking worked! I am the epitome of lust now. Fuck
Cthulhu!”
“Holy shit! I can smell it on you Arisia. You’ve been
eating Human souls …”
“So fucking good. Can’t get enough! Tried to ration
myself, but gave into the hunger. I actually ate ve souls this
morning! You really need to try it.”
“No, once you start down that path, I do not know if
there is any going back. You will soon start mutating, loosing your sense of self …”
“Maybe I am, father …” she said honestly. She continued with more honesty than she wanted to admit to herself.
“Every time I eat a soul now, I partly transform into some
perverted version of the one I consumed, while fucking the
resulting end. After the fth soul this morning, I genuinely
had no idea who I was, while I had traits of all the men and
women I ate. And when I nally did come to my senses, it
took most of the power I gained to force myself back to my
‘true’ form, which I feel like I am loosing.
“The hunger is still there, father, threatening to consume me. The only way to stop me from loosing myself and
trying to take everything you have is for you to Possess me,
take control of my essence, x it somehow … Please, father
…”
Arisia pressed herself up against her equally as massive father, wrapping her lust-re ecting wings around them.
Asmodeus embraced her tightly. In a way, he did love her,
not that he could always feel or express it in any “Human”
way.
Asmodeus pressed his lips against his daughter’s.
With their mouths opened wide, he left his body for the rst
time in centuries, and Possessed his broken daughter …
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The two powerful Demons entered a kind of dream
world within Arisia’s body. Asmodeus now saw through
Arisia’s veil. Yes, she was not lying about her addiction, but
now knew she used that truth in a ploy to best him from
within her to take everything from him.
“You think you can best me, my daughter?” he boomed
into the dreamed-reality. “I have existed for more than vethousand years! I slayed those in the throws of false-lust. I
twisted greed to become lustful hunger for the greatest of
gambles. I twisted souls in the shadows to trick Humans
into embracing their darkest of desires, making those beings
become mine forever. I AM LUST!”
He held his actually taller daughter tightly, kissing her
deeply with the greatest of hunger. Their tongues swirled
and wrestled, before Asmodeus’ grew thicker to tease the
back of her throat. Arisia moaned loudly, feeling the ancient
lust overwhelm her.
The Lord of Lust groped and kissed his way down to
Arisia’s dripping pussy. He shoved his slithering tongue
deep into the ori ce, forcing a quick, tease of an orgasm.
Arisia tried to exhibit some control by leaning down
for teasing kiss. A moment later, she found herself hungrily
stroking Asmodeus’ monster cock, drooling at the sight.
Licking then sucking desperately, she was nding it was
starting to taste even better than Human souls. Asmodeus
suddenly grasped her head, and began forcibly fuck her face.
Her jaw and throat extended impossibly to accommodate
the addicting monstrosity.
He let go of her head, but she still bobbed her head up
and down wildly, submitting to the in nite lust of it. Occasionally, he fucked her face wildly. There was no need,
though. All she wanted was the consume the dick, submit
to it. Trying to gain her own composure, she slowed down
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and began to truly embrace it, glancing up at at father in
great lust. It was a loosing battle, especially with him randomly grasping her head for some more wild thrusts.
Arisia soon found herself laying back onto a couch,
legs splayed wide. Asmodeus was almost teasingly licking
and ngering her dripping pussy. She moaned and cooed
wildly, now becoming addicted to his ridiculously large
tongue-member.
Just before she could cum, Asmodeus was suddenly
sucking on her toes. It felt better than perfect. He was actually jerking himself o to his consuming. Arisia lay back,
and moaned loudly. On her own will, she stroked his shaft
with her other foot. Asmodeus then simply let her passionately stoke his shaft. For the rst time in all of this, Arisia
found herself commanding the lust between them. She
squeezed her erect nipples joyously, watching her father become overwhelmed with pleasure. Still, his dick felt so
damn good between her soles and toes. Demonic pre-cum
dripped onto her toes, and without thinking, she grabbed
her foot to suck o her own toes. She moaned loudly at the
salty taste, stroking his shaft with the other foot with
greater passion.
Lost in the lust for a moment, she suddenly found
both her feet stroking the monster cock. Asmodeus was in
full control of her feet, moving them in the exact time he
desired. When he let go, Arisia moved exactly as was prescribed.
Suddenly on her back, Asmodeus slid his anaconda all
the way into her wet snatch. She moaned and coed almost
orgasmically at his now wild thrusts. He kissed her foot on
and o , but it was inconsequential. He learned forward, her
leg on his opposite shoulder, and began to thrust even harder. The deep pleasure was beginning to melt her mind.
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“Let me cum! Please let me CUM!” Arisia pleased.
With a diabolical smile, he ipped her onto all fours,
and guided his monstrous shaft into her naturally lubed anal
cavity. “OH FUCK!” Arisia cooed at the pure lust that was
anal sex. Asmodeus playfully slapped her ass in response.
The pleasure was hard, deep, uncompromising. She felt
nothing better in her life, wanting it more with every forceful thrust. Arisia eventually thrust on her own accord, but it
was largely subservient toward the lust Asmodeus was guiding.
Arisia soon found herself on her knees before the fully
erect Asmodeus. Her mouth was open wide to accept his
black seed. Most of it blasted down her throat. The rest of it
dripped down her body. She nally came wildly …
The next thing Arisia knew they were on a bed. She
was hungrily sucking and stroking her father’s perfect demonic lust-shaft. Through the tasty lust, she realized that
her addiction to Human souls was completely gone. What
was interesting, though, was that it was not strongly replaced by anything. Obviously, Asmodeus rst took care of
the addiction, and knowing she was still a threat to him,
was now working to take control of her essence.
Still, the dick down her throat was a powerful thing. It
was very hard not let herself become lost in the pleasure it
emitted. A lot of her wanted to become lost to it, and Asmodeus knew that. So, he fucked her face with it, denied it
to her, let her suck it. It was a kind of torture only the Lord
of Lust could provide. If Arisia was not such a powerful
Demon, she would already be his mindless fuck toy, probably converted into a thrall. Yet, she was still there, somehow. Lust was her thing, too. She maintained control over
her being by exhibiting her own wildness toward the cock
whenever she could.
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Suddenly, Arisia was on her back. Asmodeus was ngering her dripping pussy at lightning-fast speed. She
rubbed the top of her pussy to retain even minor control
over the moment. The Empress nearly lost control when
Asmodeus began to tease her pussy with the tip of the cock
she wanted so badly.
Barely retaining composure, she instead forced his
head down to her addicting pussy. Asmodeus automatically
began to lick and suck her crotch, the salty juices sweet and
addicting. “Oh, shit!” she cooed, when he had his ngers
join in. She less than subtly thrust her hips into the ngers,
absorbing the pleasure and almost letting herself become
lost in it.
Finally exhibiting his own control, Asmodeus then
thrust his cock all the way into her crotch. Arisia moaned
and cooed orgasmically. Now somewhat addicted to her
pussy juices, Asmodeus suddenly withdrew himself, and inhaled liquid leaking out.
Arisia teased him by suddenly moving away, and going
to all fours. It was a gamble, but she needed to know if she
was lucid enough to handle the ultimate lust from the one
that practically invented it. Well, she also greatly enjoyed
Asmodeus’ dick inside her.
Asmodeus then groped and slapped her rm asscheeks
hard. Before she knew it, the monster anaconda was ripping
her in half from the ass up. This was his moment to truly
gain the upper hand, so he did not hold back. He thrust
hard and fast, grasping her at the hair and shoulders. Arisia
cooed and cried with a level of pleasure beyond what she
knew existed. At each slap of the asscheek, she found herself wanting to give in. She never knew such pleasure before, and lusted for so much to start. Maybe this would be
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what she desired, and Asmodeus might just give it to her
forever …
No! Lust was not just about nding the extremes of
pleasure. True lust was about nding the further reaches of
experience. Arisia did not just want pleasure beyond pleasure. She wanted more. She wanted her father, his power,
and whatever she could discover beyond even that.
When Asmodeus came down her throat, she did not
just cum hard. Arisia took full control with all her will, and
began to feed on his very essence through his very cum.
On her own will, she transformed their shared dreamworld. Asmodeus was on all fours on a bed. Arisia grew out
a long, red, rubbery member, and quickly shoved it up his
ass. He growled loudly, absorbing the pleasure Arisia forced
on him. While lacking in brutality, it gained in slow passion.
Letting her lust wash over him, Arisia came hard up Asmodeus’ ass, before he could cum himself.
“Please let me cum!” he cried.
“Please let me cum, what?” she asked forcibly, ipping
him onto his back.
“Please let me cum … Empress Arisia,” he begged truly, but not without true shock.
Arisia then changed the world around them. She sat on
a black couch, while a now a busty female Asmodeus sat before her on the oor. Arisia presented her large, soft foot to
the Lord of Lust, who kissed and licked it submissively.
The Empress then willed her to not touch her feet. She
then played with Asmodeus’ very pu y and very red nipples
with her toes, creating deep moans in both. She then willed
Asmodeus to open her mouth wide. The foot went deep,
impossibly deep, allowing Arisia to play with Asmodeus’
very essence.
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She removed her foot and had Asmodeus lick from
heel to toe, slowly, passionately. She could feel what little
was left of Asmodeus’ will slip away at the fact that it was
obvious how much Asmodeus lusted over Arisia’s feet at the
start of their escapade. Arisia barely needed to pump any
extra lust through them.
Arisia teasingly micromanaged the fallen Demon Lord.
Every command, every toe suck, every heal lick brought the
foot-hungry Asmodeus just that much more under Arisia’s
growing Will. That was not to mention how good it felt.
Asmodeus was lust after all, and Arisia applied that lust on
every command. Arisia especially loved fucking Asmodeus’
face with that super-sensitive foot.
She then had Asmodeus lay back, Arisia’s foot now
rubbing the most glorious of pussies. Asmodeus gasped and
writhed in deep pleasure.
“CUM FOR YOUR EMPRESS!” Arisia ordered, having
Asmodeus also suck the toes on the other foot.
Asmodeus began to moan and coo louder and louder at
the passionate yet aggressive attention. Arisia herself was
perhaps feeling even more lust, the great lust of them both
owing through her. The pleasure grew to once unfathomable levels, the false-reality shaking around them. Arisia
then came loudly in would shattering orgasm. The thick
demonic cum owing out of Arisia’s feet practically forced
the desperate Asmodeus to explode with her own powerful
orgasm. The world collapsed around them, yielding darkness …
There was only the pure, owing, red mists that was
the essence of Asmodeus and Arisia. Arisia engulfed the
subtly passive mist that was Asmodeus, and orgasmically
absorbed it into her very being. The whole of Asmodeus, his
life and knowledge, became assimilated into her. Power,
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connection to all his Lust Demons, unuttered truths, everything was now Arisia’s …
The real world soon came back into focus. Arisia was
not the same Arisia that walked into the dark throne room.
The whole of Asmodeus now owed through her very being.
The lifeless husk of Asmodeus lay silent.
The Demon Lords stood disquieted, not knowing what
to do. What towered before them was a being none of them
could match, and were not sure about their futures.
“Come, Demon Lords,” Arisia resonated through their
very essence. “Accept me as your Eternal Empress of Lust
and the Demon League of the Nine Hells.”
The Lords came willingly, albeit with silent apprehension. It was that apprehension that led to an act Arisia’ father never bothered to do. She closed her red cat-eyes and
forced her Will upon them, orgasmically embedding it into
they never beings. The Demon League was now truly hers
…
Not long after her Ascension, an unfamiliar being simply appeared before her in the otherwise empty throne
room. The apparent man was tall, slim, and dark like the
space between the galaxies. His pale white eyes almost
seemed to glow. Yet, Arisia had trouble truly capturing the
appearance. She could almost perceive thousands of other
forms, not all of which humanoid.
“What are you?” the Empress asked in fascination.
“Well, Enyo rst thought I was Cthulhu. You can certainly see beyond the veil even better than she!” The man
was strangely jovial and joyous. There was a kind of fascination in his almost whispering tone. “I am known as
Nyarlathotep, a kind of Avatar of a race older than the an-
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cient light of the stars visible upon Earth. One of that race
you know as Cthulhu.”
“You are here to turn me to your side, I presume?”
“Were you this melodramatic before incestuously absorbing your father?” he asked sarcastically. “To answer your
question simply: yes. Cthulhu runs my organization these
days, and in a way, it always did. I won’t bore you with billions of years of history. It bores me sometimes! The history
you need to know is the history of the race of light that threatens us all. It has many names, even though my race has yet
to learn if it even has a true one. On Earth it was once described as the Colour Out of Space. Perhaps that is the most
descriptive title for it. And yes, it burns, but most importantly, it burns all life into something else for purposes even I do
not know. It was on Earth in the 1880s. That rather dour
Lovecraft described the incident well enough, thanks to me.
My job at the time was to silently in uence and prepare
Earth for the possibility of becoming a battle eld for my
race. That arti cial intelligence was an unexpected and fun
appetizer to watch. Now, however, you need us to survive
what may be the worst horror to exist.”
“What took you so long to force an audience, Avatar?”
A distinct yet thin smile appeared. “We needed you to
become what you are now naturally, as I needed Enyo to become the Goddess she always wanted to be. As many Humans would put it, we would have been utterly fucked if either of you failed to gain the appropriate heights in power.
Indeed, Cthulhu creating the Reforged was the lynchpin to
ensuring what needed to happen. I know it all seems convoluted, but manipulative conspiracies tend to be that way on
Earth and associated Realms.”
“You are not powerful enough to stop the Color …”
Arisia said with silent disquiet.
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“No, we are not, Empress. We have yet to even ght
the Color directly, but it will destroy us eventually through
whatever empowers it. Earth was almost not the battleground of course. There are so many calculations involved
with traversing the universe. The Color now holds many
words, and will hold yet more. If Cthulhu awoke even ve
minutes later, your metric, we would have needed to look to
the next world, which was being nudged by another Avatar.
There would not have been enough time, and Earth would
have been consumed. Again, fucked.”
“So, what’s next?” Besting some ancient entity technically was on her to-do list all along, even if she almost forgot in her journey.
“Well, you now know secrets no other entity can ever
know.” Nyarlathotep looked up for a moment. “The Color is
returning now. A meteor containing the cosmic cancer just
entered the Sol system. I will provide the predicted trajectory, which obviously leads to Earth.”
“How do we ght it?”
“I … am not completely sure. You may need to combine new technologies and ancient secrets.”
“Hrh … how ‘bout this? We make a Deal. I nd a way
to defeat the Color. In return …” she smirked, wanting
everything. “I am granted command-status with the Reforged
and Cultists starting now, I am allowed dominion over the
Earth and associated realms, and my forces will aid you in
your ght against the Color in perpetuity.”
“You drive a hard bargain, Empress of Lust, but I expected nothing less …” There was a long pause, where he
was obviously communing with his masters. “Speaking for
those described on Earth as the Great Old Ones, I am honored to agree to your Deal. Let’s just make this a verbal
agreed, shall we? I am not built for sexuality.”
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“Granted …” She lay back and let the orgasmic power
of their Deal wash over her. She even squirted a little with
her black cum from how all encompassing it was. “I shall
nd a way to defeat the Color, and in return, I shall aid your
forces in their ght against the Color in perpetuity and …”
Her smile was broad and toothy and almost mischievous.
Nyarlathotep con rmed, “You shall be given command-status over the Reforged and Cultists starting at this
moment, and be allowed dominion over the Earth and associated realms … I can’t lie to you about your chances. You
have an approximately 55% chance of failure, which would
also be mine. You know who I am. I am built to communicate. Just call out to me if you need me …”
****
Arisia stood before a great precipice in front of what
became known as the Domain of the Ifrit, whose Hell re
might be the most powerful thing in existence if they ever
used it together. It was more of a prison within Hell before
her. They were some of the rst souls to become utterly
twisted in the Underworld, but for reasons never understood, they became uncontrollable. They never t into the
burgeoning order. Well, her Domain lacked any real “order”
until the formation of the Demon League somewhat recently.
Regardless, it took a special Deal with the Archangel
Gabriel to gain any semblance of control, before this cage
was ultimately designed by her. Arisia considered calling
upon the Angels. That was, however, complicated at best.
Unlike Demons, which could have di erent versions of
themselves across the multiverse, Angels were instead capable of being in multiple places at once, usually having
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only one instance of themselves. The Angels were o ghting
in some apparent Armageddon in another reality against a
particularly aggressive set of Demons.
That said, Arisia knew the secret powers created by
Gabriel, because Asmodeus was the one that made the Deal
with her. Asmodeus felt it safest to make it all secret. The
Ifrit are merely contained.
The risk of letting the Ifrit out was dramatic. Yet,
Arisia was the most powerful being in her Hell and what
should soon be her Earth. The Ifrit were not without reason.
So, Arisia hoped to make a Deal with them …
“We have a common foe,” Arisia bluntly stated at the
edge to their Domain.
One oated up. It was ashen gray entity with ery eyes
and curved fangs. Its loud whisper of a voice spit napalm.
“Nothing goes past this barrier. Why should we care?”
“The Color are more powerful than the most ancient
entities in our Realms. By touching and defeating Demons,
they will assuredly nd a way to you. Their only derivable
purpose is to absorb everything into their growing being.
They are cancer upon the multiverse.”
“And?” It still did not really care.
“What is the one thing you want after the countless
eons in your cage?”
It glowed in angry re that few entities besides Arisia
could tolerate, but even she winced. “The cage is un-lockable,” it echoed loudly.
“Is it? My father conceived of a way a thousand years
ago. He kept it secret, assuming none of you would play by
any rules.”
It growled, but lowered its ame somewhat.
“I can set you all free with that key, for a price.”
“You want our Hell re.” It was not asking.
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“Many, many times over. You have no purpose in your
cage. I am o ering you purpose. Fight for me, and in time,
you will be free.”
“The last time we were free, we eventually found ourselves imprisoned.”
“The mainstream Demons were so ironically puritanical
then … The ght against the Color may last eons, and require the full breath of your ruthlessness. You will all then
deserve your freedom from any chains of Hell. I will ensure
that through a Deal.”
“A Deal?” It cackled, its dark ames alighting in tandem. “I thought you understood us! We care nothing for
such formalities.”
“But I do, Great Spirit of the Underwood,” Arisia said
honestly. “I am the Empress of Hell, and unlike my father’s
hands-o administration, all of Hell turns on my whim. Here
is the Deal before you: I let the Ifrit out of their cage to ght
against the Color, and in return, I will ensure your freedom
from Hell by never imposing restrictions against you.”
The Ifrit oated for a time, its re almost cold and quiet. It suddenly faded somewhat, and the full Legion that was
the Ifrit was brie y seen.
“We accept your Deal,” it said slowly the moment it
became opaque.
“Thus, it is sealed. I shall free the Ifrit to ght the Color, and once the war is won, I shall never impose restrictions on you all, ensuring your freedom from Hell …” She
let the Deal orgasmically wash over her, making her wings
and tail twitch.
“The key to the cage, Empress?” it asked somewhat
ippantly.
“Of course! It is your Hell re! If all the Ifrit concentrate their Hell re on a singular point at the edge of the
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cage, the Angelic Power should break at that point. You may
all leave through the resulting crack. I do not know if the
wall will repair itself, but blasting the wall again there or
elsewhere should allow you to break through regardless.”
Arisia sensed disbelieve in the ery creature. It was
not disbelief in the solution, but disbelief in that his kind
never thought of trying that.
It suddenly disappeared. Thousands of Ifrit, the whole
Legion’s worth, phased into existence in the distance. They
built up a dark-light so blinding that even Arisia needed to
partly cover her cat-eyes. There was then a blast heard and
felt throughout all the Domains of Hell. If the invisible Angelic Wall was not there, Hell itself would have cracked
open. Instead, that wall brie y became visible, and the point
the Ifrit concentration on blew open in a deafening explosion. Arisia fell to the ground from the great energy expelled.
By the time Arisia regained her wits and stood, maybe
half of the Ifrit Legion already had ew out of their cage.
They all conglomerated above her, their ashen, ery glow
bright but not painful.
One oated down to her, the one that was functioning
as their Mouthpiece from the start. “Guide our Great Fury,
Empress.”
With a serious nod, Arisia turned to her side. She
moved her clawed index nder in a wide circle, and created
a portal — wormhole really — to a point in space not far
from Mars.
“That gateway will bring you a step ahead of the oncoming Color. It is my hope that will give you all time to recover from the energy you expelled today. You will know our
enemy by it blindingly bright, violet aura. I do not know if it
will ght back. I do not really know what will happen. All I
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know is that, combined, you may just be the most powerful
force in the multiverse. You now know the power you can
all wield, as so few others understood before. Fight for me.
Fight for the existence of all. Fight for your freedom …”
It nodded, and Arisia stood aside. The Ifrit Legion, like
a epic ame to air, ew through the gateway …
Five days after the Ifrit were freed from their cage,
Arisia and half of the Earth observed a bright, multicolored
light in the sky in the direction of Mars. There was no way
to know in that moment exactly what happened. Indeed, the
Ifrit had never fought as a singular Legion of Hell before!
With her breath held deep, a message from the
Mouthpiece came to her sounding weary:
The invading force had been destroyed, Empress …
Arisia sighed deeply in relief. Known to Demons and
those that have studied them, if a Deal failed in any perceptible way, pain or death could actually ensue. With two
Deals involved in this operation, Arisia felt mortal dread for
the rst time in her life, including when she was a Cambion.
There are no casualties, Empress, but we will be unable to continue this ght for some time. We feel that we might be able to expel
less of our Hell re in future battles, possibly even individuals might
be enough to damage the Color signi cantly.
That is excellent news, Great Spirit of the Underworld. Rest
now wherever you wish, and I will send you out whenever your Legion is ready …
####
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Epilogue
Arisa sat quietly on her Lunar throne, moon colony,
looking down upon her Earth. Tezca, now a female thrall
Demon of Lust, obediently lay on her lap. The Ifrit Legion
were halfway across the galaxy ghting the Color, which
was indeed ghting back now, knowing the Ifrit needed time
to “recharge” themselves. However, the Color continued to
have no defense against Hell re.
Cthulhu and many of the Reforged were with them to
create the Gateways. The Reforged were the only ones suffering casualties thus far, actually just partly immune to the
mutagenic powers of the Color. The Reforged were still being created on Earth, so in the strategic sense, the war was
going well.
On the Reforged and Cultists, that went back to how
Arisia took over the Earth in her Great Lust. First, Arisia
nally revealed herself to the remaining Protectors, ten
years ago, just after the Ifrit’s rst successful battle. She was
surprised by their lack of surprise. The Bostonian said with
more honestly than intended that he liked her much better
as a full-on Demon, and forwardly said he found her old self
to be rather indecisive and overly cautious.
Not that they had much choice, but she made a Deal
with them to ensure their health, however they saw t, provided they continued being Earth’s Protectors. The di erence
was that not only was the Empress of Hell their nominal
leader now, but were also tasked with being the leadership for
the rst line of defense. They mostly just monitored and advised in the war against the Color in the long run, but that
was practically the semi-retirement they all wanted. Plus,
Arisia encouraged them to nd new members to continue
their legacy.
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Arisia was of course allowed her control over the Reforged and Cultists. She utilized them as part of her plan to
dominate the Earth with her Lust, whenever it did not conict with the ongoing war. It turned out that the cum of the
Reforged was identical to the cum Cthulhu generated to create the rst Reforged. With Cthulhu very rarely calling for
replenishment — and far from Earth, the cum was more like
an addictive substance on par with Lust Demon cum, leading to many Cultists.
That fact allowed for Arisia to have two orgasmically
addictive substances at her disposal. Both spread like wildre, before any knew what was happening. Yes, the Cthulhu
Cum tended to make those Cultists more like Lovecraftian
Succubi, but they were still technically addicted to that cum.
At the same time, Lust Demon cum passively connected all
users to Arisia, as she was indirectly connected to those exposed to the Cthulhu cum. She now had many worshipers
and Priestesses as a result.
Thus, there was no resistance to Arisia openly becoming the Empress of Earth just the day before the ten year
mark. All that otherworldly cum kept them all quite healthy
and active. So, who were they to complain of a benevolent
dictator? Enyo and her followers did not strictly join Arisia’s
world, but to Arisia’s surprise, Enyo o ered peaceful coexistence. Arisia agreed to the Deal, which included Arisia having Enyo rejoin the Protectors as their day-to-day leader.
Enyo also became the de-facto leader and spokesperson for
the Olympians and many of the Old Gods, who largely continued to care little about the trials and tribulations of the
Earth anymore.
Very few Humans actually took the next steps to become some kind of Demon, usually becoming of Lust. The
Priestesses were very good at strictly vetting those deserving
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of at least becoming Lust Demons. But, it was quite amusing to Arisia how those Lovecraftian Succubi almost desperately heeded the Call of Cthulhu when more Reforged were
needed. Cthulhu strategically did not even take all the ones
transformed! Arisia always looked forward to those “shows”
of those Cultists heading that call.
Looking down upon the Earth today, a forgotten yet
almost alien feeling touched her. She felt, for the moment,
satis ed. This was almost a kind of gift from her father, Asmodeus. He was secretly satis ed, in spite of his Great Demonic Lust. That feeling from him allowed her to know and
accept it as well.
Perhaps she will go forth at some point and conquer
more worlds like she did Earth. But for now, this moment,
she had enough.
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